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Introduction Planar graphs are subject of interest not only in graph theory [7, 6], but also in
defining syntaxes for monoidal categories [10] with specific topological properties, for example
diagrams for quantum circuits where crossing wires is a non-trivial operation [4]. We present
work on an intrinsically typed data structure of planar graphs, implemented in Agda.
A graph is planar if it can be drawn on a sphere without any edges crossing. We are working at
the level of the drawing, so graphs are actually plane graph embeddings. A graph embedding
is uniquely defined by an edge ordering around each of its vertices, called a rotation system [5].
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Graphs are Decorated Trees The graphs we describe are con-
nected, and may contain self-loops at a vertex as well as multiple
edges in parallel. We define graphs inductively by using one of their
spanning trees as a skeleton and storing the remaining edges along-
side [2]. Our graphs have labelled edges, but also contain data in
sectors, which are regions near vertices, subdivided by their inci-
dent edges. Sectors are also the places within a graph we can point
at, or move to. The example on the right shows the spanning tree of
the graph in blue, and its sectors as boxes, with a specially marked
root sector. The data structure represents the traversal of a graph
in order, starting from the root, working clockwise round the spanning tree, following tree edges
and passing non-tree edges on the way. Arrowheads indicate the order of traversal (the graph
itself is undirected).
At each Step in the traversal we either encounter the next sector or an edge; these two always
alternate. When visiting a tree edge we ask for the subtree attached to it. The first time we
meet each non-tree edge, we push its label onto a stack, popping when we find its other end.
A Step is indexed by the stack before and after, as well as an indicator of whether we expect
a sector (of type S) or an edge (of type E) at our next encounter. The stack is a list (with ,-

being cons), and spanning subtrees are the reflexive transitive closure Star of the Step relation.

data Step : (List E × SE) → (List E × SE) → Set where

sector : S → Step (es , sec)(es , edg)

push : (e : E) → Step ( es , edg)(e ,- es , sec)

pop : (e : E) → Step (e ,- es , edg)( es , sec)

span : E → V → Star Step (as , sec)(bs , edg)

→ Step (as , edg)(bs , sec)

All together, a plane graph consists of a vertex and a Star Step ([] , sec)([] , sec): a
clockwise traversal around that vertex, starting from an empty stack and expecting the root
sector, visiting the rest of the tree, then finishing with an empty stack back at the root sector.

Proposition 1. A spanning tree together with a stack of additional edges defines a plane graph.

Proof Sketch. A spanning tree is plane by definition, thus the topological property is established
by the treatment of non-tree edges. By maintaining the stack in order of traversal, edges are
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popped in reverse order to being pushed, so no two edges cross. Effectively, we contract the
spanning tree to a single vertex with only self-loops, i.e. the non-tree edges. The graph is
planar when these self-loops form a well bracketed word [2].

There is more information yet in the stack indices: each edge e is boundary to a region of the
graph. Anything on top of e on the stack is local to the region, and once we have popped e we
know we have left the region. Observing the stack alone gives clues about where we currently
are in the graph, and which edges are local to the current subgraph.

Zippers The first graph operation we want is focussing to a specific position [1], then moving
the graph’s root to this position. We use zippers [8] for graphs in a bifunctor representation [9],
allowing us to transform sector data as we traverse clockwise.
Standard zippers for trees construct a path through the structure by successively choosing one
branch to move along, while storing its siblings alongside. In the case of graphs, siblings could
be trees but also stack operations. Each layer in the path stores a forwards list of steps ahead
in the tree and a backwards list of steps behind (i.e. between the arrival point and the current
position). The zipper itself is a sequence of layers surrounding the sector in focus. The left
example shows in red the path from sector s back to the root. At each vertex along the path
the curved arrows depict the backwards and forwards sibling lists:

r

s push e

pop e

r

s pop e

push e

Re-rooting a graph to a zipper’s sector-in-focus involves rotating the traversal order of the
spanning tree while keeping track of the direction of the non-tree edges.

Proposition 2. Re-rooting a planar graph returns a planar graph.

Proof Sketch. The spanning tree is traversed in a different order, but structurally unchanged.
Some of the additional edges have to be turned in the process of moving the root. In the original
graph, these edges were pushed before we arrive at the new root, and popped after, they were
exactly the index of the new root. When re-rooting, each of these edges will change its direction
and the order of edges on the stack will be reversed, thus planarity is maintained.

In the left example, the stack operations for edge e are explicitly marked. The stack at
segment s is (e ,- []). The right example show the result of the re-rooting operation, with s

now being the root (with index []), and the stack operations of e interchanged.

A Context Comonad We define graphs as containers. Sectors are places for data, as well
as places to view the graph from. We obtain a context comonad [11] whose counit projects
the root sector data and whose comultiplication decorates each sector with the graph re-rooted
to that sector. The graph stays the same, with the order of edges around vertices fixed, but
we redirect its spanning tree, depending on which sector is root. In future work we intend to
decorate each push and pop with the graph obtained by following their non-tree edge, allowing
convenient but read-only graph traversal [3].
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Abstract

Name management is an important factor of usability, but is often an overlooked aspect
of the design of programming languages. The issue becomes even more pressing in the case
of proof assistants, for a proof frequently depends on different definitions or properties of
conflicting names. While names are often not part of the core type theory that a proof
assistant is based upon, effective management of them is one decisive factor of practical
usability. I therefore designed a compositional and extensible domain-specific language for
manipulating hierarchical names. The language has been implemented as a standalone
OCaml library and is used in the proof assistants cooltt and algaett.

1 Introduction

Software engineering practice encourages dividing a large program into multiple units, enabling
separate or incremental compilation. The same principle applies to any serious mechanized
proof using dependent type theory, as type-checking often takes significant time. The efficiency
of compilation or type-checking is not the only reason—the division also serve as an opportunity
to organize definitions and lemmas according to their conceptual closeness.

In order to support the use of multiple units, most programming languages provide “import”
or “include” mechanisms for a unit to access content in another. Those mechanisms bring in
declarations from another unit so that local code can access them as if they were defined locally.
However, such an “import” feature introduces a new problem—the imported content might
shadow existing content in the local scope. As a result, many languages allow programmers to
rename, select, or hide parts of imported content. A common strategy is to place new content
in a namespace, which can be understood as a special case of group renaming.

The interplay between these mechanisms—renaming, selection, hiding, namespaces, and
others—is unfortunately unclear in most designs. For example, consider the Agda statement

open A using (x) renaming (x to y) hiding (y)

Would Agda make what’s named x available as both x and y, or only as y, or perhaps unavail-
able? The above statement would actually be rejected because of the ambiguity. Arguably,
how renaming, selection, and hiding could work together is unclear from the concrete syntax.

The core issue is that name modifiers are effectful. Most designs chose to limit the syntax to
avoid confusing interactions. The other approach, which I believe is more fruitful, is to design
a proper domain-specific language with powerful combinators such as sequencing, union, and
scoping. Such a language gives programmers the full power to manipulate names.

Another motivation to redesign how names work is to facilitate patching an API for com-
patibility. Often, a minor update of a library only introduces new bindings, and a client can
start using the new API while supporting old ones by implementing those bindings during the
transition. For example, suppose is_prefix was recently introduced in the string namespace
in the standard library. The client should be able to inject its own implementation of is_prefix
into string to support older versions of the standard library while updating its codebase.
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The desire to patch libraries motivates an implicit treatment of namespaces, which means a
namespace is only a group of names that happen to share the same prefix. The ML-style module
system, on the other hand, limits the ability to change components of a module to make sure it
always has a valid signature. There has been work on liberating ML-style modules [3], but the
untyped nature of namespaces means we are not subject to these constraints and can derive
a simpler design. Moreover, in the context of proof assistants, one should recognize top-level
definitions might not have an (internalized) type anyway. It is perhaps easier and better to
support both untyped namespaces and typed modules (or records in dependent type theory).

2 The Design

The effectfulness of name modifiers and the need to patch libraries suggest that all operations
should work on names sharing a prefix (that is, a subtree) instead of individual names. For
example, selection of a.b should be understood as selecting all names with the prefix a.b.
Other important considerations include detection of typos, decoupling from export control,
expressiveness, extensibility with custom hooks, and conciseness of the core language. Balancing
out these factors led to a language with the following six operators:

• Emptiness-Checking: err if there are no matching bindings; this is to detect typos.

• Scoping: apply a modifier to names with a given prefix.

• Renaming: change names with a given prefix to names with the new prefix.

• Sequencing: apply a list of modifiers in order.

• Union: take the union of the results of a list of modifiers.

• Hook: apply a custom hook.

As a demonstration of expressiveness, the modifier that hides names with the prefix a.b can
be implemented as a combination of Scoping (to focus on the names with the prefix a.b),
Emptiness-Checking (to detect typos), and then Union of an empty list (to drops all bind-
ings). Therefore, we do not need a modifier dedicated to hiding in the core language.

3 Discussions

The language has been implemented as a standalone OCaml library named Yuujinchou [1]. It was
used in the experimental proof assistants cooltt and algaett. Racket is one of the few languages
that provide an equally powerful language for modifying names, and the language has specialized
operators for different phases in Racket [2]. However, its support of hierarchical names seems
to be limited because its renaming and prefixing modifiers (rename-in and prefix-in) cannot
directly place bindings under a namespace. Other than Racket, most programming languages
and proof assistants give little power to its users, and perhaps our simple yet compositional
domain-specific language could inspire.
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A fundamental benefit to working type theoretically is the possibility of working within
a proof assistant, which can check and even aid in the construction of complex theorems.
Implementing a proof assistant, however, is a highly nontrivial task. In addition to a solid
theoretical foundation for the particular type theory, numerous practical implementation issues
must be addressed.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in type theories which include modalities, unary
type constructors which need not commute with substitution. While there has been rapid
progress on modal type theories, it is unknown whether standard implementation techniques
extend to them. Mainstream proof assistants have begun to experiment with modalities [Vez18],
but these implementations are costly and must be specialized to a particular modal situation.
Realistically, a practitioner may use a collection of modalities for only one proof and it is
impractical to invest in a specialized proof assistant each time. Similar churn has afflicted modal
type theories generally and it has pushed type theorists to define general systems which can
be instantiated with various modalities [Gra+20; LSR17]. We believe that a similar approach
alleviate the constant need to implement new modal proof assistants.

Here we focus onMTT [Gra+21], a general modal type theory which can internalize arbitrary
collections of (dependent) right adjoints [Bir+20]. These modalities are specified by mode
theories [LS16], 2-categories whose objects correspond to modes, morphisms to modalities, and
2-cells to natural transformations between modalities.

MTT has been used to model a variety of existing modal type theories including calculi for
guarded recursion, internalized parametricity, and axiomatic cohesion. Better still, MTT has
a robustly developed metatheory [Gra+21] which applies irrespective of the chosen modalities.
An implementation of MTT could therefore conceivably be designed to allow the user to freely
change the mode theory without reimplementing the entire proof assistant each time. In fact,
recently Gratzer [Gra22] has proven a generic normalization result for MTT. While this result
provides the foundation of a flexible implementation, it remains to convert this proof into a
practical type checking algorithm.

From theory to practice Converting the theoretical guarantee of normalization into an
executable program is not a small step. A first obstacle is the syntax of MTT itself: prior
work has exclusively considered an algebraic presentation of the syntax as a generalized al-
gebraic theory. While mathematically elegant, a proof assistant requires a more streamlined
and ergonomic syntax. Once a more convenient syntax has been designed, one must adapt the
normalization proof to a normalization algorithm. Normalization is proven by a sophisticated
gluing argument, and while the proof is reminiscent of normalization-by-evaluation [Abe13] it
remains to extract such an algorithm.

The majority of subtleties in the implementation flow not from the modal types per se, but
from the extensions to contexts and substitutions needed to support them. In particular, each
2-cell in the mode theory induces a new form of substitution and these key substitutions accu-
mulate at variables. As a result, each variable in MTT is annotated with a 2-cell describing its
extraction from the context. This additional piece of data disrupts a crucial property of modern
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NbE: variables can no longer be represented in a way invariant under weakening. Without this
invariant, one cannot adapt the substitution-free NbE familiar from MLTT [Abe13].

We therefore only consider the restricted class of preordered mode theories—mode theories
with at most one 2-cell between any pair of modalities. In this case, the modal substitution
apparatus for MTT is dramatically simplified, and the problematic substitutions evaporate.
Without this obstruction, we have successfully implemented a normalization algorithm which
elegantly handles multiple modalities. Crucially, the normalization algorithm does not depend
on the particulars of the mode theory and can be applied without change to any preordered
collection of modalities.

Normalization-by-evaluation The normalization proof for MTT follows the structure of a
normalization-by-evaluation proof. Rather than fixing a rewriting system, a term is evaluated
into a carefully chosen semantics equipped with a quotation function reifying an element of the
semantic domain to a normal form. The entire normalization function is then a round-trip from
syntax to semantics and then back to normal forms. While the proof of normalization uses a
traditional denotational model for a semantic domain, this is impractical for implementation.

Instead mitten follows the literature on normalization-by-evaluation and uses a defunction-
alized and syntactic semantic domain [Abe13]. This approach has previously been adapted
to work with a modal type theory [GSB19], but adapting it to MTT introduces several novel
challenges. In particular, variables must be annotated with 2-cells from the mode theory, and
managing these annotations ripples out through the entire algorithm. We show that for pre-
ordered mode theories said annotations omitted and reconstructed during type checking.

Mode theories Normalization for MTT does not immediately imply the decidability of type
equality. Terms (and therefore types) mention both 1- and 2-cells from the mode theory,
and deciding their equality is a necessary precondition for deciding type equality. Moreover,
deciding the equality of 1- and 2-cells, even in a finitely presented 2-category, is well-known to
be undecidable.1 Special attention is therefore necessary for each mode theory to ensure that
the normalization algorithm for MTT is sufficient to yield a type-checker. While this rules out
a truly generic proof assistant for MTT which works regardless of the choice of mode theory,
mitten shows that the next best result is obtainable. We implement mitten parametrically in
a module fully describing the mode theory and show that the type-checker can be designed to
rely only on the existence of such a decision procedure.

Contributions We contribute a defunctionalized NbE algorithm which reduces the type
checking problem for MTT to deciding the word problem for the mode theory.

Furthermore, we specify a bidirectional syntax for MTT together with a type checking
algorithm. Type checking is decidable if and only if the word problem of the mode theory is.

We have put these results into practice with mitten, an prototype implementation of MTT
based on this algorithm. mitten supports the replacement of the underlying mode theory with
minimal alterations, allowing a user to construct specialized proof assistants for modal type
theories by merely supplying a single module specifying the mode theory together with equality
functions for 0-, 1-, and 2-cells.

We presented a version of this ongoing work at the WITS workshop in January 2022.

1The word problem is well-known to be undecidable for finitely presented groups which can be realized as
finitely-presented categories and therefore locally discrete finitely-presentable 2-categories.
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Introduction. The class of pure type systems was introduced by Terlouw [11] and Berardi [4]
(and further developed by Barendregt [1, 2]) as a natural generalization of the lambda cube;
it contains the lambda cube as well as systems with richer sort structure and quantification.
Formally, a pure type system (PTS) λS is specified by a set of sorts S, a set of axioms A
satisfying A ⊂ S×S and a set of rules R satisfying R ⊂ S×S×S, and has the same derivation
rules as those given for the lambda cube except in the case of axioms and Π-type formation,
which are replaced respectively with the following:

⊢λS s1 : s2
Γ ⊢λS A : s1 Γ, x : A ⊢λS B : s2

Γ ⊢λS ΠxAB : s3

where (s1, s2) ∈ A and (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R.

The study of pure type systems can be viewed as the study of how sort structure affects
the meta-theoretic properties of a type system, especially because of the minimal set of type
formers (e.g., there are no Σ-types by default). One such meta-theoretic property, arguably one
of the most important, is normalization. A type system is weakly normalizing if every typable
term has a normal form and is strongly normalizing if no typable term appears in an infinite
reduction sequence. Girard [6] demonstrated that sort structure can have a nontrivial effect
on the normalization behavior of a type system by showing that the PTS λU is not strongly
normalizing. In particular, circularity in the sort structure of a pure type system (λU does
not explicitly include an axiom of the form “Type is a Type”) is not a necessary condition for
non-normalization. This leaves open a fundamental question: what is the relationship between
the sort structure and normalization?

The last few decades have seen numerous techniques for proving normalization of systems
in the lambda cube and their extensions, and some of these techniques have been extended to
the PTS setting (e.g., Melliès and Werner [9] extend the notion of Λ-sets to pure type systems)
but many have not. The purpose of this abstract is to outline the generalization of one such
technique, which might be called dependency eliminating translations.

Contributions. One approach for proving strong normalization of a type system is to define
a typability-preserving infinite-reduction-path-preserving translation from that system into a
weaker system which is already known to be strongly normalizing. Harper et al. [7] define
such a translation from λP to λ→ and Geuvers and Nederhof [5] extend that translation to
one from λC to λω. Both of these translations can be viewed as deleting the dependent rule
in the corresponding system, i.e., the rule (∗,□), which allows types to depend on terms. For
sufficiently well-structured pure type systems, this notion of dependence can be generalized, as
is done by Barthe et al. [3] for their definition of generalized non-dependent pure type systems.
I extend these translations to pure type systems in a way that maintains the property that
dependent rules are deleted.
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Before stating the following theorem, a few definitions. A PTS is n-tiered if it is of the form

S = {si | i ∈ [n]}
A = {(si, si+1) | i ∈ [n− 1]}
R ⊂ {(s, s′, s′) | (s, s′) ∈ S × S}

A tiered PTS is (i, j)-full if its rules contain {(sl, sk, sk) | l ≤ i and l ≤ k ≤ j} and is full if it
satisfies the following closure property: if (si, sj , sj) ∈ RλS then λS is (j, i)-full. For any tiered
PTS λS, define its non-dependent restriction, denoted λS∗, to be the tiered system with rules
{(si, sj , sj) ∈ RλS | i ≤ j}.

Theorem 1. For any full tiered PTS λS, there are two functions τ : T → T and J−K : T → T
on terms such that the following hold.

1. If Γ ⊢λS A : B then there is a context Γ′ such that Γ′ ⊢λS∗ JAK : τ(B). That is, J−K
preserves typability.

2. For any term A derivable in λS, if A ↠β B, then JAK ↠+
β JBK. That is, J−K preserves

infinite reduction paths.

This implies the strong normalization of any full tiered PTS depends only on the strong
normalization of its non-dependent restriction. Unfortunately, fullness is a very strong property.
A system which is (i, j)-full where i ≥ 2 and j ≥ 3, for example, contains λU and is thus
inconsistent. There is only a small class of systems on which the translation can be applied
non-trivially, and every system in this class is a subsystems of Lou’s extended calculus of
constructions (ECC) [8], which is known to be strongly normalizing. The strongest of these full
n-tiered system has the rules

{(sk, s1, s1) | k ∈ [n]} ∪ {(s1, sk, sk) | k ∈ [n]} ∪ {(s2, sk, sk) | k ∈ [n]}

Together with a proof that the non-dependent restriction of this system is strongly normalizing,
we get a modular proof that this system is strongly normalizing along the lines of the Geuvers-
Nederhof result. In particular, this proof does not require a detour through quasi-normalization
(as is done by Luo for ECC) and the system for which one ultimately has to prove strong
normalization after translation (by, say, the Girard-Tait method) is simpler.

Discussion. The restriction to tiered systems is for convenience, and it turns out to be sufficient
even if we want to consider more general classes along the lines of persistent, stratified systems
(see [3]) because such systems can be viewed as disjoint unions of tiered systems, in the sense
of [10]. However, the restriction of fullness is clearly quite limiting. The generalization is, I
believe, a fairly faithful one, so it seems possible that a more sophisticated translation could
push this idea further. Being able to handle even just one additional non-dependent rule could
be advantageous. For example, I became interested in translations like this one because of their
potential application to the Barendregt-Guevers-Klop conjecture, an open question which posits
that weak normalization implies strong normalization for all pure types systems. Barthe et al.
[3] prove the conjecture holds for a class of non-dependent pure types systems via a CPS-style
translation. If the non-dependent restriction of a tiered PTS is captured by the conditions of
their theorem then their result can be leveraged and extended by a very simple bootstrapping
argument: since weak normalization of λS implies weak normalization of λS∗, if λS is weakly
normalizing then, in fact, λS∗ is strongly normalizing, which implies λS is as well.
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Abstract

Gradualizing the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) involves dealing with subtle
tensions between normalization, graduality, and conservativity with respect to CIC [5].
We present GRIP, a novel approach to gradual dependent types combining an impure
sort of types inhabited by type casts, unknown terms and errors, as well as a pure sort
of strict propositions internalizing precision. Internal precision supports reasoning about
graduality within GRIP itself, for instance to characterize gradual exception-handling terms,
and supports gradual subset types. The metatheory of GRIP is supported by a model
formalized in Coq, and we provide a prototype implementation in Agda.1

Extending gradual typing [13, 14] to dependent types is a challenging endeavor due to the
intricacies of type checking and conversion in presence of imprecision at both the type and
term levels. While early efforts looked at gradualizing specific aspects of a dependent type
system (e.g., subset types and refinements [4, 15], or the fragment without inductive types [2]),
we recently studied gradual typing in the context of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions
(CIC) [5], the theory at the core of many proof assistants such as Coq [16] and Agda [8, 9].
There, we introduced GCIC, a gradual source language, whose semantics is given by elaboration
to a dependently-typed calculus, called CastCIC.

A Dependently-Typed Cast Calculus CastCIC is an extension of Martin-Löf type theory
(MLTT) [6] with (non-indexed) inductive types, and with exceptions as introduced by [10]. For
a given type A, there are two exceptional terms, namely errA representing runtime type errors,
and ?A representing the unknown term, which can optimistically stand for any term of type
A. Additionally, CastCIC features a cast operator ⟨B ⇐ A⟩ t, which supports treating a term t
of type A as a term of type B, without requiring any relation between A and B. Intuitively,
the cast operator is the identity when A and B are convertible, and fails when A and B are
incompatible, for instance when A is the type of natural number and B is a function type.
This intuition is made explicit by the notion of (im)precision: when a type A is more precise
than B, written A ⊑ B, then casting from A to B does not fail, and doing the roundtrip
back to A is the identity; the formal formulation of this property, coined graduality by [7], is
that when A ⊑ B, the cast operations induce an embedding-projection pair between A and
B. Additionally, ? is the least precise type, and therefore casting from A to the unknown type
? and back is always the identity. We previously uncovered in [5] an inherent tension which
states that three fundamentally desirable properties cannot be fully satisfied simultaneously:
(1) strong normalization, a property of particular relevance in the context of proof assistants,
(2) conservativity with respect to CIC, namely the ability to faithfully embed the static theory
in the gradual theory,2 and (3) graduality, which guarantees that typing and evaluation are
monotone with respect to precision. The maximality of the unknown type is a key element of
this tension. Indeed, if ? → ? ⊑ ?, then by graduality it is possible to embed the untyped
lambda calculus, and in particular the diverging term Ω := (λ x : ?. x x) (λ x : ?. x x).

1https://gitlab.inria.fr/kmaillar/grip-a-reasonably-gradual-type-theory
2Not to be confused with logical conservativity!

https://gitlab.inria.fr/kmaillar/grip-a-reasonably-gradual-type-theory
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Relaxing ?’s Maximality In this work, we observe that an adequate stratification of pre-
cision enables a full account of graduality for an extension of CastCIC, called GRIP. The key
idea is that ?□i

should be the least precise type among all types at level i and below, except for
dependent function types at level i (which are however still less precise than ?□i+1

). We can
precisely characterize problematic terms as those that are not self-precise (i.e., more precise
than themselves), which for function types means non-monotone with respect to precision. The
prototypical example of a non-monotone term is that of recursive large elimination, such as the
type of n-ary functions over natural numbers (in Coq):
Fixpoint nArrow (n : N) : □0 := match n with 0 ⇒ N | S m ⇒ N → narrow m.

The term nArrow n is a type (i.e., a term of type □0), and we have for example nArrow 0 ≡ N
and nArrow 2 ≡ N → N → N. nArrow is not monotone because, given n ⊑ ?N, there is no
fixed level i for which nArrow n ⊑ ?□i

for any n. Another more practical example is that
of a dependently-typed printf function, whose actual arity depends on the input string. We
prove that the dynamic gradual guarantee holds in GRIP for any self-precise context, and
that casts between types related by precision induce embedding-projection pairs between self-
precise terms. Therefore, this shift in perspective in the interpretation of the unknown type
and the associated notion of precision yields a gradual theory that conservatively extends CIC,
is normalizing, and satisfies graduality for a large and well-defined class of terms.

Internalizing Precision, Reasonably While we could study graduality for GRIP externally,
we observe that we can exploit the expressiveness of the type-theoretic setting to internalize
precision and its associated reasoning. In particular this makes it possible to state and prove,
within the theory itself, results about (self-)precision and graduality for specific terms. Internal-
izing precision requires solving an important obstacle: when adding exceptions to MLTT [10],
the theory becomes inconsistent as a logic, because it is possible to inhabit any type A by
raising an exception errA. In the gradual setting, there is also the alternative of using the
unknown term ?A to inhabit any type A, so we need to avoid these degenerate proofs and pro-
vide a logically consistent theory. Moreover, useful reasoning on a notion of precision as error
approximation [7] requires support from the gradual type theory in the shape of extensionality
principles, an established challenge inside intensional type theories such as MLTT or CIC.

We address both issues by combining recent advances in type theory: the reasonably excep-
tional type theory RETT [11], that supports consistent reasoning about exceptional terms, and
the observational type theory TTobs [12] that provides a setoidal equality in a specific universe
P of definitionally proof-irrelevant propositions. A major insight of this work is to realize that
we can actually merge the logical universe of RETT used to reason about exceptional terms with
the universe P of proof-irrelevant propositions in order to define an internal notion of precision
that is extensional and whose proofs cannot be trivialized with exceptional terms. We support
this claim by formalizing a model in Coq using partial preorders (Footnote 1).

Applications of Internal Precision In addition to supporting reasoning about the gradu-
ality of terms in a theory that is not globally gradual, internal precision makes it possible to
support gradual subset types, in which a type can be refined by a proposition expressed using
precision. Moreover, in the literature, exception handling is never considered when proving
graduality because this mechanism inherently allows terms that do not behave monotonically
with respect to precision. Internal precision enables us to support exception handling in the
impure layer of the type theory, and to consistently reason about the graduality (or not) of
exception-handling terms. We illustrate these examples in a proof-of-concept implementation
in Agda using rewrite rules [1] to evaluate the design of GRIP (Footnote 1).
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Abstract
We introduce µGV (“micro GV”), which strives to be a minimal extension of linear

λ-calculus with concurrent communication, adding only a new fork construct for spawning
threads. The child and parent thread communicate with each other via two dual values of
linear function type τ1

lin−→ τ2 and τ2
lin−→ τ1. Using only fork, we can implement all of GV’s

channel operations and session types as a library in µGV. The linear type system ensures
that µGV programs are deadlock-free and satisfy global progress, which we prove in Coq.

Session types [7, 6] for communication channels can be used to verify that programs follow
the protocol specified by a channel’s session type. Gay and Vasconcelos [5] embed session types
in a linear λ-calculus with concurrency and channels, and Wadler’s subsequent GV [13] and its
derivatives [10, 11, 12, 4, 3] guarantee that all well-typed programs are deadlock free.

To add session types to linear λ-calculus, one adds session type formers and their correspond-
ing channel operations: !τ.s (send a message of type τ , continue with protocol s), ?τ.s (receive
a message of type τ , continue with s), s1⊕ s2 (send choice between s1 and s2), s1 & s2 (receive
choice between s1 and s2), and End (close channel). An example is !τ1.(?τ2.End⊕ !τ3.End): send
a value of type τ1 then either receive τ2 or send τ3. One adds fork for creating a thread and a
pair of dual channel endpoints for communication between the parent and child thread. For
this, one needs a definition of duality, with ! dual to ?, ⊕ dual to &, and End dual to itself.

µGV, on the other hand, has none of these. Instead, we add only a single construct: fork.

fork : ((τ1
lin−→ τ2)

lin−→ 1)→ (τ2
lin−→ τ1)

µGV adds no new type formers, and no explicit definition of duality. Instead, we re-use the
linear function type τ1

lin−→ τ2 for communication between threads. Let us look at an example:

let c = fork(λc′. print(c′ 1)) in print(1 + c 0)

This program forks off a new thread and creates communication barriers c and c′ to
communicate between the threads. The barrier c gets returned to the main thread, and c′ gets
passed to the child thread. A call to a barrier will block until the other side is also trying to
synchronize, and will then exchange the values passed as an argument: when c′ 1 is called, it
will block until c 0 is also called, and vice versa. The call c′ 1 will then return 0, and the call
c 0 will return 1. Thus, the program will print 0 2 or 2 0, depending on which thread prints
first. Using a tiny channel library, we can write message passing programs:

send(c, x) , fork(λc′. c (c′, x)) receive(c) , c () close(c) , c ()

let x1 = fork(λx′1. let (x′2, n1) = receive(x′1) // receive message n1
let (x′3, n2) = receive(x′2) // receive message n2
let x′4 = send(x′3, n1 + n2); close(x

′
4)) // send n1 + n2 back and close

let x2 = send(x1, 1) // send message 1

let x3 = send(x2, 2) // send message 2

let (x4, n) = receive(x3) // receive n = 1 + 2

print(n); close(x4)
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µGV expressions and types

e ∈ Expr ::= x | () | (e, e) | inL(e) | inR(e) | λx. e | e e | fork(e) |
let (x1, x2) = e in e |match e with . . . end

τ ∈Type ::= 0 | 1 | τ × τ | τ + τ | τ lin−→ τ | τ unr−−→ τ | µx.τ | x

Session types duality Encoding session types in µGV

End , End End , 1
lin−→ 1

!τ.s , ?τ.s !τ.s , s× τ lin−→ 1

?τ.s , !τ.s ?τ.s , 1
lin−→ s× τ

s1⊕ s2 , s1 & s2 s1⊕ s2 , s1 + s2
lin−→ 1

s1 & s2 , s1⊕ s2 s1 & s2 , 1
lin−→ s1 + s2

Channel operations Encoding channel operations in µGV

fork : (s
lin−→ 1)→ s fork(x) , fork(x)

close : End→ 1 close(c) , c ()

send : !τ.s× τ → s send(c, x) , fork(λc′. c (c′, x))

receive : ?τ.s→ s× τ receive(c) , c ()

tellL : s1⊕ s2 → s1 tellL(c) , fork(λc′. c inL(c
′))

tellR : s1⊕ s2 → s2 tellR(c) , fork(λc′. c inR(c′))

ask : s1 & s2 → s1 + s2 ask(c) , c ()

Figure 1: The µGV language (top), session types (left) and their encoding in µGV (right).

As in GV, our channels are used in functional style: each channel operation returns a new
channel. This channel will have a new type, reflecting the step in the protocol. In fact, GV’s
session types (including choice) can be encoded in terms of µGV’s types, so that our channel
library can be given a statically session-typed interface (see Figure 1). Recursive sessions can be
encoded with recursive µGV types.

Like GV, all well-typed µGV programs are automatically deadlock free, and therefore satisfy
global progress. We prove this property in Coq. Because of µGV’s simplicity, these proofs are
simpler and shorter than previous (mechanized) proofs for deadlock freedom of session types [8],
even when counting the encoding of session types into µGV (1442 lines vs 2796 lines).

There have been other efforts for simpler systems, such as an encoding of session types into
π-calculus types [2], and minimal session types [1], which decompose multi-step session types
into single-step session types in a π-calculus (single-shot synchronization primitives have also
been used in the implementation of a session-typed channel library for Haskell [9]).

I hope that µGV shows that linear λ-calculus also provides a good substrate for a mini-
malist concurrent calculus, with communication primitives that capitalize on the fact that the
quintessential linear λ-calculus type, the linear function type τ1

lin−→ τ2, is a self-dual connective.
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A Theory of Call-by-Value Solvability

Beniamino Accattoli1 and Giulio Guerrieri2

Solvability is a central notion in the semantics of the λ-calculus. First studied by Wadsworth
[Wad71, Wad76] and Barendregt [Bar71, Bar74], it characterizes which λ-terms can be seen
as producing a result, thus denoting successful or meaningful computations, and which ones
cannot. Instinctively, one would identify results with terms having a normal form, and thus,
dually, unsuccessful or meaningless terms as those not having a normal form. Such an approach
has two related drawbacks. Firstly, the representation of partial recursive functions associating
undefinedness with terms not having a normal form is problematic, as it is not stable by
composition. Secondly, the equational theory extending β-conversion =β with the identification
of all terms not having a normal form is inconsistent, that is, it equates all λ-terms.

The Solvable Theory Both drawbacks disappear if meaningful/meaningless terms are rather
identified with solvable/unsolvable terms, where t is solvable if it exists a head context H sending
t to the identity, that is, such that H〈t〉 →∗β I. Roughly, it means that t can be decomposed
by an environment that cannot simply discard t. An important operational characterization
is due to Wadsworth [Wad76]: a term t is solvable if and only if the head reduction of t
terminates. The characterization shows how to refine the naive theory, identifying meaningful
with head normalizable rather than normalizable. A compositional representation of partial
recursive functions can then be given, and the equational theory extending =β by identifying
all unsolvable terms—the minimal sensible theory H—is consistent.

Semantics of Call-by-Value Many variants of the λ-calculus have emerged. What is usually
referred to as the λ-calculus could nowadays be more precisely referred to as the (strong) call-
by-name λ-calculus. It is the most studied of λ-calculi, and yet it is never used in applications.
Functional programming languages, in particular, often prefer Plotkin’s call-by-value λ-calculus
[Plo75], where β-redexes can fire only when the argument is a value and usually further restrict
it to weak reduction and to closed terms—what we refer to as Closed CbV (λ-calculus).

The denotational semantics of the CbV λ-calculus is much less studied and understood than
the CbN one (some notable exceptions are [EHRDR92, PRR99, Ehr12, MPRDR19]). This is not
by accident: as first shown by Paolini and Ronchi Della Rocca [PRDR99, Pao01, RP04], there
are some inherent complications in trying to adapt semantic notions from CbN to CbV. They
stem from the fact that, while Closed CbV is a very elegant setting, denotational semantics have
to deal with open terms, and Plotkin’s operational semantics is not adequate for that because
of premature normal forms—see Accattoli and Guerrieri for extensive discussions [AG16].

One of the complications is that CbV solvability does not admit an internal operational
characterization akin to Wadsworth’s one for CbN, and thus it is not really manageable.

Two Approaches to Call-by-Value Solvability The literature has explored two opposite
approaches towards the difficulty of denotational semantics for the CbV λ-calculus:

1. Disruptive: replacing Plotkin’s CbV calculus with another, extended CbV calculus as to
obtain smoother denotational semantics, and in particular an easier theory of solvability;

2. Conservative: considering Plotkin’s CbV calculus as untouchable and striving harder to
characterize semantical notions (see Garćıa-Pérez and Nogueira [GN16]).

One of the achievements of the disruptive approach is an operational characterization of solvabil-
ity akin to Wadsworth, due to Accattoli and Paolini [AP12]. They introduce a CbV λ-calculus
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with let expressions, called value substitution calculus (shortened to VSC), together with a solv-
ing reduction that terminates if and only if the term is solvable in the VSC. This is akin to
what happens in CbN, where solvable terms are those for which head reduction terminates.

A reconciliation of the disruptive and the conservative approaches is obtained by Guerrieri
et al. [GPR17]. On the one hand, they embrace the disruptive approach, as they study Carraro
and Guerrieri’s shuffling calculus [CG14], another extensions of Plotkin’s calculus which can be
seen as a variant over the VSC and where Accattoli and Paolini’s operational characterization
of solvability smoothly transfers. On the other hand, they prove that a λ-term t is solvable in
the shuffling calculus if and only if it is solvable in Plotkin’s calculus. Therefore, the disruptive
extension becomes a way to study the conservative notion of solvability for Plotkin’s calculus.

Open Questions about CbV Solvability These works paved the way for a theory of CbV
solvability analogous to the one in CbN. Such a theory however is still lacking. For instance, it is
unknown whether CbV unsolvable terms can be consistently equated, i.e., whether the minimal
sensible theory by value HV is consistent. Further delicate points concern the characterization
of CbV solvable terms via intersection types. In CbN, a term t is solvable if and only if t is
typable with Gardner-de Carvalho’s non-idempotent intersection types [Gar94, dC07, dC18],
also known as multi types. Moreover, one can extract quantitative operational information
about solvable terms, namely the number of steps of the head strategy, which is a reasonable
measure of time complexity for λ-terms (see Accattoli and Dal Lago [AD12]), as well as the
size of the head normal form, as first shown by de Carvalho [dC07, dC18].

In CbV, there exist characterizations of solvable terms via intersection and multi types
[PRDR99, KMRDR21]. Those type systems, however, are defective: contrarily to what claimed
in those papers, their systems do not verify subject reduction (for [PRDR99] subject expansion
also fails). Carraro and Guerrieri [CG14] characterize CbV solvability using relational seman-
tics, but their characterization is not purely semantic (or type-theoretic) because it also needs
the syntactic notion of CbV Taylor-Ehrhard expansion [Ehr12]. Additionally, from none of these
characterizations it is possible to extract quantitative operational information. They all rely,
indeed, on the shuffling calculus, for which it is unclear how to extract (from type derivations)
the number of commuting conversion steps, and its time cost model is also unclear [AG16].

Contributions We study all these questions, providing also a quantitative analysis of solvabil-
ity via intersection types. Because of the quantitative aspect, we study solvability in the VSC
rather than in the shuffling calculus. The VSC is indeed a better fit than the shuffling calculus
for quantitative analyses, because its number of β steps is a reasonable time cost model and
can be extracted from multi type derivations, as shown by Accattoli et al. [ACSC21, AGL21].

In particular, we study CbV solvability via multi types. Our contributions are:

1. Multi types and CbV solvability : we characterize CbV solvability using Ehrhard’s CbV multi
types [Ehr12], which are strongly related to linear logic. Namely, we prove that a term is
CbV solvable if and only if it is typable with a certain kind of multi types deemed solvable
and inspired by Paolini and Ronchi Della Rocca [PRDR99];

2. Bounds from types: refining our solvable types, we extract the number of steps of solving
reduction on a solvable term, together with the size of the solving normal form. This study
re-casts de Carvalho’s results in CbV, but it also requires new concepts.

While solvability is certainly subtler in CbV than in CbN, our contributions show that, if the
presentation of CbV is carefully crafted, then a solid theory of CbV solvability is possible. In
fact, we obtain a theory comparable to the one in CbN. This is our main achievement.
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Modal types, like their counterparts in logic, allow modifiers to be attached to types. Given
different sets of modifiers and different rules for the treatment of such modifiers by the type
system, this allows types to be given a range of different interpretations. These interpretations
can range from being quantitive in nature [6, 4], expressing, for instance, linearity or erasure [10,
12], to a variety of other interpretations such as data privacy [2]. Often, modal type systems
are designed with specific interpretations in mind and the modifiers and rules are chosen based
on this interpretation. An example of this is McBride’s modality for erasure and linearity [9].
Others treat modal types in a more general sense and use a more general set of rules to allow
different interpretations to be used in the same system.

There are different approaches to generalizing modalities [11, 8]. We have made a formal-
isation1 in Agda of one such system for a dependently typed language [7], based on the ideas
presented by Abel [1, 2] and Bernardy [2]. A modality is a ring-like structure whose elements are
used to annotate terms in order to achieve the desired interpretation. By varying the structure,
one can achieve a wide range of different interpretations but the common algebraic properties
of the structures are used to define a type system that can check that annotations have been
put down correctly.

The Agda formalisation (ca. 26000 lines of code) builds on a formalisation of decidability of
type conversion by Abel et al. [3] (ca. 15000 lines of code) with the following novelties:

1. We adapt the syntax and typing judgements with modality annotations.

2. We introduce a new typing judgement for checking the validity of annotations.

3. As a case study, we instantiate it to the erasure modality with extraction to an untyped
language.

Most closely related to our work is the Agda formalization by Wood [13] of a simply typed
version of our calculus. In comparison to Atkey [5], our calculus also features a weak and a
strong Σ-type, but we omit it in the following for lack of space.

The typing judgement for modality annotations relates modality contexts (assigning a
modality element to each free variable) with terms. It is defined as follows, making use of
the ring-like structure of the modality elements with its operations lifted to act pointwise on
contexts γ, δ, a module for this ring.

0 . U 0 . N
γ . F δ, q . G

γ + δ . Πq
p F G ei . xi

γ, p . t

γ . λp t

γ . t δ . u

γ + pδ . t pu 0 . zero

γ . t

γ . suc t

γ . t
δ ≤ γ

δ . t

1Available at https://fhlkfy.github.io/modalities and erasure/Logrel-MLTT.html

https://fhlkfy.github.io/modalities_and_erasure/Logrel-MLTT.html
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The erasure case study considers a modality with two elements, 0 and ω which are used
to annotate computationally irrelevant and relevant terms respectively. For instance, λ0 t rep-
resents a function whose argument is not used during computation whereas λω t represents a
function whose argument is. The point of using these erasure annotations is, of course, to
achieve a kind of optimisation in which terms that have been marked as erasable can be re-
moved. For this, we use an erasure function • which translates terms into the untyped lambda
calculus while removing erasable terms. Most notably (t 0u)• = t where the erasable function
argument u is replaced with  , representing an undefined value.

If sound, applying this erasure function should not affect the result of fully evaluating a
closed term. The proof of soundness makes use of two logical relations. The first, reducibility
of terms is designed such that a term belongs to the relation iff it reduces to canonical form.
For types, it is defined inductively as below. The Π-type case makes use of the reducibility
relation for terms of some type F . This relation is defined recursively over F , a proof that F
is a reducible type.

〈U〉 `′ < `
` U`′

A −→∗ N
〈N〉

`A

A −→∗ Πq
p F G F : ` F ∀a. (` a : F/F )⇒ (`G[a])

〈Π〉
`A

The fundamental lemma for this relation is that ` A and ` t : A imply A : `A and
` t : A/A . This relation, in a more general form not restricted to closed terms, was part
already in the formalisation by Abel et al. [3].

The second relation relates closed terms in the source language with closed terms in the
target language, t r` v : A/A and is also defined by recursion on A , a proof that A is
reducible:

• If A = 〈U〉 then tr` v : A/A holds iff ` t : U.

• If A = 〈N〉 then tr` v : A/A holds iff either

– t −→∗ zero : N and v −→∗ zero, or

– t −→∗ suc t′ : N and v −→∗ suc v′ and t′ r` v
′ : A/A .

• If A = 〈Π〉, then A −→∗ Πq
p F G holds and there are derivations F : ` F and G :

∀a. ` a : F/F ⇒ `G[a]. We then define tr` v : A/A to hold iff either

– p = 0 and t 0ar` v  : G[a]/G (a) for all ` a : F/F , or

– p = ω and t ωar` v w : G[a]/G (a) for all ` a : F/F and ar` w : F/F .

Especially noteworthy is the case for Π-types where, non-erased function terms, t and v are
related if they are related when applied to related arguments. For erasable functions, however,
the argument on the target language side is replaced with  , mirroring the definition of the
extraction function.

The fundamental lemma for this relation is that ` t : A and . t imply tr` t
• : A/A . Using

this property, the extraction function can be shown to be sound. In particular, all terms of
type N represent the same natural number before and after extraction.
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Abstract

We discuss our progress on establishing λ□, an untyped version of the PCUIC calculus
used in MetaCoq to model the type theory of the Coq proof assistant, as intermediate
language for various verified extraction and compilation projects. We aim at establishing
and unifying correctness properties for erasure from PCUIC to λ□ and at providing both
translation-validated and verified syntax transformations on PCUIC and λ□.

In previous work, we have given a machine-checked correctness proof for type and proof
erasure [10] based on MetaCoq [9]. The central theorem is due to Letouzey [8] and states
that if a term t of PCUIC (the name of the calculus used in the MetaCoq formalisation of the
type theory underlying Coq) weak call-by-value evaluates to a value v, then the application of
the erasure function to t yields a term in the untyped calculus λ□ which weak call-by-value
evaluates to a value v′ which is in the erasure relation of v. Crucially, the theorem mentions
both an erasure function and a (non-functional) erasure relation, which only agree on values of
first-order inductive type but not in general (see [8, 10] for details).

Currently, λ□ is used as intermediate language for extraction from Coq to other targets, e.g.
in the CertiCoq compiler from Coq to C code [1, 3], in the ConCert project [2] extracting from
Coq to (ML-like) blockchain languages, and in our own project on verifying Coq’s extraction
to OCaml.1 In the latter, we are working with respect to a formal semantics of the Malfunction
language, the (untyped) intermediate language of the OCaml compiler [5].

The challenges arising are manifold: They are of mathematical nature, often due to the
intricacy of PCUIC regarding universes and cases, proof-engineering challenges, often due to
the large size of terms (with 15 constructors) and predicates (the cumulativity relation has 26
rules), and software engineering challenges, usually due to the > 20 minutes build time of the
project, consisting of more than 150k LoC.

First-order inductive types and values We define a boolean function inspecting the syn-
tactic representation of an inductive type and checking whether it is first-order. An inductive
type is first-order if the types of all parameters, indices, and arguments of constructors are first-
order. With this definition nat is first-order, list and Vector.t are not, but e.g. listbool and
vectorbool : nat -> Type (non-polymorphic variants of list bool and Vector.t bool)
are first-order. We prove that values of first-order inductive type can be characterised by an
inductive predicate just admitting constructor applications of first-order inductive types, and
that on values of first-order inductive types the erasure function and the erasure predicate agree.

Weak call-by-value evaluation vs. reduction In PCUIC, as usual in type theory, the
reduction strategy is neither call-by-value nor call-by-name, and crucially applies to open terms.

The machine-checked correctness theorem of type and proof erasure, tailored to serve as the
front end of extraction pipelines, states correctness w.r.t. weak call-by-value evaluation. It is
easy to prove that weak call-by-value evaluation is included in reduction, but the converse is
of course not true in general. It is however true for terms of inductive first-order type. We
are working towards a machine-checked proof of this standardisation result, relying on a newly
machine-checked proof of progress for weak call-by-value reduction and, for simplicity, on strong
normalisation of reduction.

1Joint work with Pierre Giraud, Pierre-Marie Pédrot, and Nicolas Tabareau.
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Constructors as functions vs. constructors as blocks In PCUIC, constructors are (cur-
ried) functions, e.g. cons S is a valid term. Both the CertiCoq representation of inductive types
and constructor types in Malfunction are modelled after the OCaml representation, where con-
structors are n-ary but not functions (see [7] for historic comments).

Currently, PCUIC does not model η-equivalence, as explained in [6]. We thus define an
η-expandedness predicate for both PCUIC and λ□, and implement a syntax transformation
returning η-expanded terms. The Coq kernel can be used to certify that the result is indeed
(η-)convertible to the original term, a translation validation approach first used in ConCert [2].

Structural fixpoints vs. true fixpoints In PCUIC, recursion is structural and fixpoints
are annotated with a principal argument. Fixpoint reduction is triggered once the principal
argument exposes a constructor application. We mirror this behaviour also in λ□ to simplify
the correctness proof of erasure. In particular, this means that fixpoints always are functions,
and fixpoints applied to some but not enough arguments are considered values.

Programming languages with non-termination do not require structural recursion. In the
first intermediate language L2k of the CertiCoq compiler, a fixpoint reduces once a single
argument is present, and only non-applied fixpoints are considered values. In Malfunction, the
body of a fixpoint needs to be syntactically a λ-expression, and a fixpoint is always unfolded,
consequently fixpoints are not considered values.

In general, translating from structural fixpoints in λ□ to unary fixpoints (treated either like
in Malfunction or like in L2k) will not be correct. We identify a subset of PCUIC for which
the translation behaves correctly: Fixpoints have to be always syntactically applied to at least
1 + r arguments, where r is the index of the structural recursion argument, and the variable
corresponding to a recursive call in the body of a fixpoint has to be expanded as well.

We provide a second weak call-by-value evaluation relation for λ□ which is equivalent on
terms with expanded fixpoints. The η-expansion translation also covering fixpoints becomes
significantly more involved than our previous version and the one used in ConCert.

Case representation PCUIC represents cases with explicit contexts, containing also the
bodies bound in let expressions in constructor types [11]. λ□ does not allow let expressions
in case contexts. Thus, we provide a verified let-expansion pass on PCUIC, where lets in
constructor types are disallowed, simplifying other future syntax transformations on PCUIC.

Parameter stripping Parameters are irrelevant for case analysis in PCUIC, and are not
represented in terms in polymorphically typed languages like OCaml. Thus, it makes sense to
remove parameters from inductive types before extracting from λ□ to a programming language.
We provide such a machine-checked parameter stripping pass. We prove that it does not affect
weak call-by-value evaluation on eta-expanded terms, and that it preserves eta-expansiveness.
Although mathematically not involved, the verification requires around 1500 lines of proofs.

Induction principles and views Application in PCUIC is unary, but e.g. mutual fixpoints
contain a list of their bodies. The former makes inspecting the head of an application in
recursive functions tedious, while for the latter Coq’s generated induction principles do not
suffice. We provide views usable with the Equations plugin [12] and manually proved induction
lemmas to solve these issues.

Performance Our erasure process can both be used by extracting it to OCaml and inside
Coq. We are working on improving performance for both. Building the global context only
once, maintaining it through all translations, and using efficient update mechanisms via AVL
trees turned out to be crucial and yielded performance gains with a factor of 100. We are
currently investigating whether using extensional tries [4] yields further performance gains.
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1 Introduction
One difference between Brouwerian intuitionistic logic and classical logic is their treatment of
time. In classical logic truth is atemporal, whereas in intuitionistic logic it is time-relative. An
example of a time-relative notion is that of Brouwer’s choice sequences, which are finite sequences
of entities (e.g., natural numbers) that are never complete, and can always be further extended
with new choices [16; 5; 25; 26; 19; 27; 22]. This manifestation of the evolving concept of time
in intuitionistic logic entails a notion of computability that goes far beyond that of Church-
Turing [11, Sec.5]. Brouwer used this concept among other things to define the continuum [4,
Ch.3], and it has further been used in so-called intuitionistic (weak) counterexamples to derive
the negation of classical axioms such as the Law of Excluded Middle (LEM) [15; 9; 20; 17].

We have built an intuitionistic extensional type theory called BITT [7] (see https://github.
com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/tree/beth for its Coq formalization), which features choice sequences and
is given meaning through a Beth model [28; 6; 14, Sec.145; 12, Sec.5.4; 11]. We have showed
that this theory is anti-classical following the counterexamples mentioned above. This is not
only due to the presence of choice sequences, but also to its Beth model, which provides an
anti-classical notion of time, which forces some properties on choice sequences to be undecidable.
We subsequently developed another intuitionistic extensional type theory called OpenTT [8]
(see https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/tree/ls3/ for its Coq formalization), which is given
meaning through a “relaxed” notion of a Beth model, called the open bar model, which sufficiently
weakens the “undecided” nature of choice sequences to enable validating classical axioms, such
as LEM. OpenTT also features choice sequences, and includes standard choice sequence axioms,
namely: the Axiom of Open Data, a density axiom, and a discreteness axiom [23; 24; 18; 11].

These two theories and models share a common core, which forms the basis for a family
of extensional type theories with choice sequences, that can either be made anti-classical or
classical-compatible depending on the chosen model. This family provides a computational
setting for exploring the implications of time-relative constructs such as choice sequences, For
example, it can enable the development of constructive Brouwerian real number theories. It
also provides a mean to capture a more relaxed notion of time, providing a basis for more
classically-inclined Brouwerian intuitionistic theories. Let us now describe this family of theories
at a high level, which we call BioTT here for Brouwerian Intuitionistic Open Type Theories.

2 World-Based Calculus
BioTT relies on a untyped call-by-name λ-calculus, whose core syntax includes:

v ∈ Value ∶∶= vt ∣ ⋆ ∣ n ∣ υ ∣ λx.t ∣ inl(t) ∣ inr(t) ∣ ⟨t1, t2⟩
vt ∈ Type ∶∶= N ∣ t1 < t2 ∣ Ui ∣ Πx∶t1.t2 ∣ Σx∶t1.t2 ∣ {x ∶ t1 ∣ t2} ∣ t1+t2 ∣ t1 = t2 ∈ t ∣ Free
t ∈ Term ∶∶= x ∣ v ∣ t1 t2 ∣ let x, y = t1 in t2 ∣ fix(t) ∣ case t of inl(x)⇒ t1 | inr(y)⇒ t2

with numbers n as primitives, injections, pairs, where x is a variable, and where υ is a choice
sequence name, which inhabit the type Free of free choice sequences (see [7; 8] for further
details). In BioTT, a choice sequence is implemented as a name, which allows referring to the

https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/tree/beth
https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/tree/beth
https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/tree/ls3/
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sequence in computations (see below), along with its current state, which is a list of choices,
e.g., a list of numbers for a choice sequence of numbers.

BioTT’s core small-step call-by-name operational semantics allows in particular (1) β-
reducing applications of λ-abstractions; (2) unrolling fixpoints, (3) examining choice sequences;
(4) destructing pairs; and (5-6) destructing injections:

(1) (λx.t) u ↦w t[x\u]
(2) fix(v)↦w v fix(v)
(3) υ(n)↦w w[υ][n]

(4) let x, y = ⟨t1, t2⟩ in t ↦w t[x\t1; y\t2]
(5) case inl(t) of inl(x)⇒ t1 | inr(y)⇒ t2 ↦w t1[x\t]
(6) case inr(t) of inl(x)⇒ t1 | inr(y)⇒ t2 ↦w t2[y\t]

Note that this semantics is parameterized by a world w. BioTT is parameterized by a Kripke
frame [21; 20] consisting of a set of worlds W equipped with a reflexive and transitive binary
relation ⊑. To support computing with choice sequences, worlds allow storing choice sequences,
and the above semantics allows applying the name of a choice sequence υ to a number n in
order to access the nth choice made for υ in the current world w, written w[υ][n].

BioTT’s core inference rules include standard sequent calculus rules such as the following Π-
introduction rule, where H is a list of hypotheses (see [7; 8] for details): if H , z ∶ A ⊢ b ∶ B[x\z]
and H ⊢ A ∈ Ui then H ⊢ λz.b ∶ Πx∶A.B.

3 Bar-Based Forcing Semantics
BioTT is given meaning through a family of forcing interpretations, where types are interpreted
as Partial Equivalence Relations [1; 2; 10; 3], which are parameterized by a bar notion B.
A bar b is a set of world extending (w.r.t. ⊑) a given world w (we write bw to indicate the
world w that b bars), and a bar “notion” is then a predicate B on bars. This interpretation
is inductively-recursively [13] defined as (1) an inductive relation w ⊨ T1≡T2 that expresses
type equality; and (2) a recursive function w ⊨ t1≡t2∈T that expresses equality in a type. In
particular, this interpretation is closed under bars as follows:

w ⊨ T1≡T2 ⟺ ∃bw.∀w ′
∈ bw.∃T

′
1, T

′
2.(T1 ⤋w′ T

′
1 ∧ T2 ⤋w′ T

′
2 ∧ w ′

⊨ T
′
1≡T

′
2)

w ⊨ t1≡t2∈T ⟺ ∃bw.∀w ′
∈ bw.∃T

′
.(T ⤋w′ T

′ ∧ w ′
⊨ t1≡t2∈T

′)

where T ⤋w T
′ states that T computes to T ′ in all extensions (w.r.t. ⊑) of w.

We can then show that according to this interpretation, BioTT forms a type system, in the
sense that w ⊨ T1≡T2 and w ⊨ t1≡t2∈T are symmetric, transitive, and respect computation, and
are also monotonic and local as expected for such possible-world semantics [28; 14; 12, Sec.5.4].
In particular, this is true when the predicate B specifies a topological space of bars.
Beth Bars. B can be instantiated so as to capture Beth bars as follows. A bar b of a world w
is a Beth bar iff for all infinite chains of extensions w ⊑ w1 ⊑ w2 ⊑ . . . , there exists an i ∈ N
such that wi ∈ b. The resulting model allows validating the following axioms [7]:

• density: Πn∶N.Πf ∶Bn.↓Σa∶Free.f = a ∈ Bn

• discreteness: Πa, b∶Free.(a = b ∈ B)+¬(a = b ∈ B)
• ¬LEM: ¬ΠP ∶Ui.↓(P+¬P )

where Nn ≔ {k ∶ N ∣ k < n}; B ≔ N→ N; Bn ≔ Nn → N; True ≔ 0 = 0 ∈ N; False ≔ 0 = 1 ∈ N;
¬T ≔ T → False; and ↓T ≔ {x ∶ True ∣ T}.
Open Bars. B can be instantiated so as to capture open bars as follows. A bar b of a world w
is an open bar iff for all w1 ⊒ w, there exists a w2 ⊒ w1 such that for all w3 ⊒ w2, w3 ∈ b. The
resulting model allows validating the following axioms [8]:

• open data: Πα∶Free.P(α)→ ↓Σn∶N.Πβ∶Free.(α = β ∈ Bn → ↓P(β))
• density: Πn∶N.Πf ∶Bn.↓Σa∶Free.f = a ∈ Bn

• discreteness: Πa, b∶Free.(a = b ∈ B)+¬(a = b ∈ B)
• LEM: ΠP ∶Ui.↓(P+¬P )
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Abstract

A proof assistant based on Setoid Type Theory would be practical for dealing with
quotient inductive types. In order for such a system to be implemented in a proof assistant,
we have to prove that it has decidability of equality. Our aim is to verify this property
by constructing a syntactic translation from the syntax of Martin-Löf Type Theory and
showing that this translation is injective.

1 Motivation
Type theory has proven to be an indispensable tool for precisely formalizing statements as well
as constructing and validating proofs for them. In its current implementations handling some
problems is quite cumbersome though. For example dealing with quotient types involves either
lots of extra manual work, because the added equalities need to be eliminated manually (so
called ”transport hell”) or the other option is to enable certain language features (e.g. rewrite
rules in Agda [?]) which in turn deteriorate the computational properties of the type theory.

One possible alleviation of this problem could be basing proof assistants on Setoid Type
Theory (SeTT, [?, ?]), also called observational type theory ([?, ?]), which would natively
enable the usage of quotient inductive types. SeTT is based on the setoid model where the
equality relation for any type can be specified arbitrarily.

2 Requirements
For SeTT to be usable for such purposes, it needs to have certain properties such as canonicity
and decidable equality which is necessary for type checking. Instead of proving these proper-
ties using usual methods such as logical relations [?], we simplify the procedure using a model
construction. We call the model construction setoidification. We use the variant of the model
construction described in [?]. Any model of Martin-Löf type theory with strict propositions
(MLTTP) can be turned into a model of SeTT. We aim to transport the necessary properties of
the model of MLTTP to its setoidified version. In particular, we want to prove that the inter-
pretation of the syntax of SeTT into the setoidified syntax of MLTTP is injective. Injectivity
can also be called completeness: every equality that holds in the setoidification of MLTTP is
reflected in the syntax of SeTT.

∗Supported by the ÚNKP-21-3 New National Excellence Program of the Ministry for Innovation and Tech-
nology from the source of the National Research, Development and Innovation Fund.

†Ambrus Kaposi was supported by the “Application Domain Specific Highly Reliable IT Solutions” project
which has been implemented with support from the National Research, Development and Innovation Fund of
Hungary, financed under the Thematic Excellence Programme TKP2020-NKA-06 (National Challenges Subpro-
gramme) funding scheme, and by Bolyai Scholarship BO/00659/19/3.
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A term in the setoidified model t is a term in the original model |t| together with a proof
that it respect the equivalence relation belonging to the type of the term. We call the projection
|_| the evaluation function.

MLTTP− syntax

SeTT− syntax Setoidify(MLTTP− syntax)

Interpretation (J_K)
SetoidificationEvaluation (|_|)

Setoid Type Theory

Martin-Löf Type Theory

Decidable Equality
Canonicity

Figure 1: Setoidification illustrated

Let the J_K operation be the interpretation from the syntax of SeTT to the setoidification
of the syntax of MLTTP. We assume injectivity of the interpretation function, that is, for any
t, t′ terms in SeTT of the same type, JtK = Jt′K ⇒ t = t′.

• Decidability of equality
Decidability of equality states that either t = t′ or t ̸= t′ holds. Through interpretation
and evaluation, |JtK| = |Jt′K| is an equality in the base model. If we have decidable equality
there, we have two cases:

– |JtK = |Jt′K| implies JtK = Jt′K which implies t = t′ by injectivity
– |JtK| ̸= |Jt′K| implies t ̸= t′ by contradiction

• Canonicity
Canonicity means that every closed term can be equated to one that is only built using
the constructors of the given type. For example, the type Bool has two canonical forms
in the base model:

– |JtK| = falseMLTTP−syntax implies t = falseSeTT−syntax by injectivity
– |JtK| = trueMLTTP−syntax implies t = trueSeTT−syntax by injectivity

We are in the process of proving injectivity of interpretation into setoidification following
the analogous proof of injectivity of interpretation into termification [?].
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Abstract

This is an ongoing work which introduces Capable GV (CGV)–a functional calculus
with binary session types that uses capabilities and allows channel sharing. Capabilities
allow to split channels into two entities: a linear capability and an unrestricted channel
endpoint. As channels themselves are unrestricted, this allows sharing, and thus increases
expressivity wrt previous work. Orthogonality, CGV allows cyclic processes at the cost of
losing deadlock freedom. Our aim is to restore deadlock freedom in the future by using
priorities, as in works by Kokke and Dardha [6, 5]. This work presents the language terms,
types and typing rules. Semantics and safety results are work in progress.

1 Introduction

Good Variation (GV) is a functional calculus with binary session types that allows protocol-
compliant concurrent communication. It was originally introduced by Wadler [9], based on [4].
Since then, many extensions to GV have been developed, including Exceptional GV [3], Priority
GV [6] and Hypersequent GV [2], with the aim of improving its expressivity and guarantees,
while taking advantage of the benefits that GV provides: higher-order functions, separation
of run-time configuration and a more natural fit for implementations. Capabilities [8] are a
method of allowing channel sharing. This method relies on splitting channels into two disjoint
components, which allows channels to be safely shared. In this work, we develop an extension
to GV that allows channel sharing, consequently increasing the expressivity of the system.

2 Capable GV

We present the statics of Capable GV (CGV), a GV-based functional language with share-
able session types. Channel sharing in CGV is achieved by introducing unrestricted channel
endpoints and linear capabilities that are managed by a flow-sensitive type-and-effect system.
As linearity is enforced via capabilities, sharing does not violate communication safety. While
CGV allows for greater expressivity, it comes at the cost of deadlock-freedom as the system
allows cyclic processes. CGV types are defined by the following grammar:

S ::= !T.S | ?T.S | end
T ,U ::= T × U | T + U | 1 | tr(ρ) | [ρ(S)] | T (C1)⊸ (C2) U
Γ,∆ ::= ∅ | Γ, x : T

C ::= ∅ | C ⊗ ρ(S)

Constructs tr(ρ) and ρ(S) are the core of CGV and represent the separation of the channel
endpoint and the capability of using it. Tracked type tr(ρ) specifies that the channel endpoint

∗Work supported by the EU H2020 MSCA RISE project BehAPI ID 778233.
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is controlled by capability ρ. Capability ρ exists in a capability set C in the form ρ(S) which
specifies the channel’s session type S. Additionally, a capability can be packed into a pack type
[ρ(S)] and subsequently relayed to another thread. In order to accommodate for capabilities
in the type-and-effect system, functions have the type T (C1)⊸ (C2) U which denotes a linear
function T ⊸ U where the function body requires pre-evaluation capability set C1 and produces
capability set C2 when evaluated. The remaining types are standard session types or linear λ-
calculus types.

CGV terms are defined by the following grammar:

V ,W ::= () | x | λx.M | (V,W ) | inl V | inr V
L,M,N ::= V W | let x=M in N | let (x, y) = V in M | let () = V in M

| case L {inl x 7→ M ; inr y 7→ N} | return V
| new | send V | recv V | close V | pack V | unpack V | spawn M N

Terms pack V and unpack V are unique to CGV and allow “inactivating” and “reactivating”
channels by packing and unpacking capabilities. Terms send V and recv V are standard to
GV but they no longer return a copy of the channel since channels are unrestricted. Terms
close V , new and spawn M N are analogous to Priority GV’s terms [6] with the change of
new also creating capabilities for the new channels and spawn requiring a packed capability to
initialise the newly spawned thread with. The rest of the terms are standard linear λ-calculus
terms.

Typing rules T-Recv and T-Pack demonstrate the behaviour of capabilities in CGV. For T-
Recv, in order to receive a message of type T on a channel of type tr(ρ), the capability of using
the endpoint ρ(?T.S) needs to be in the pre-evaluation capability set. After this communication
takes place, the capability must update the session type; hence the post-evaluation capability
set must contain the capability in the form ρ(S). T-Pack specifies the behaviour of packing the
capability in order to relay it to another thread. In order to pack the capability of channel of
type tr(ρ), the capability ρ(S) needs to be in the pre-evaluation capability set. After the channel
is packed, the capability ρ(S) is removed from the capability set and is instead “inactivated”
and expressed in the pack type [ρ(S)]. The session type of this channel cannot change until the
capability is unpacked and the channel becomes active again, which is key to ensuring linearity
of communication.

T-Recv
Γ ⊢ V : tr(ρ)

Γ;C ⊗ ρ(?T.S) ⊢ recv V : T ▷ C ⊗ ρ(S)

T-Pack
Γ ⊢ V : tr(ρ)

Γ;C ⊗ ρ(S) ⊢ pack V : [ρ(S)] ▷ C

3 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented our work in progress on CGV—Capable GV. At the time of writing, we have
completed syntax of types and terms as well as typing rules and we are working on finalising
the operational semantics and type safety results. CGV uses capabilities in order to introduce
channel sharing and provide greater expressivity. This is achieved via tracking capabilities in
a type-and-effect system and making the channel endpoints unrestricted. While this approach
allows sharing, it also reintroduces deadlocks. Hence, a potential area for further work will be
the combination of CGV with Priority GV [6, 5] to restore deadlock-freedom and tie the system
back to logic. Additionally, we aim to explore channel sharing through different means, namely
via manifest sharing [1].
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A Context Split

Typing environments can be split according to rules in Figure 1 analogously to the work done
by Vasconcelos [7].

That allows all channels to be unrestricted while preserving linearity for everything else.

∅ = ∅ ◦∅
Γ = Γ1 ◦ Γ2 T = tr(ρ)

Γ, x : T = (Γ1, x : T ) ◦ (Γ2, x : T )

Γ = Γ1 ◦ Γ2

Γ, x : T = (Γ1, x : T ) ◦ Γ2

Γ = Γ1 ◦ Γ2

Γ, x : T = Γ1 ◦ (Γ2, x : T )

Figure 1: Context split.
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B Static Typing Rules

Full static typing rules are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 3.

Values typing judgements

Typing judgements for values are of the form

Γ ⊢ V : T

which states that Under typing environment Γ, term V is of type T .

Computations typing judgements

Typing judgements for computations are of the form

Γ;C ⊢ M : T ▷ C ′

which states that Under typing environment Γ and with capability set C, term M is of type T
and produces capability set C ′.

T-Var

x : T ⊢ x : T

T-Unit

∅ ⊢ () : 1

T-Lam
Γ, x : T ;C ⊢ M : U ▷ C ′

Γ ⊢ λx.M : T (C)⊸ (C ′) U

T-PairVal
Γ ⊢ V : T ∆ ⊢ W : U

Γ ◦∆ ⊢ (V,W ) : T × U

T-Inl
Γ ⊢ V : T

Γ ⊢ inl V : T + U

T-Inr
Γ ⊢ V : U

Γ ⊢ inr V : T + U

Figure 2: Static Typing Rules for Values.
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T-App
Γ ⊢ V : T (C)⊸ (C ′) U ∆ ⊢ W : T

Γ ◦∆;C ⊢ V W : U ▷ C ′

T-Return
Γ ⊢ V : T

Γ;C ⊢ return V : T ▷ C ′

T-LetUnit
Γ ⊢ V : 1 ∆;C ⊢ M : T ▷ C ′

Γ ◦∆;C ⊢ let () = V in M : T ▷ C ′

T-LetPair
Γ ⊢ V : T × T ′ ∆, x : T , y : T ′;C ⊢ M : U ▷ C ′

Γ ◦∆;C ⊢ let (x, y) = V in M : U ▷ C ′

T-LetBind
Γ;C ⊢ M : T ▷ C ′ ∆, x : T ;C ′ ⊢ N : U ▷ C ′′

Γ ◦∆;C ⊢ let x=M in N : U ▷ C ′′

T-CaseSum
Γ ⊢ L : T + T ′ ∆, x : T ;C ⊢ M : U ▷ C ′ ∆, y : T ′;C ⊢ N : U ▷ C ′

Γ ◦∆;C ⊢ case L {inl x 7→ M ; inr y 7→ N} : U ▷ C ′

T-New

∅;C ⊢ new : tr(ρ)× tr(ρ′) ▷ C ⊗ ρ(S)⊗ ρ′(S)

T-Spawn
Γ;C ⊢ M : [ρ(S)] ▷ C ′ ∆; ρ(S) ⊢ N : 1 ▷∅

Γ ◦∆;C ⊢ spawn MN : 1 ▷ C ′

T-Close
Γ ⊢ V : tr(ρ)

Γ;C ⊗ ρ(end) ⊢ close V : 1 ▷ C

T-Send
Γ ⊢ V : T × tr(ρ)

Γ;C ⊗ ρ(!T.S) ⊢ send V : 1 ▷ C ⊗ ρ(S)

T-Recv
Γ ⊢ V : tr(ρ)

Γ;C ⊗ ρ(?T.S) ⊢ recv V : T ▷ C ⊗ ρ(S)

T-Pack
Γ ⊢ V : tr(ρ)

Γ;C ⊗ ρ(S) ⊢ pack V : [ρ(S)] ▷ C

T-Unpack
Γ ⊢ V : [ρ(S)]

Γ;C ⊢ unpack V : 1 ▷ C ⊗ ρ(S)

Figure 3: Static Typing Rules for Computations.
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A new formalization of monoidal categories A monoidal structure on a category C is
given by a tensor product ⊗, that is, a functorial binary operation on the objects and morphisms
of C. Furthermore there is a unit object I, that is neutral for the tensor operation modulo
(natural) isomorphism—not “on the nose”, i. e., not with propositional equality. The tensor is
associative up to isomorphism, and a pentagon law holds for that isomorphism, as well as a
triangle law connecting all three isomorphisms.

Monoidal categories abound in mathematics (a prime example being the vector spaces over
a given field) and are also well present in theoretical computer science. Functors between cate-
gories are accordingly extended to monoidal functors, so as to ensure preservation of the extra
structure. The operations doing this for tensor and unit have to interact properly with the afore-
mentioned isomorphisms. Strong monoidal functors need these operations to be isomorphisms,
while strict monoidal functors satisfy the laws “on the nose”. Monoidal functors abstractly
capture the notion of “homomorphism” in the case of one binary operation and one constant
when not only objects but also their morphisms matter (which is typical of constructive logic).

In textbooks definitions, the tensor product is seen as a bifunctor on C, i. e., a functor
from C × C to C. Our previous attempts at defining displayed monoidal categories (see next
paragraph) on that basis suffered from major difficulties with transport along components
of pairs arising with the use of this product category C × C. Instead of working with two-
place functions (encoded by pairing), one can move to a curried view that first takes the left
argument and then is a function that expects the right-hand side argument—which is good for
the object mapping. For the two-place morphism mapping, we employ a symmetric approach,
by considering the one-place mappings where the left resp. right argument is fixed to the
identity, which we call the left resp. right whiskering, respectively. This notion is not confined
to the tensor of a monoidal category but is an alternative view for any bifunctor A × B → C.
However, calling it whiskering comes from the analogous treatment of horizontal composition
in bicategories in the UniMath library.

As a benefit, the formal development of monoidal categories in this format is in close
correspondence with bicategories (as they are formalized in UniMath [1, Definition 2.1])—
mathematically, monoidal categories are just one-object bicategories. Still, the full definition
of bicategories is much heavier than the definition of monoidal categories we are obtaining, and
working with one-object instances of the general bicategorical theory did not seem an option.

For lack of space, we cannot detail the other steps to getting monoidal categories and their
strict or strong functors, but the readers can consult the files with the string Whiskered in
the name in the formalization (the 1.7kloc are approximately half vernacular and half proofs,
according to coqwc).1

A formalization of displayed monoidal categories A displayed category D over some
base category C ([2] involving the first author) has more than just the data of a category; it
reflects the construction process done on the objects and morphisms of C. However, there is a

1https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/CategoryTheory/Monoidal

https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/CategoryTheory/Monoidal
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generic construction of an “ordinary” category from D, the total category
∫
D, and a forgetful

functor π1 down back to C. The notion of displayed category has led to “displayed versions”
of numerous categorical concepts and is seen to have potential for much more [5]. In general,
“displaying” means constructing out of the ingredients of the underlying structure in a concise
way avoiding copying as much as possible.

Of special interest to our application is the identification of a class of functors F from C to∫
D that have π1 ◦F = 1C. This has been formalized in the UniMath library as “sections”,2 for

which such a functor F can be generically constructed. Of course, this is not formulated in terms
of the total category but gives adaptations of the functor laws to hold “over” C. By working
with sections, we efficiently replace the very cumbersome use of π1 ◦ F = 1C as an equation
between functors for rewriting (functor equality is very bad for rewrites from the point of view
of intensional type theory) by definitional equality. Let us mention that displayed notions in
general provide better behaviour w. r. t. equality reasoning: much less transport operations
along equational hypotheses are needed than when directly working with the total categories.

Given a monoidal category C in the whiskered format and a displayed category D over (the
base category of) C, we add a tensor “over” the tensor of C (as a displayed bifunctor, similarly
defined in whiskered format) and add the other ingredients and laws to have a definition of
displayed monoidal category D+. A corresponding total (curried) monoidal category

∫
D+ is

then obtained, with a forgetful functor π1 back to C that we show to be strict monoidal.
Then, we identify a class of strong monoidal functors F from C to

∫
D+ s. t. π1 ◦ F = 1C

with a concise description in terms of D+, which gives the notion of strong monoidal sections.

Application scenario Recent work [3, §4.3] involving the first and second authors attempted
to establish a bijection between a class of parameterized distributivities (given actions in the
sense of Janelidze and Kelly [4] as strong monoidal functors into some functor category) and
the monoidal sections for a specially crafted displayed monoidal category (the interested reader
may consult the high-level description there—the details go far beyond the capacity of the
present abstract). However, in that attempt, the authors tried to work with a naive definition
of monoidal sections based on the “classical” bifunctorial view of the tensor; this definition
generated many problems with transport, lack of implicit argument synthesis of Coq and an
unpleasant need for re-packaging tuples. Consequently, for that work, only a function in one
direction could be constructed.

Using our new definition of monoidal category and the resulting workable definition of dis-
played monoidal category, we have been able to construct the full bijection: we have constructed
the missing function, using the aforementioned monoidal sections of that displayed monoidal
category as its domain, and shown that the two functions are inverse to each other (for a bicat-
egorical generalization). We have thus solved the open question of [3, §4.3]; furthermore, the
compilation time of the respective file3 is 53% less than for the original one.4

Conclusion We have introduced displayed monoidal categories, with a focus on implementa-
tion and use in the UniMath library. The case study of 2.1kloc (code mostly not written from
scratch but adapted from the earlier approach) validates this approach. As future work, we see
basing also the notion of action-based strength on our new format for monoidal categories.

2https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/CategoryTheory/DisplayedCats/

Constructions.v#L399
3https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/Bicategories/MonoidalCategories/

ActionBasedStrongFunctorsWhiskeredMonoidal.v
443s versus 92s wall clock time measured on current Intel processor in single-thread compilation.

2

https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/CategoryTheory/DisplayedCats/Constructions.v#L399
https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/CategoryTheory/DisplayedCats/Constructions.v#L399
https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/Bicategories/MonoidalCategories/ActionBasedStrongFunctorsWhiskeredMonoidal.v
https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/blob/1580dab0/UniMath/Bicategories/MonoidalCategories/ActionBasedStrongFunctorsWhiskeredMonoidal.v
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Skeletal Semantics. Skeletal semantics [8] is a framework, relying on a meta-language named
Skel, to formalize the operational semantics of programming languages. It is based on a general
and systematic way to break down the semantics of a language. The fundamental idea is to only
specify the structure of evaluation functions (e.g., sequences of operations, non-deterministic
choices, recursive calls) while keeping abstract basic operations (e.g., updating an environment
or comparing two values). The motivation for this semantics is that the structure can be an-
alyzed, transformed, or certified independently from the implementation choices of the basic
operations.

The OCaml [14] implementation benefits from a toolbox called Necro. It can generate an
OCaml interpreter [10] or a Coq [19] mechanization [8] of a skeletal semantics given as input.

Skeletal semantics is a framework generic enough to express any semantics which can be
written with inductive rules. For instance, consider a call-by-value λ-calculus with closures. The
syntax t ::= λx.t | x | t t and rules of the form s, λx.t ⇓ (x, t, s) can be represented as follows.

type ident
type lterm =
| Lam (ident, lterm)
| Var ident
| App (lterm, lterm)
...

val eval (s : env) (l : lterm) : clos =
branch

let Lam (x, t) = l in
Clos (x, t, s)

or ...
end

The syntax is represented by unspecified types (e.g., ident) and algebraic data types (e.g.,
lterm). The semantics is represented by evaluation functions (e.g., eval) defined using skeletons.

To make sense of this representation, we attribute a meaning to skeletons, called an interpre-
tation. The main one, called concrete interpretation, is written in a non-deterministic big-step
style and formalized in Coq. While useful to prove some properties of a language or of programs,
the concrete interpretation cannot reason about non-terminating programs and it is quite far
from an actual implementation. We thus propose alternate interpretations, in the form of non-
deterministic and deterministic abstract machines, derived using functional correspondence [1].
These new interpretations are proved sound in relation to the concrete interpretation, and we
use the deterministic version to generate a certified generic OCaml interpreter.

This work summarizes a paper recently accepted at CPP 2022 [4], and our results are
outlined in Figure 1.

Functional Correspondence. Functional correspondence [1] is a systematic strategy for
transforming functional evaluators (i.e., big-step interpreters) into equivalent abstract machines.
This approach combines several known transformations. The main phases of the derivation are
a CPS-transformation [17], a phase of defunctionalization [18], and then the proper creation of
the abstract machine and its evaluation modes.
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Previous works This work

Meta-language
(Skel) NDAM

concrete interpretation

AM

User language
(e.g., λ-calculus)

Coq
specif.

funct. corresp.
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generic certified
interpreter

extraction
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semantics OCaml
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[8]

[10]

OCaml
module

extraction certified
interpreter

import

language
definition

Racket
interpreter

funct. corresp.

[9]

Figure 1: Summary of our work and comparison with related work

The technique of functional correspondence has been manually applied to many languages
with many different features [5, 2, 16, 7, 6, 3, 12, 13], showing its robustness and usefulness.
Recently, a tool was also developed for the automatic application of the technique [9].

Abstract Machines. We apply by hand the standard strategy of functional correspondence
on the concrete interpretation of skeletal semantics (i.e., the big-step semantics of the meta-
language Skel). Since the input semantics is non-deterministic, we obtain a non-deterministic
abstract machine (NDAM) for Skel. While the transformation is classic, a novelty of our ap-
proach is to use it at the meta-level. This yields a generic abstract machine that can be proved
sound once and for all, independently of the input language.

To create a deterministic executable version (AM), we proceed similarly but use a more
involved CPS-transformation with two continuations [11], allowing for checkpoints and back-
tracking during a computation.

The concrete interpretation was already defined in the Coq proof assistant. Our two new
abstract machine interpretations are formalized in Coq, and we certify them independently
from the skeletal semantics (language) we are interested in. First, we prove that the NDAM
is equivalent to the standard concrete interpretation. Second, the AM is proved sound with
respect to the NDAM, i.e., if the AM finds a result, then the NDAM can also find the same
result. The AM does not necessarily find a result, as it can get stuck in an infinite computation.
By transitivity, the AM is also sound w.r.t. the concrete interpretation.

Certified Interpreter. Using the Coq extraction mechanism [15] on the deterministic ab-
stract machine, we obtain a certified OCaml interpreter that can be instantiated with any lan-
guage. From a user-defined language written as a skeletal semantics, the existing framework [8]
can automatically produce the Coq deep embedding, which itself can be used to instantiate our
extracted interpreter. We therefore obtain a certified interpreter for the language at no extra
cost for the user.

The advantage of working at the meta-level, i.e., proving correctness once and for all lan-
guages, has a drawback: the execution happens in the meta-language, namely Skel. In contrast,
the previous tool [10] produces a more efficient OCaml interpreter and allows the user to work
at the level of the language, e.g., λ-terms, but without any guarantees.
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Two-level type theory (2LTT) [1] was originally intended as a tool to make metatheoretical
reasoning about constructions in homotopy type theory more convenient, by internalizing an
extensional metatheory in a syntactic layer.

2LTT as a two-stage language. First, we observe that basic variants of 2LTT formalize
two-stage compilation, where the meta-level syntactic fragment contains static (compile-time)
computations, and staging is the algorithm which performs all static computation, producing
object-theoretic syntax as output. The basic rules are the following. There are two universes,
U0 and U1, where U0 classifies object-level (runtime) types and U1 classifies meta-level (compile
time) types. There are three staging operations.

Lifting: for A : U0, we have ⇑A : U1. From the staging point of view, ⇑A is the type of
metaprograms which compute runtime expressions of type A.

Quoting: for A : U0 and t : A, we have 〈t〉 : ⇑A. A quoted term 〈t〉 represents the
metaprogram which immediately yields t.

Splicing: for A : U0 and t : ⇑A, we have ∼t : A. During staging, the metaprogram in the
splice is executed, and the resulting expression is inserted into the output.

Quoting and splicing are definitional inverses. Also, the above operations are the only way of
crossing between stages; all type formers stay within a single stage, and in particular we cannot
eliminate from one stage to a different one. The staging interpretation of 2LTT remains valid
with arbitrary assumed type formers. Note that all three operations correspond to features in
existing staged systems such as MetaOCaml [4] or typed Template Haskell [8], although none
of the existing systems support staging with dependent types.

Conservativity as staging. By conservativity we mean the following. There is an embed-
ding morphism p–q which maps from the object theory to the object-level syntactic fragment of
2LTT. 2LTT is conservative if p–q is bijective on types and terms, i.e. TyObj Γ ' Tm2LTT pΓqU0

and TmObj ΓA ' Tm2LTT pΓq pAq.
A staging algorithm consists of functions Stage : Tm2LTT pΓqU0 → TyObj Γ and Stage :

Tm2LTT pΓq pAq → TmObj ΓA. We call Stage stable if Stage ◦ p–q = id, and sound if
p–q ◦ Stage = id. Hence, conservativity is the same as having a sound and stable staging
algorithm. In [1], only a weak form of conservativity is shown, which corresponds to staging
without soundness.

Staging by evaluation. We define Stage as the evaluation of 2LTT types and terms in

the presheaf model over the syntactic category of the object theory. We call this model Ôbj.
The object-level 2LTT fragment is interpreted using sets of types and terms in the object the-
ory. Operationally, this yields closed evaluation for the meta-level 2LTT fragment, and we get
naive weakening for object-theoretic terms. Naive weakening can be inefficient, but in practice
it can be optimized using De Bruijn levels and delayed variable renamings. The same efficiency
issue arises in presheaf-based normalization-by-evaluation, and the same solution applies there.
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However, staging can be overall more efficient, because meta-level evaluation is closed (no free
variables occur in values).

Soundness. Stability of staging follows by straightforward induction on the object theory;
soundness requires more effort. We define a restriction morphism, which maps from 2LTT to

Ôbj, restricting the meta-level syntactic fragment so that it can only depend on object-level
typing contexts, that is, contexts given as pΓq for some Γ. Then, we show soundness of staging

by a proof-relevant logical relation between the evaluation morphism from 2LTT to Ôbj and the

restriction morphism. We define this logical relation in the internal language of Ôbj, to avoid
the deluge of boilerplate for showing stability under object-theoretic substitution.

Alternatively, staging together with its soundness can be established in a single step, by
gluing along the restriction morphism. This interpretation can be more compactly defined us-
ing synthetic Tait computability [7].

Intensional analysis. This means analyzing the internal structure of object-level terms, i.e.
values with type ⇑A. While intensional analysis can be often simulated with deeply embedded
inductive syntaxes at the meta level, it may be more concise and convenient to use native inten-
sional analysis features instead. We consider the interpretation of such features in the presheaf
models.

If the object theory has parallel substitutions as syntactic morphisms, then Ôbj does not
support intensional analysis. For illustration, consider decidable equality of ⇑A as an inten-
sional meta-level axiom; this is essentially decidability of definitional equality of object terms.

This axiom does not hold in Ôbj, because inequality of object-level terms is not stable under
substitution: inequal variables can be mapped to equal terms.

However, we may choose to only have weakenings as morphisms in the object syntax. In this

case, decidable equaity for ⇑A holds in Ôbj, since term inequality is stable under weakening.
As a trade-off, if there is no notion of substitution in the specification of the object theory,
it is not possible to specify dependent or polymorphic types there. This is still sufficient for
many practical use cases, for example when the object theory is simply-typed, in which case
staging also performs monomorphization. In this setup, it makes sense to only have weakening
in the equational theory of the object theory, but no βη-rules and no substitution. The reason
is that we do not want to equate programs with different performance characteristics, when we
do staging in order to improve runtime code performance.

Future work. A major line of future work is to connect 2LTT to existing literature on
staged compilation. This would involve formalizing existing tricks and techniques, such as let-
insertion techniques [5], fusion, various binding-time improvements and CPS conversions [3].
Another line is fleshing out practical details for staging and intensional analysis. In staging, a
production-strength solution should include some form of caching, to reduce code duplication.
In intensional analysis, some form of induction or pattern matching would be more ergonomic
than plain decidability of conversion.

Also, 2LTT could be extended to more general multimodal [2] type theories, where modalities
represent morphisms between different object-theoretic syntactic categories, in possibly different
object theories. A simple example is the closed or “crisp” modality [6] which can be used to
represent closed object terms.
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Ultrafinitism(Kornai 2003; Podnieks 2005; Yessenin-Volpin 1970; Gefter 2013; Lenchner
2020) postulates that we can only reason and compute relatively short objects(Seth Lloyd
2000; Krauss and Starkman 2004; Sazonov 1995; S. Lloyd 2002; Gorelik 2010), and numbers
beyond certain value are not available. Some philosophers also question the physical existence
of real numbers beyond a certain level of accurracy(Gisin 2019). This approach would also
forbid many forms of infinitary reasoning and allow removing many from paradoxes stemming
from a countable enumeration.

However, philosophers still disagree on whether such a finitist logic could be consis-
tent(Magidor 2007), while constructivist mathematicians claim that “no satisfactory devel-
opments exist”(Troelstra 1988). We present preliminary work on a proof system based on
Curry-Howard isomorphism(Howard 1980) and explicit bounds for computational complexity.

This approach invalidates logical paradoxes that stem from a profligate use of transfinite
reasoning(Benardete 1964; Nolan forthcoming; Schirn and Niebergall 2005), and assures that
we only state problems that are decidable by the limit on input size, proof size, or the number
of steps(Tarski, Mostowski, and Robinson 1955).

Consideration of complexity also solves other paradoxes, in particular the “paradox of in-
ference” existing in classical theory of semantic information(Bar-Hillel and Carnap 1953; Duzi
2010). Using a bound on cost and depth of the term for each inference, we independently de-
veloped a very similar approach to that used for cost bounding in higher-order rewriting(Vale
and Kop 2021).

By finitism we understand the mathematical logic that tries to absolve us from transfinite
inductions(Kornai 2003). Ultrafinitism goes even further by postulating a definite limit for
the complexity of objects that we can compute with(Seth Lloyd 2000; Krauss and Starkman
2004; Sazonov 1995; S. Lloyd 2002; Gorelik 2010). We assume these without committing to a
particular limit.

In order to permit only ultrafinitist1 inferences, we postulate ultraconstructivism: we permit
proofs, or constructions that are not just strictly computable, but for which there is a bound
on amount of computation that is needed to resolve them. That means that we forbid proofs
that go for an arbitrarily long time and require a deadline for any proof or computation.

For the sake of generality, we will attach this deadline in the form of bounding function that
takes as arguments depths of input terms, and outputs the upper bound on the number of steps
that the proof is permitted to make. Depths of input terms are a convenient upper bound on
the complexity of normalized proof terms (those without the cut.)

Please note that notation ∀xv : A→α(v)
β(v) B has a size variable v declared as a depth of term

variable x, and then bound in polynomials α(v) and β(v) The notation α(1) is a shortcut for
αJ1/vK in the rules abs and app.

1Also called strict finitist by (Magidor 2007).
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Size variables: v ∈ V
Term variables: x ∈ X
Positive naturals: i ∈ N \ {0}
Polynomials: ρ ::= v

∣∣ i ∣∣ ρ+ ρ
∣∣ ρ ∗ ρ ∣∣ ρρ ∣∣ iter(ρ, ρ, v)

∣∣ ρJv/ρK
Data size bounds: α ::= ρ
Computation bounds: β ::= ρ
Types: τ ::= v

∣∣ τ ∧ τ ∣∣ τ ∨ τ ∣∣∀xv : τ →α
β τ

∣∣⊥ ∣∣ ◦
Terms: E ::= v

∣∣λv.E ∣∣ inr(E)
∣∣ inl(E)

∣∣(E,E)
∣∣ ()∣∣ caseE of

inl(v) → E;
inr(v) → E;

Environments: Γ ::= v1 : τ1β1
, ..., τnβn

Judgements: J ::= Γ `αβ E : τ

Γ `αβ yβ : A v ∈ V
Γ, xβ : A `1β x : A

var
Γ `1β () : ◦

unit

Γ `α1

β1
a1 : A1 Γ `α2

β2
a2 : A2

Γ `α1+α2

max (β1,β2)+1 (a1, a2) : A1 ∧A2
pair

Γ `αmax (β1,β2)
e : A1 ∧A2 i ∈ {1, 2}

Γ `α+1
β−1 prji e : Ai

prji

Γ `αβ e : Ai i ∈ {l, r}

Γ `α+1
β+1 ini(e) : A1 ∨A2

inj
Γ `α1

β1
e : A α1 ≤ α2 β1 ≤ β2

Γ `α2

β2
e : A

subsume

Γ `α∨
β∨

a : A1 ∨A2 Γ, x : A1
β∨−1 `α1

β1
b : B Γ, y : A2

β∨−1 `α2

β2
c : B

Γ `α∨+max(α1,α2)+1
max(β1,β2)

case a of
inl(x) → b;
inr(y) → c;

: B

case

Γ, xv : A `α(v)β(v) e : B

Γ `α(1)+1
β(1)+1 λx.e : ∀av : A→α(v)

β(v)B
abs

Γ `α1

β1
e : ∀a : Av→α2(v)

β2(v)
B Γ `α3

β3
a : A

Γ `α1+α2(β3)+α3

β2(β3)
e a : B

app

Γ `α1

β1
f : Av→α2(v1)

β2(v2)
A Γ `α3

β3
k : B Γ `α4

β4
a : A

Γ `α1+α3+iter(α2,β3,v1)Jβ4/v1K+α4

β1Jiter(β2,β3,v2)Jβ4/v2K/vK rec(f, k, a) : B
rec

After elision of bounds and rule subsume we see the rules for intuitionistic logic. Thus
consistency can be proved by the consistency of intuitionistic logic(Brouwer 1981; Van Dalen
1986; Sørensen and Urzyczyn 1998). Every valid proposition with a fixed bound on input n
can be checked by enumerating inputs, and is thus decidable. It is easy to show that our logic
can emulate bounded loop programs(Meyer and Ritchie 1967) which have power equivalent
to primitive recursive functions(Robinson 1947). Expressing statements about undecidability
implicitly requires unbounded computational effort. Since all our proofs and arguments are
explicitly bounded, there is no room to state undecidability. We thus define statements that
are both true, and computable a given limit(Gorelik 2010).
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Parametricity was originally introduced as a syntactic property [5], showing that terms of
system F treat type input uniformly. It can be extended to the syntax of type theory [2]. We
adopt a semantical point of view, so we define a parametric model of type theory as a model
where:

• Any type comes with a chosen relation.

• Any term preserves these relations.

• This structure obeys equations, defining inductively parametricty on type and term con-
structors.

So being parametric is an additional structure on a model, witnessing some kind of uniformity
for its terms. The usual syntactic parametricity can be recast by saying that the initial model
is parametric. Many variants of parametricity have been studied, for example:

• Realizability, where every type comes with a predicate rather than a relation.

• Internal parametricity, where every type comes with a reflexive relation.

In this work we use clans as models of type theory (although everything can be adapted to lex
categories or even plain categories). We prove that the category of clans is symmetric monoidal
closed. Then we define notions of parametricity as monoids in this category, i.e. as monoidal
models. We unfold this definition:

Lemma 1. A notion of parametricity consists of a clan with a monoidal product such that:

• The monoidal product commutes with finite limits in both variables.

• Given fibrations i� i′ and j � j′ we have an induced fibration:

i⊗ j � (i′ ⊗ j) ×
i′⊗j′

(i⊗ j′) (1)

Then we define a parametric model for a notion of parametricityM simply as anM-module.
We give the following result:

Proposition 2. Assume U a symmetric monoidal closed category with M a monoid in U .
Then the forgetful functor from M-modules to U has:

• A left adjoint sending C to:

M⊗C (2)

with M acting through the canonical left action of M on itself.
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• A right adjoint sending C to:

M( C (3)

with M acting through the canonical right action of M on itself.

As a corollary, we have the following for any notion of parametricity:

Theorem 1. The forgetful functor from parametric models to arbitrary ones has left and right
adjoints, and we have compact descriptions for them.

This extends the situation from [4] to any variant of parametricity, at the cost of forgetting
arrow types and universes.

Then we give many examples of notions of parametricity. We build the following using the
aforementioned right adjoints, for several variants of cubical objects:

• Categories of cubical objects.

• Lex categories of truncated cubical objects.

• Clans of Reedy fibrant cubical objects.

As an example, consider � the Reedy category of cubes with faces and reflexivities only.
We have the following:

Proposition 3. There exists a monoidal clan �̂ such that for any clan C, the clan:

�̂ ( C (4)

is equivalent to the clan of Reedy fibrant functors from � to C.

These results mean that many cubical models are cofreely parametric, giving a solid theo-
retical grounding to the observation that (variant of) cubical structures arise naturally when
working with (variant of) parametricity [1, 3].
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1 Introduction

Inductive data types are a foundational tool for representing data and knowledge in dependently
typed programming languages. The user provides a collection of rules that determine positive
evidence for membership in the type. Elimination of an inductive type corresponds to structural
induction on its members. For example, in a language like Agda we can define inductive data
types for representing evidence that natural numbers are odd or even:

dataEven : Nat → Setwhere
zero-even : Even zero
succ-odd : ∀x → Oddx → Even (succx)

dataOdd : Nat → Setwhere
succ-even : ∀x → Evenx → Odd (succx)

But what if our data modelling requires negative information as well as positive? One
example is this alternative encoding of evenness, which marks a number as even if its predecessor
is not:

dataEven : Nat → Setwhere
zero-even : Even zero
succ-not : ∀x → ¬(Evenx) → Even (succx)

We have used a negation operator ¬(−) to represent the negation of Evenx instead of an
explicit definition of oddness. A example that makes more essential use of negation is a data
type representing successful parses from a backtracking Parsing Expression Grammar (PEG)
parser. PEGs use an ordered choice operator A / B which means “try to parse as A, and if that
fails then try to parse a B”. If we represent evidence of successful parses as elements of a data
type indexed by the string to be parsed and the suffix remaining to be parsed, then we could
use a data type with negation to represent a PEG production of the form P ::= A / B:

dataParseP : String → String → Setwhere
choice1 : ∀i o.ParseA i o → ParseP i o
choice2 : ∀i o.¬(∃o′.ParseA i o′) → ParseB i o → ParseP i o

So a ParseP i o is constructible if a ParseA i o is possible or if that is not possible for any left
over o′ and a ParseB i o is possible.

If we interpret negation as ¬A = A → ⊥ then a proof assistant like Agda will reject these
definitions. And for good reason: a data type using this kind of negation does not define
a monotone operator on sets of evidence, and so does not have a well defined least fixpoint.
However, it is possible to give these types a reasonable semantics. We will take two steps. First,
we need a constructive notion of negation, so that we have explicit evidence of refutations to
work with. Second, we need to determine the semantics of recursive negation, which we will do
using the 3-valued stable model semantics of logic programming.

∗Research funded by EPSRC Grant EP/T026960/1 AISEC: AI Secure and Explainable by Construction.
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2 Constructive Negation

To give a constructive semantics of negation, we will construct evidence for refutations of
propositions simultaneously with evidence for their proofs. Negation of a proposition is then
nothing more than the swapping of the status of proofs and refutations. Concretely, we define
Set± = Set × Set with the following constructions of propositions, directly witnessing the de
Morgan dualities from classical logic:

(A+, A−)× (B+, B−) = (A+ ×B+, A− +B−)
(A+, A−) + (B+, B−) = (A+ +B+, A− ×B−)

Σx : X. (A+[x], A−[x]) = (Σx : X A+[x],Πx : X.A−[x])
¬(A+, A−) = (A−, A+)

Entailment in Set± goes forwards in the first component and backwards in the second (so we
are working in the category Set × Setop, a simple form of Chu Spaces [1], a model of Linear
Logic).

We can construct models of inductive data types in Set± for positive functors F , where the
proof and refutation parts are independent, by taking the initial algebra in the first component
and the final coalgebra in the second. However, this does not immediately help us with data
types that involve negation.

3 Stable Semantics of Negation

To model data types with negation, we turn to ideas from Logic Programming, where the
semantics of logic programs that involve negation has been the subject of intense study. One
popular semantics is well-founded or 3-valued stable semantics. Intuitively, this semantics
interprets negation in terms of lack of support for a proposition given the rules defining the
program. This semantics has a fixed point characterisation [2] that we can replicate in terms
of data types as follows.

If we have a data type with negation (assuming no indexing for now), we can derive an
operator F (A+, A−) = (F+(A+, A−), F−(A+, A−)) using the interpretations of the connectives
given above. This does not necessarily have a fixed point in Set±. However, if we assume that
we have some fixed (X+, X−) we can relatise F to X to give a functor (F/X)(A+, A−) =
(F+(A+, X−), F−(X+, A−)), which makes the proofs and refutations independent, and so does
have a least fixpoint µF/X in Set±. This construction is functorial in X covariantly in both
components, so there is a least fixpoint in Set× Set, yielding the overall semantics:

µ(X+, X−).(µA+. F+(A+, X−), νA−. F−(X+, A−))

Intuitively, we build up the semantics of a data type in stages. We start with no negative
information about proofs or refutations, and derive all the positive proofs and refutations we
can from this. Swapping these proofs and refutations, we use them as the negative information
in the next round, and so on.

It is now possible to compute models for all data types with negation. One example is the
“liar” type:

data Liar : Set where liar : ¬Liar → Liar

This type is assigned the model (⊥,⊥) – there are no proofs and no refutations of this type.

We have now built a plausible semantics for data types with negation. It remains to be seen
how best to accomplish reasoning over inhabitants of data types with negative information.
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Constructive notions of ordinals. Ordinal numbers, or simply ordinals, can be seen as a
generalisation of the natural numbers. They allow the characterisation of possibly infinite orders,
and termination proofs are one of their main applications. There are various formulations of
(initial segments of) ordinals that coincide in a classical setting, but have very different behaviour
constructively. One such formulation is the ordinal notation system of Cantor normal forms
(binary trees with a certain property; different presentations are presented in [FXG20]). Another
formulation are set-theoretic ordinals (extensional, transitive, wellfounded orders; developed in
[Uni13, Chp 10.3] and [Esc21]). Yet another formulation are Brouwer ordinal trees (constructed
with zero, successors, and limits; cf. Kleene’s O [Chu38, Kle38]). We have compared these three
formulations at TYPES’21 [KNFX21b], and a full publication is now available [KNFX21a].

Decidability and partial decidability of properties of ordinals. As a rule of thumb,
Cantor normal forms have decidable properties as long as we only consider finitely many of
them: We can always check whether two given trees are equal, or which of the two represents
the larger ordinal, and so on. It is similarly clear that properties of set-theoretic ordinals are
generally undecidable: If P is proposition (or subsingleton, i.e. a type with at most one element),
then the empty order on P is a set-theoretic ordinal. Being able to decide whether this ordinal
P is equal to 1 directly corresponds to the law of excluded middle. Brouwer ordinal trees sit
in the “sweet spot” in the middle: some of their properties are fully decidable, but many are
“partially” decidable. In this work, we explore how this can be expressed and which statements
can be proved internally in homotopy type theory.

Brouwer ordinal trees. Of course, how much is decidable about Brouwer ordinal trees
depends on how exactly we define them. A very basic version is the inductive type O with
constructors zero : O, suc : O → O, and sup : (N → O) → O, as sometimes considered in
the functional programming community. This type is however too simplistic for our purposes
and, unlike the other discussed formulations of ordinals, does not even come with the “correct”
notion of equality; if s : N → O is a sequence, then sup(s0, s1, s2, . . .) and sup(s1, s0, s2, . . .)
are different trees. In [KNFX21a], we construct the type Brw : hSet mutually with a relation
≤ : Brw → Brw → hProp quotient inductive-inductively [ACD+18]. The constructors for Brw

are zero : Brw, succ : Brw → Brw, and limit : (N <−→ Brw) → Brw, where N <−→ Brw are strictly
increasing sequences. In addition, we have a path constructor bisim : f ≈≤ g → limit f = limit g,
where f ≈≤ g means that f and g are bisimilar sequences.

Decidable properties of Brouwer trees. The notion of decidability is standard: We say
that a proposition P is decidable if we have P + ¬P , and a predicate R : Brw → hProp is
decidable if every R(x) is decidable.

∗Supported by the Royal Society, grant reference URF\R1\191055, and the UK National Physical Laboratory
Measurement Fellowship project Dependent types for trustworthy tools.
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Lemma 1. It is decidable whether x : Brw is finite, i.e. whether it is in the image of the obvious
map N→ Brw. If n is a finite ordinal, then equality with n and comparisons with n are decidable;
i.e. the predicates ( = n), ( > n), and ( < n) are decidable. Similarly, the predicates ( < ω)
and ( ≥ ω) are decidable.

Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that Brw satisfies the classification property of
[KNFX21a]: For a given ordinal, we can check whether it is zero, a successor, or a limit,
and a limit cannot be finite. Note that this argument crucially relies on the fact that our limit
constructor takes strictly increasing sequences as argument. Without this requirement, all of
the properties mentioned in the lemma would be incorrect.

Note that, while ( ≥ ω) is decidable, being able to decide ( > ω) is equivalent to LPO, which
states: ∀f : N→ 2.(∃n.fn = 1) ∨ (∀n.fn = 0).

Partial decidability. While internal decidability is standard, other notions of synthetic
computability theory (cf. [BR87, Bau06, FKS19]) are not used as much. In our work, we
consider three formulations of partial decidability. Let P be a proposition:

1. We say that P is semidecidable if ∃α : N→ Bool.(∃i.αi = 1)↔ P . This definition is due
to Bauer [Bau06] (see also [EK17, FLWD+18, dJ22]).

2. Using the free ω-complete partial order on the unit type [ADK17], equivalent to the
Sierpinski type S [Vel17, CUV19], one can define P to be Sierpinski-semidecidable if
∃s : S.(s = >)↔ P . This notion of semidecidability has been used by Gilbert [Gil17].

3. If x : Brw is an ordinal, we can say that P can be decided in x steps if ∃y : Brw.(y > x)↔ P .

Lemma 2. P is semidecidable if and only if it can be decided in ω steps. If P is semidecidable,
then it is also Sierpinski-semidecidable.

Proof. It is easy to translate between semidecidable and decidable in ω steps. Given a binary
sequence α, we define an increasing sequence f : N → Brw by f0 ≡ zero, fn+1 ≡ fn + ωαn .
Similarly, given x : Brw, we define a binary sequence α as follows: if x is finite, then α is
constantly 0. Otherwise, if x is a successor (and infinite), α is constantly 1. The remaining
case is that x is limit(f). If fn is finite, we define αn to be 0, else 1. In both cases, we have
(∃i.αi = 1)↔ (x > ω).

In the same way, given a binary sequence α, we immediately get s : S by taking the least
upper bound of α.

A problem that may separate semidecidability and Sierpinski-semidecidability is the following:

Proposition 3. Given x : Brw and n, k : N, it is Sierpinski-semidecidable whether x > ω ·n+k.

Proof. We define sω·n+k(x) : S by induction on x and transfinite induction on ω · n+ k. The
most interesting case is sω·(n+1)(limit(f)), which we define as the least upper bound of the
sequence i 7→ sω·n(fi). This uses that the limit of a sequence f is, for any i, at least fi + ω.

We expect, but have not proved, that x > ω · n+ k cannot be decided in ω steps. Finally, we
give examples for properties that are decidable in a number of steps different from ω:

Proposition 4. The following three statements are equivalent: (1) P is decidable; (2) P is
decidable in 0 steps; (3) P is decidable in a finite number of steps.

Proposition 5. The twin prime conjecture is decidable in ω3 steps. More generally, if P : N→
hProp is semidecidable and P (n+ 1) implies P (n), then ∀n.P (n) is decidable in ω3 steps.

In the future, we hope to explore internal semidecidability and its applications further.
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Abstract

The defining feature of Homotopy Type Theory is the univalence principle, which iden-
tifies witnesses of propositional type equality with type equivalences. But because the
standard version of HoTT [6] lacks a computational interpretation of this principle, cubi-
cal type theories were developed to remedy this situation. In HoTT, witnesses of proposi-
tional type equality are viewed as paths in a topological space. In turn, cartesian cubical
type theories realize these paths as functions out of a special interval type I. It may be
understood as a synthetic analogue of the real interval [0, 1].

At minimum, I supports reasoning about endpoints 0 and 1 and arbitrary elements
xi. It may additionally support reasoning about the max (i.e., join), min (i.e., meet), and
complements of such elements. With all of these operations, I may be characterized as a
free DeMorgan algebra on the xi. With just max and min, I may be characterized as a
free distributive lattice on the xi. (For more on the design space of I, see [2])

In cubical type theories, the structure of I is used to specify and reason about select
portions of paths. This facility is essential to the definition of a cartesian cubical type the-
ory. Portions of paths are described using a fragment of intuitionistic first-order equational
logic over the terms of I. Formulas of this language are called cofibrations. For example,
in the context of a single variable x, (x = 0) ∨ (x = 1) is a cofibration which would select
just the endpoints of a one-dimensional path. In the context of two variables x and y,
(x = y) is a cofibration which would select the diagonal of a two-dimensional cubical path
(i.e., a solid square). Constraints on which equations are allowed (typically described as a
choice in generating cofibrations) also contribute to variety in the design space of cubical
type theories.

Given the goal of providing a computational interpretation of HoTT, it is of course
crucial that the cofibration logic be decidable. Moreover, in the pursuit of implementation
of cubical type theories, it is no less important that the decision procedure be practical.
It is known that deciding cofibration entailment is coNP-hard [4]. But if this problem is
coNP-complete for a particular cubical type theory, we consider this to be very good news.
The size of the problems typically handled by proof assistants would be handled quickly
by modern SAT solvers. Our focus therefore is on the availability of efficient reductions to
the tautology problem for Boolean DNF formulas.

The current project emerged from the search for a practical decision procedure for a
cubical type theory with a rich structure on I—that of a free distributive lattice, coupled
with an unconstrained notion of equational cofibration. This cubical structure is used in a
cubical variant [7] of a synthetic theory of (∞, 1)-categories [5], and the work in this talk
was motivated by the problem of deciding judgmental equality in an implementation of
this directed type theory. Entailment in this logic represents one of the hardest problems
which arise from the cofibration logics of cartesian cubical type theories.

We compare this situation with that of two other cubical type theories whose implemen-
tation in proof assistants is active and ongoing. For [3], the interval structure is rich—i.e.,
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that of a free DeMorgan algebra—but the equations are restricted to those which relate
an arbitrary term in I to an endpoint, 0 or 1. This allows for an efficient factoring of
an equation in a cofibration formula into a term over cofibrations of the form (x = 0) or
(x = 1), which are join-prime. From here, the naive algorithm is to convert the cofibrations
being compared into join-normal form, which has exponential run-time, and to factor the
problem into ones whose antecedents are join-prime and to decide each individually, which
can be done efficiently. For [1], the equations are unconstrained but the interval structure
is minimal, with the result that the equations are always of the form (x = 0), (x = 1), or
(x = y), which are already join-prime. Hence the naive algorithm just described applies
here as well.

Returning to the cubical type theory whose interval I is a free distributive lattice
and whose cofibration equations are unconstrained, the naive approach is unlikely to be
practical. To factor an equation into join-prime elements, the two terms being equated are
first normalized. So unlike for the two cubical type theories just mentioned, factoring an
equation into a cofibration over join-prime equations has exponential run-time. Hence, the
naive decision procedure has double-exponential run-time.

In this talk, we will present a method for efficiently reducing cofibration entailment
problems to the problem of deciding Boolean tautology of DNF formulas. Recalling that
normalization trivializes the latter problem, this implies a significant practical speed up for
all the cubical type theories mentioned above. We will also show correctness with respect
to cubical presheaf semantics.
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A Type Theory containing {T, F} as only basic type is Leśniewski’s Protothetics [2]. Henkin
[3] arrived at this formal system independently of Leśniewski, presenting a (complete) calculus
for Propositional Types using only λ and identity as primitive symbols. The completeness proof
lies in the fact that it is possible to have a name in the object language for every element of
the hierarchy of types (this hierarchy is obtained by passing from any two sets Dα and Dβ to
a set Dαβ). Since the elements of the domains above {T, F} —above Dt— are functions, the
addition of an undefined value to Dt naturally produces functions which are undefined when
applied to certain arguments (i.e., functions for which we can compute that there is no result).
Therefore, a 3-valued Propositional Type Theory seems to be a suitable vehicle for dealing with
partial functions. A semantics for such a logic was given by Lepage [5] and Lapierre [4].

However, not every function from {T, F,>} to {T, F,>} should be considered as a partial
function. The behavior of the undefined truth-value has to be compatible with any increase in
information, that is, it must be regular. Lepage [5], who found inspiration in Kleene’s undefined
value, restricted the set of partial functions in D>

tt to those that are monotonic with respect to
the following partial order (on the new basic type): > ≤ >, > ≤ T , > ≤ F , T ≤ T and F ≤ F .
Monotonicity is imposed to any domain Dαβ .

It is worth recalling at this point that the set of monotonic functions from D>
t to D>

tt has
many interesting functions: in particular, all Kleene’s strong connectives. In fact, the name for
conjunction in Henkin’s hierarchy is now the name for Kleene’s strong conjunction (see [6, p.
33]), provided that identity is interpreted in a different manner (see [4, p. 533]). The names for
the remaining Kleene’s connectives involve conjunction and negation. Lepage’s 3-valued logic
also distinguishes between total and non-total objects, which are defined inductively (see [4, p.
527]), and includes a function symbol J(Aα) saying that “the interpretation of Aα is a total
object”.

Lepage [6] offers a sound axiomatic system for this 3-valued Propositional Type Theory, but
its completeness is posed as an open question. The lack of proof is due to the “impossibility of
having a canonical name in the object language for every partial function without modifying
the theoretical framework in an essential way” (Lepage [6, p. 37]).

The aim of this paper is to define description operators for Lepage’s system (the first step
towards a Nameability Theorem) by means of suitable modifications and exploiting the seman-
tics of Kleene’s strong connectives. Firstly, we will explain why Henkin’s description operator
for type 〈tt〉 cannot be simply transferred to the domain D>

tt of the 3-valued hierarchy. Then,
we will define an election function à la Henkin (see [3, p. 328]) of type 〈αt〉α, proving that
such a function is in the 3-valued hierarchy, i.e., its monotonicity. We will also show that the
denotation of the expression

ι〈tt〉t := (λftt(J(ftt)→ ftt ≡ (λxtxt)))

1
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is the election function for D>
tt (where→ is Kleene’s strong conditional). Finally, we will outline

how to prove that, for any α, there is a closed expression ι〈αt〉α such that (ι〈αt〉α)d = t(α) where
t(α) is the election function for the arbitrary type α. To state this result, we have to (1) add a
proper symbol Uα (of type α) to the set of primitive symbols of Propositional Type Theory and
(2) build a “lambda hierarchy of undefinedness” whose interpretation is, for each level of the
hierarchy, (3) the least defined element of the corresponding domain. The following definitions
are introduced:
Definition 1 (Lambda hierarchy of undefinedness). We inductively define Uσ for any type σ:

1. For σ = t, Uσ := Ut.

2. For σ = αβ, Uσ := λxαUβ .

Definition 2 (Least defined element). We inductively define uσ for any type σ:

1. For σ = t, uσ := >.

2. For σ = αβ, uσ is the function of Dαβ such that, for any θ ∈ Dα, uαβ(θ) = uβ .

We stipulate that the interpretation of any element Uσ of the lambda hierarchy (which found
inspiration in [1]) is uσ. Hence, the undefined value, and any function of type αβ sending every
element ofD>

α to uβ , will finally have a name in the object language. From a purely philosophical
point of view, the fact that we can designate functions that are completely undefined may be
problematic. What kind of object is a function that is undefined for every element of its domain?
Should we even call it “partial function”? We think of these functions as extreme cases that
serve us as denotation for those expressions pointing at non-existent functions of the 3-valued
hierarchy. Let us conclude by explaining this perspective in some detail.

Lepage [6, p. 37] explicitly rejected the possibility of including a name for the third truth-
value in the object language, for the reason that “one immediate consequence would be that,
even for partial total valuations, some expressions would remain undefined”. However, we claim
that, once {Uα}α∈PT (where PT is the set of type symbols) has been added to the set of primitive
symbols, and having defined the lambda hierarchy of undefinedness, it holds for any meaningful
expression Aα that its interpretation is in Dα.

To sum up, the talk will present several syntactic and semantic modifications of the Partial
Propositional Type Theory developed in [5], [4] and [6], which is nothing but a Kleene’s logic.
Although the most recent research on Henkin’s axiomatic system does not focus on making it
many-valued (see, among others, [7] and [8]), our goal is to show that these modifications allow
us to define description operators even with a third truth-value in play.
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Property testers only evaluate properties at a finite number of inputs, and so
even a property that passed testing might still not hold for all inputs. We can
also phrase properties of property testers. Perhaps surprisingly, this higher-
order problem is decidable using Escardó’s infinite search [2], subject to some
caveats.

Property testing is used to test program correctness over a range of inputs [1].
In a highly simplified setting, the property we want to test is given to the
property tester as a function. For example, we can phrase the property that 0
is a right identity of + as the Haskell function:

prop_assoc :: Natural -> Bool

prop_assoc i = (i + 0 == i)

A property tester such as QuickCheck would then evaluate this function several
times with different input values.

• If the function returned True every time, the property is considered sat-
isfied.

• If a counterexample is found, then this is reported to the user.

We can make this more concrete by defining an abstract property tester as
follows.

type Property range = range -> Bool

data Result counterexample

= Success

| Failure counterexample

type Tester a = Property a -> Result a

With the above definitions, it is possible to phrase correctness criteria of
such Testers.

Here’s one concrete example of a correctness criterion of property testers: if
running a property tester results in a Failure, i.e. if it found a counterexample
to a property, then the property better be refuted by that countexample. Below
is the Haskell encoding of that.

prop_failureActuallyFails :: Tester Natural -> Property (Property Natural)

prop_failureActuallyFails tester prop =

case tester prop of

Success -> True

-- The property tester found a counterexample, so that better be one

Failure n -> not (prop n)

1



Having arrived at this idealized view of property testing, we can state the
central idea of this abstract: such properties of property testers are testable
exhaustively.

In the talk, I’ll also detail some other properties that can be tested ex-
haustively using this technique. The general, though perhaps unhelpful, an-
swer is that we can test those properties that can be instantiated as a function
Tester Natural -> Property (Property Natural).

In other words, we can decide, for a given value Tester Natural, whether
prop_failureActuallyFails is satisfied for all properties of natural numbers,
i.e. for all inputs Property Natural. This is a straightforward application of
the exhaustibility of Cantor space [2].

To be clear, this exhaustibility of Cantor space does not imply that we can
enumerate all elements of the type Natural -> Bool, as this would certainly
not be a finite list.

There are two caveats:

1. This only allows to decide correctness criteria of property testers instanti-
ated at (a type isomorphic to) the natural numbers. However, in general,
property testers may be polymorphic. What can we say for instantiations
at other types?

(a) We can consider other types X that make X → Bool exhaustible:
we can exhaustively test property testers instantiated at any such X.
However, this is a strong requirement on X, and so only has limited
applications.

(b) Normally, we use parametricity [3] to generalize properties of poly-
morphic functions from one instantiation to another. However, this
works only to a very limited extent, since most property testers only
work for a restricted selection of range types (e.g. types for which ele-
ments can be generated), and so are not fully polymorphic functions.
So the free theorems yielded by parametricity are limited, roughly
in proportion to the restrictions on the range type of the property
tester.

2. Normally, property testers use (pseudo)random generators to choose input
values from the range. Such a pseudorandom property tester can be in-
terpreted as a deterministic one by choosing a seed, and thus randomized
property testers correspond to a family of deterministic property testers.
Thus, while we could exhaustively test a property tester with a fixed seed,
strictly speaking this proves nothing about the rest of the family.

This idea has been implemented for QuickCheck; no bugs were found. The
presence of IO was not problematic in the case of QuickCheck, but in general it
could be.
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Abstract. Internally parametric type theories are type systems augmented with additional
primitives and typing rules allowing the user to prove parametricity statements within the
system, without resorting to axioms. We implement such a type system by extending
the cubical type theory of Cubical Agda [17] with parametricity primitives proposed by
Cavallo and Harper [9]. To assess the implementation, we formalize a general parametricity
theorem within the system, which entails a large spectrum of free theorems including a
Church encoding for the circle and a straightforward parametric model for System F1.

A type-polymorphic function is parametric if its type argument is merely used for typing, not
for computing purposes. Such a parametric function necessarily applies the same algorithm irre-
spective of the type it is being used at. Reynolds’ relational parametricity [15, 13] is a semantic
account of this property for, e.g., terms of System F (a.k.a. the second-order polymorphic
lambda calculus). Useful information can systematically be extracted by only looking at the
type of a parametric function. These facts commonly known as “free theorems” [18] provide, for
instance, a formal explanation as to why there are only two functions with type ∀α. α→ α→ α.
Indeed, in a parametric model (where all denotations are parametric), only the first and second
polymorphic projections qualify as valid, as they do not inspect the implementation of α.

Enforcing free theorems. Dependent type theory (DTT) has been proven to admit para-
metric models [16, 6, 12, 3]. Therefore, whenever a free theorem is needed, it can soundly be
added as an axiom. In fact, evidence that a given closed term is parametric (w.r.t. a syntactic
notion of relation) can even be obtained constructively: this is what parametricity translations
[11, 1] achieve. However, parametricity is known to be logically independent from plain DTT [7]
and this prevents the above meta-theoretical translations to be internalized. Hence, to obtain
internal parametricity, novel principles must be added to plain DTT.

Internal parametricity for cubical type theory. Cavallo and Harper (CH) [9] extend
cubical type theory [2] with parametricity primitives [5], in a style reminiscent of cubical type
theory itself. Proofs of relatedness (versus equality) between a0, a1 : A are built using func-
tions p : BI → A from an abstract bridge interval BI, satisfying p(0) = a0, p(1) = a1 defi-
nitionally. Such proofs are called bridges and written λBI r. p(r) : BridgeA a0 a1 (versus paths
λI i. p(i) : PathAa0a1). Contrary to path variables, the logic of bridge variables is sub-structural
(affine): weakening and exchange hold, but not contraction. Concretely, one can eliminate a
bridge Γ1, r : BI, Γ2 ` b : BridgeA a0 a1 at a bridge variable r only if r is fresh for b, mean-
ing that every free variable appearing in b is in Γ1 or is a bridge/path variable in Γ2. This
sub-structurality is crucial to formulate the inference rules of the extent and Gel primitives.
The purpose of those primitives is to guarantee several bridge commutation principles: theo-
rems explaining how the Bridge type former commutes with other type formers. The extent
primitive and its rules provide commutation with Π. For non-dependent functions this reads

∗Van Muylder/Nuyts hold a PhD/Postdoctoral fellowship of the Research Foundation – Flanders (FWO).
1Files, instructions, comparison with other systems: https://github.com/antoinevanmuylder/bridgy-lib.
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(
Π(a0,a1:A)(ā:Bridge a0 a1)BridgeB(f0a0)(f1a1)

)
' BridgeA→B f0 f1. The principle is analogous to

function extensionality and asserts that functions are related if they map related inputs to re-
lated outputs. The Gel primitive and its rules, together with univalence, prove commutation
with the universe: (A0 → A1 → Type) ' BridgeType A0 A1. This is analogous to univalence and
called relativity by CH. Commutation principles make bridges (and paths) behave as structured
relations (and isomorphisms, resp.). This is most blatant for types of algebraic structures. Con-
sider the type of “magmas” Mag = ΣM :TypeM ×M → M . Commutation with Σ,Type,×,→
grants a characterization of BridgeMagM0M1 (and Path, resp.) as the type of relations (and
isomorphisms, resp.) compatible with the binary functions from M0,M1. Such structured
relations are also known as logical relations [10].

Contributions. We implement CH’s internally parametric type theory [9] on top of the
cubical type theory [8] underlying the Cubical Agda [17] proof assistant. As discussed above,
we must be able to generate freshness constraints for bridge variables during typechecking.
Our implementation hence reuses the existing affine variable infrastructure of Guarded Cubical
Agda [14]. Interestingly and unprecedented in Agda, the extentβ computational rule fires only
if a certain argument M satisfies a specific freshness condition. As this condition is not reflected
by β-reduction, the rule has to operate on the normal form of M in the worst case scenario. Our
current implementation of extentβ is sound but not complete because of this peculiar behaviour.
Implementation of Kan operations for Bridge,Gel is work in progress as well.

Our long term goals include assessing the precise expressivity of CH’s internal parametricity,
connecting it to existing alternate formulations (unary, Kripke, etc.) and evaluating its useful-
ness in practical applications. For now, we have already formalised a (binary) parametricity
statement from which a wide range of free theorems ensue. A native reflexive graph is by
definition a type of vertices G equipped, for any g0, g1 : G with a type of edges G{g0, g1}
and an equivalence ηG : G{g0, g1} ' BridgeG g0 g1. The type of native reflexive graphs is
of course equivalent to Type, but ηG can contain non-trivial information. For instance, Type
equipped with relations A0 → A1 → Type as edges is native exactly thanks to relativity, and
formalizing the relativity theorem was non-trivial. Similarly, a native relator F between na-
tive reflexive graphs G,H : Type acts both on vertices Fvrt : G → H and on edges F g0,g1edge :

G{g0, g1} → H{Fg0, Fg1} and the latter action must satisfy Path...(Fbdg ◦ ηG)(ηH ◦ Fedge)
where Fbdg = (λq. λBIx. Fvrt(qx)). Parametricity now reads as follows: for any native relator
F : G→ Type and any function f : Πx:G Fx, inputs related by an edge e : G{g0, g1} result in a
proof (param : Fedge e (fg0) (fg1)). Bridge commutation principles ensure that native relators
abound. For instance the arrow relator Type × Type → Type : A,B 7→ A → B is native, and
using the above param constant it is easy to show that

(
Π(X:Type)X → X → X

)
' Bool

Less standard is the following Church encoding for the circle [4]:
(
ΠX∗:Type∗Ω(X∗)→ X

)
'

S1, where Type∗ = ΣX:TypeX and X∗ = (X,x0) and Ω(X∗) = PathX x0 x0. The above param
constant provides a direct proof, granted that λX∗. Ω(X∗)→ X is a native relator. The formal
proof of Ω nativeness is ongoing.

Finally we connect Reynolds’ statement to ours and describe a shallow embedding of System
F that can serve as a parametric model. We wrongly assume Type : Type to comply with System
F impredicativity and simplify matters. Semantic open types α1, ..., αn : ∗ |= τ : ∗ are defined as
native relators Type×...×Type→ Type. There is a semantic arrow type given by the above arrow
relator, and a semantic ∀ type as well. Semantic open terms (α1, ..., αn : ∗) | (x1 : τ1, ..., xm :
τm) |= t : τ are functions Πθ:Typen Πjτj(θ) → τ(θ). Once again, as λθ. Πjτj(θ) → τ(θ) is a
native relator, semantic terms are proven parametric thanks to param.
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We extend truth table natural deduction (the method of deriving natural deduction rules for
a connective c from the truth table tc of c, as it has been introduced in [1, 2]) to predicate logic.
We have two variations on the rules, one is a complete natural deduction calculus for classical
logic, while the other is a complete natural deduction calculus for constructive logic.

Monotonic and non-monotonic quantifiers A main observation from earlier work is that
for monotonic connectives (that is, connectives that come from a truth table that corresponds
to a monotonic function from {0, . . . , 1}n to {0, 1}, as induced by the 0 ≤ 1 ordering), the
constructive and classical rules are equivalent [4]. For non-monotonic connectives: one classical
non-monotonic connective makes the whole calculus classical. Naosuke Matsuda and Kento
Takagi [3] extend this result by adding ∀ and ∃. For this, the Kripke models are restricted
to those in which the (non-empty) domain D(w) of individuals at w is a constant (instead of
monotonic) function of w.

In this paper, we observe that quantifiers can themselves be monotonic or non-monotonic,
and that they have constructive and classical deduction rules, which are equivalent for the
monotonic connectives, but different for non-monotonic ones. For standard predicate logic, the
existential quantifier ∃ is monotonic, while the universal quantifier ∀ is non-monotonic. This can
be observed when thinking about Kripke models. If ∃x.ϕ holds in a world w, it automatically
holds in all worlds w′ ≥ w, because the domain element d ∈ D(w) for which ϕ holds is still
available in w′ (or put differently: the truth of ∃x.ϕ in a world can be defined locally). On the
contrary, to know whether ∀x.ϕ holds in a world w, it doesn’t suffice to know that ϕ holds in
w for all d ∈ D(w). We also have to know this for all d′ ∈ D(w′) for all worlds w′ ≥ w (or put
differently: the validity of ∀x.ϕ in a world can only be define by inspecting all higher worlds).

There are various examples that show the difference between classical and constructive
predicate calculus. One of them is known as the Drinker’s Principle: ∃y.(Dy → ∀x.Dx). This
can be proven by using a case distinction on ∀x.Dx or ∃x.¬Dx, and if one wants to limit the
language to the connectives available in the formula, by using classical rules for implication.
But it can also be shown using the classical rules for ∀ (to be given below) and constructive
rules for implication. Another example is ∀x.(Ax∨Ex) ` ∀x.Ax∨∃x.Ex, which we prove using
our classical ∀-rules. (Note that if one uses the standard rules for ∃, ∀ and ∨, one has to use
classical negation as an auxiliary connective to prove this formula!)

We present our derivation rules in a condensed form, leaving out auxiliary assumptions and
conclusions. The rules are instantiated to derive sequents of the form Γ;A ` ϕ, where Γ is a
finite set of formulas, ϕ is a single formula and A is a set of constants. We only give the rules
for ∀ and ∃, as the rules for propositional connectives are standard (and in our format they can
be found in [1, 2]).

First-order calculus Let L be a first-order language. For each finite set A of new individual
constants we extend L to language L[A]. A first-order sequent Γ;A ` ϕ consists of such a set A,
a finite set of closed formulas of L[A], Γ and a closed formula ϕ of L[A]. We recursively extend
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L with new individual constants a = aψ related to closed formulas ψ of the form ∃x.ϕ or ∀x.ϕ.
Constants added before may occur in ψ. In a classical model with (non-empty) domain D, the
interpretation d ∈ D of the constant a related to such a formula ψ should be such that the
closed formulas ψ and ϕ[a/x] are both true or both false in that model.

Inference rules are now operations on first-order sequents. The sequents used in the speci-
fication are differences of first-order sequents: only the parts that differ are written. The start
rule (or “axiom”) is extended as follows:

S
ϕ;A ` ϕ

We propose the following inference rules for the quantifiers. Rules indicated with a ∗ are
classical; similarly to the propositional connectives, only the introduction rules are different
classically. For ∃, the classical and constructive introduction rule are equivalent.

` ∃x.ϕ ; a `
E∃

`
` ∃x.ϕ ϕ[a/x];`

E∃
`

` ϕ[t/x]
I∃

` ∃x.ϕ
∃x.ϕ;` ` ϕ[t/x]

I∗∃
`

` ∀x.ϕ
E∀

` ϕ[t/x]

` ∀x.ϕ ϕ[t/x];`
E∀

`

; a `
I∀

` ∀x.ϕ
` ϕ[a/x]

I∀
` ∀x.ϕ

∀x.ϕ;` ; a `
I∗∀

`
∀x.ϕ;` ` ϕ[a/x]

I∗∀
`

For the left E∃ rule (and similarly for the left I∀ rules), when we instantiate this rule to a
concrete sequent, the a should not occur anywhere else in the formulas, otherwise the sequents
are not well-formed. So a concrete application of the left E∃ rule looks like this:

Γ1;A1 ` ∃x.ϕ Γ2;A2, a ` χ
E∃

Γ1,Γ2;A1, A2 ` χ
where a does not occur in Γ2, χ, otherwise Γ1,Γ2;A1, A2 ` χ is not a first-order sequent.

Note that application of a constructive ∀-introduction rule can be seen as composition:
application of the corresponding classical introduction rule in which the first premise is the
result of a start rule application of the form ∀x.ϕ;A ` ∀x.ϕ.

We give one example of a natural deduction of a classically valid sequent which has the
subformula property. We derive ϕ;` χ where ϕ = ∀x.(Ax ∨ Ex) and χ = ∀x.Ax ∨ ∃x.Ex:

S
∀x.Ax;` ∀x.Ax

I∨
∀x.Ax;` χ

S
ϕ; a ` ∀x.(Ax ∨ Ex)

E∀
ϕ; a ` Aa ∨ Ea

S
Aa; a ` Aa

I∀
Aa; a ` ∀x.Ax

I∨
Aa; a ` χ

S
Ea; a ` Ea

I∃
Ea; a ` ∃x.Ex

I∨
Ea; a ` χ

E∨
ϕ; a ` χ

I∗∀
ϕ;` χ

2
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Consider a language in which we can express backtracking computations using an operation
or for nondeterministic choice, and an operation cut for pruning any remaining choices. Let t
be the computation or(return 17, cut), which offers only 17 as a possible result, and prunes
the rest of the search space. The computation or(t, return 42) is equivalent to t, and more
generally, the equation or(x, y) ≈ x is valid whenever we know that x definitely cuts. We may
seek to analyse computations statically to determine whether they cut, and whether we can
therefore simplify a program using or(x, y) ≈ x. One approach to doing this is through grading.
We assign a grade ⊥ to each computation we know will cut, and propagate this information
throughout the program (other computations get other grades). This approach has a well-
established semantics using graded monads [9, 5, 2]. There is a graded monad Cut that models
our backtracking example; it is similar to Piróg and Staton’s non-graded monad [7]. Piróg and
Staton show that their monad has a presentation in terms of operations for nondeterministic
choice and cut. We may expect there to be a similar presentation of Cut, using the existing
notions of graded presentation [9, 6, 1, 3], which we call rigidly graded presentations. However,
rigidly graded presentations have a deficiency: they only allow operations to be applied when
all arguments have the same grade. Above t has grade ⊥ because one argument to cut has
grade ⊥, but the other does not. A rigidly graded presentation would assign some grade to t, by
overapproximating, but not ⊥, so the analysis would be imprecise. This is a problem in other
applications, such as: mutable state graded by relations (relating initial states to final states);
stack-based computations graded by bounds on the change in stack height; and nondeterministic
computations graded by upper bounds on the number of options that are chosen from.

While rigidly graded presentations are motivated by their theory (which includes a corre-
spondence with a class of graded monads, analogous to the classical monad–algebraic theory
correspondence), they are unsuitable when it comes to applications. We introduce a more
general notion of flexibly graded presentation that does not suffer from the same issue.

Grading We recall the notion of graded monad (on Set). The grades are elements of an
ordered monoid (|E|,≤, 1, ·). A grade e ∈ |E| abstractly quantifies the effect of a computation;
the order ≤ provides overapproximation of grades, the unit 1 is the grade of a trivial compu-
tation, and the multiplication · provides the grade of a sequence of two computations. For the
backtracking example above the poset (|E|,≤) is {⊥ ≤ 1 ≤ ⊤}, where ⊥ means ‘definitely cuts’,
the unit grade 1 means ‘definitely either cuts or produces at least one value’, and ⊤ imposes
no restrictions. Multiplication is given by ⊥ · e = ⊥, 1 · e = e and ⊤ · e = ⊤.

A graded set Y is a family of sets Y e, together with a coercion function (e≤e′)∗ : Y e → Y e′

for each e ≤ e′, satisfying two equational conditions. A graded monad R consists of a graded
set RX and unit function ηX : X → RX1 for each set X, and a Kleisli extension operation
that maps functions f : X → RY e and grades d to functions f†

d : RXd → RY (d · e), satisfying
some conditions. For Cut, computations over X of grade e are elements of the following set
CutXe, where c indicates whether the computation cuts (⊥ for ‘cuts’, ⊤ for ‘does not cut’).

CutXe = {(x⃗, c) ∈ ListX × {⊥,⊤} | (e = ⊥ ⇒ c = ⊥) ∧ (e = 1 ⇒ c = ⊥ ∨ x⃗ ̸= [])}
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Flexibly graded presentations In general, a presentation (Σ, E) consists of a signature
Σ, specifying the operations and inducing a notion of term, and a set E of equational axioms,
inducing an equational theory.

A flexibly graded signature Σ consists of a set Σ(d⃗′; d) of (d⃗′; d)-ary operations for each list

of grades d⃗′ and grade d. (Rigidly graded signatures correspond to the special case in which

every operation has d⃗′ = [1, . . . , 1].) The terms over Σ are generated by the following rules for

variables, coercions, and application of operations op ∈ Σ(d⃗′; d), where Γ = x1 : d′1, . . . , xm : d′m.

1 ≤ i ≤ m

Γ ⊢ xi : d′i

Γ ⊢ t : e e ≤ e′

Γ ⊢ (e≤e′)∗t : e′
Γ ⊢ u1 : d′1 · e · · · Γ ⊢ un : d′n · e

Γ ⊢ op(e;u1, . . . , un) : d · e
The grade e in the op rule has a crucial role: it is there precisely because of the grade e
in the Kleisli extension above. Unlike in a rigidly graded presentation, variables can have
different grades d′i. In a flexibly graded presentation (Σ, E), an equational axiom in E is a pair
(t, u) of terms of some grade e in some context Γ. These axioms induce a notion of equality
Γ ⊢ t ≈ u : e. For the backtracking example, we have a flexibly graded version of Piróg and
Staton’s non-graded presentation [7]. The signature has operations cut, fail, ord1,d2 , giving rise
to the following rules for constructing terms (where ⊓ denotes meet).

Γ ⊢ cut(e; ) : ⊥ Γ ⊢ fail(e; ) : ⊤
Γ ⊢ u1 : d1 · e Γ ⊢ u2 : d2 · e
Γ ⊢ ord1,d2

(e;u1, u2) : (d1 ⊓ d2) · e
One of the axioms (we omit the rest) is x : ⊥, y : 1 ⊢ or⊥,1(1;x, y) ≈ x : ⊥, which is the example
we use in the introduction. This can be applied only when x has grade ⊥; such a restriction on
the grade of a variable is not possible in a rigidly graded presentation.

Semantics In classical universal algebra each presentation gives rise to a notion of algebra
(a.k.a. model), consisting of a set with interpretations for the operations, validating the equa-
tions. The equational theory is sound and complete w.r.t. this notion of model. If (Σ, E) is a
flexibly graded presentation, a Σ-algebra is a graded set A equipped with a natural transfor-
mation JopK :

∏
i A(d′i · −) ⇒ A(d · −) for each op ∈ Σ(d⃗′, d). These extend to interpretations

JtK :
∏

i A(d′i ·−) ⇒ A(d ·−) of terms x1 : d′1, . . . , xn : d′n ⊢ t : d. A Σ-algebra is a (Σ, E)-algebra
when JtK = JuK for each axiom (t, u). The equational logic is sound and complete: an equation
Γ ⊢ t ≈ u : e is derivable exactly when JtK = JuK in every (Σ, E)-algebra.

Presenting graded monads In the classical correspondence between presentations and mon-
ads, the monad T(Σ,E) induced by a presentation is completely determined by the fact that
T(Σ,E)-algebras are equivalently (Σ, E)-algebras. For flexibly graded presentations the situa-
tion is more complex. In general, there is no graded monad whose algebras are (Σ, E)-algebras,
and we do not get a correspondence with graded monads. However, every flexibly graded
presentation does induce a canonical graded monad R(Σ,E). Every (Σ, E)-algebra induces an
R(Σ,E)-algebra, and R(Σ,E) is in some sense the universal graded monad with this property (we
omit the precise statement). Moreover, free R(Σ,E)-algebras form (Σ, E)-algebras, so in particu-
lar the graded sets R(Σ,E)X admit interpretations of the operations of Σ. These interpretations
form flexibly graded algebraic operations for R(Σ,E) (which are analogous to algebraic operations
for non-graded monads [8]). In this sense, (Σ, E) does indeed present a graded monad R(Σ,E).

The proof of this involves a notion of flexibly graded monad, introduced in [4]. There is an
algebra-preserving correspondence between flexibly graded presentations and flexibly graded
monads that preserve conical sifted colimits, and every flexibly graded monad induces a canoni-
cal (rigidly) graded monad [4, Section 5]. The latter is R(Σ,E) if we start with (Σ, E). Moreover,
every graded monad R that preserves sifted colimits has a flexibly graded presentation.
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Session types, originally proposed by Honda et al. [8], are type annotations that ascribe pro-
tocols to processes in a concurrent system and determine how they behave when communicating
together. Binary session types found a logical justification in linear logic, identified by Caires
and Pfenning [2] and later by Wadler [13, 14], which establishes the following correspondences:
linear logic propositions as session types, proofs as processes, cut reductions in linear logic as
reductions in the operational semantics, and duality as a notion of compatibility ensuring that
two processes communications match.

The situation is not as direct for multiparty session types [9, 10], which generalize binary
session types to protocols with more than two participants. One of the central observations
is that compatibility requires a stronger property than duality, still ensuring that all messages
sent by any participating party will eventually be collected by another. In [6], Deniélou and
Yoshida first proposed the notion of multiparty compatibility as a “new extension to multiparty
interactions of the duality condition for binary session type”.

In this work, we carve out a fragment of classical linear logic (CLL) that adequately captures
the notion of multiparty compatibility. We observe moreover that the processes corresponding
to proofs in this fragment act as forwarders of messages between participants, generalizing
existing proposals, such coherence [5], arbiters [3], and medium processes [1]. Our main result
is that the multiparty compatibility of processes can be formalized by the means of a forwarder,
and conversely, that any set of processes modelled by a forwarder is compatible.

Processes and types. The language of processes we use to represent communicating entities
is a standard variant of the π-calculus [12] used in the context of session types: P ,Q ::=
x↔ y (link) | x().P (wait) | x[] (close) | x(y).P (input) | x[y . P ].Q (output).

Types, taken to be propositions of CLL, denote the way an endpoint x (a channel’s end)
must be used at runtime. In this work, we must annotate each operator with another endpoint
u (or a list of endpoints ũ in the case of gathering of communications) to make explicit the
destination of messages. Therefore, the syntax of types is defined as A,B ::= a | a⊥ | ⊥u |
1ũ | (A`u B) | (A⊗ũ B), where a denotes atoms.

Multiparty compatibility. Multiparty compatibility [6, 11, 7] is a semantic notion that uses
types as abstractions of the processes behaviors and simulates their execution.

In order to give a semantics to types, we introduce FIFO queues defined as Ψ ::= ε | A ·Ψ |
∗ · Ψ, capturing messages that are waiting to be delivered. A message can be a proposition
A or a session termination symbol ∗. Every pair of endpoints (x, y) has an associated queue
containing messages in transit from endpoint x to endpoint y. A queue environment σ is a
mapping from pairs of endpoints to queues: σ : (x, y) 7→ Ψ. σε denotes the queue environment
with only empty queues while σ[(x, y) 7→ Ψ] denotes a new environment where the entry for
(x, y) has been updated to Ψ.

We define the type-context semantics for context ∆ = x1 : B1, . . . , xk : Bk given environment
σ as the minimum relation on ∆ • σ following rules in Fig. 1. Let α1, . . . , αn denote a path
for context ∆ if ∆ • σ α1−→ ∆1 • σ1 . . .

αn−−→ ∆n • σn. This path is maximal if there is no
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x : a⊥, y : a • σε
x↔y−−−→ ∅ • σε

x : 1ỹ • σε[{(yi,x) 7→ ∗}i]
ỹ1x−−→ ∅ • σε

∆, x :⊥y • σ[(x, y) 7→ Ψ]
x⊥y−−−→ ∆ • σ[(x, y) 7→ Ψ · ∗]

∆, x : A`y B • σ[(x, y) 7→ Ψ]
x`y−−−→ ∆, x : B • σ[(x, y) 7→ Ψ ·A]

∆, x : A⊗ỹ B • σ[{(yi, x) 7→ Ai ·Ψi}i]
ỹ⊗x[A,{Ai}i]−−−−−−−−−→ ∆, x : B • σ[{(yi, x) 7→ Ψi}i]

Figure 1: Type-Context Semantics

x↔ y  x : a⊥, y : a
Ax

P  Γ, [[Ψ]][u∗]x : ·
x().P  Γ, [[Ψ]]x : ⊥u ⊥ x[]  {[x∗]ui : ·}i, x : 1ũ

1 (ũ 6= ∅)

P  Γ, [[Ψ]][uy : A]x : B

x(y).P  Γ, [[Ψ]]x : A`u B `
P 

{
yi : Ai

}
i
, y : A Q  Γ,

{
[[Ψi]]ui : Ai

}
i
, [[Ψ]]x : B

x[y . P ].Q  Γ,
{

[xyi : Ai][[Ψi]]ui : Ci
}
i
, [[Ψ]]x : A⊗ũ B

⊗ (ũ 6= ∅)

Figure 2: Proof System for Forwarders

∆n+1, σn+1, αn+1 such that ∆n • σn
αn+1−−−→ ∆n+1 • σn+1 and it is live if ∆n = ∅ and σn = σε,

meaning that it progresses without reaching an error.

Definition 1. A context ∆ is multiparty compatible if all maximal paths α1, . . . , αn for ∆ are
live and such that, if αp = ỹ⊗x[A, {Ai}i], then x : A⊥,

{
yi : A⊥

i

}
i

is also multiparty compatible.

Forwarders. To capture multiparty compatibility, forwarders are designed as a subclass of
derivations in classical linear logic that satisfies three conditions: i) anything received must be
forwarded, ii) anything that is forwarded must have been previously received, and iii) the order
of messages between two endpoints must be preserved.

In order to enforce these properties, the logic of forwarders is defined on judgements of the
form P  Γ where P is a process and Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, [[Ψ]]x : B | Γ, [[Ψ]]x : · is an extended type
context which associates to each endpoint x a priority queue [[Ψ]] consisting of any yet to process
messages originating from x.

Formally, [[Ψ]] ::= ε | [u∗][[Ψ]] | [uy : A][[Ψ]] where [uy : A] expresses that a new y of type A
has been received and will need to be forwarded later to endpoint u and, similarly, [u∗] indicates
that a request for closing a session has been received and must be forwarded to u.

Forwarders behave asynchronously: the order of messages needing to be forwarded to in-
dependent endpoints is irrelevant unless they originate at the same x. This follows the idea of
having a queue for every ordered pair of endpoints in the type-context semantics above.

Definition 2. A process P is a forwarder for ∆ if the judgement P  ∆ is derivable using the
rules reported in Fig. 2.

Correspondence. We can conclude this abstract with the statement of the theorem that
forwarders characterize multiparty compatibility.

Theorem 3. ∆ is multiparty compatible iff there exists a forwarder for ∆, i.e., a process P
such that P  ∆.

The proof, as well as more details on forwarders including additives for branching, expo-
nentials to model servers and clients, internal cut-elimination for forwarder composition, and
applications to multiparty communication as multi-cut elimination, can be found in [4].
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Abstract

The talk will remind how iterated parametricity connects to augmented semi-simplicial
sets (unary case) and semi-cubical sets (binary case) and discuss the alternative between
the fibered and indexed representations of parametricity. A construction of iterated para-
metricity in indexed form has been fully formalised in Coq which the talk will discuss.

An augmented semi-simplicial set is a presheaf from the category of strictly increasing func-
tions over finite (possibly empty) totally ordered sets, that is, relying on the characterisation
of strictly increasing functions from the most atomic ones, a family of sets Xn with face maps
dni : Xn+1 → Xn for all i ≤ n such that dni ◦ d

n+1
j+1 = dnj ◦ d

n+1
i for i ≤ j. Let us call this

definition the fibered definition of augmented semi-simplicial sets and consider the alternative
definition obtained by iteratively applying the equivalence between functions to a set and fam-
ilies of sets indexed over this set (a degenerate form of Grothendieck’s construction), that is,
type-theoretically, between ΣB : hSet.(B → A) and A → hSet for A : hSet. We call indexed
definition of augmented semi-simplicial sets the alternative definition given by a family:

X0 : hSet
X1 : X0. → hSet
X2 : Πa0 : X0. X1a0 → X1a0 → hSet
X3 : Πa0 : X0. Πa1b1c1 : X1a0. X2a0a1b1 → X2a0a1c1 → X2a0b1c1 → hSet
...

where, up to isomorphism, each declaration takes the form Xn+1 : framen(X0, ..., Xn) → hSet
for a well-chosen definition of framen.

A possible recursive definition of framen was given in [Her15] (see also [Voe12, CK21]) but an
alternative definition inspired from iterated parametricity translation can be given too. Indeed,
it is known that the iteration of Reynolds’ binary parametricity translation yields an indexed
definition of semi-cubical sets, as sketched in [HM20] and studied in a categorical setting by
Moeneclaey [Moe21] (about the relation between cubical sets and iterated parametricity, see
also e.g. [AK18, GJF+15, JS17, CH20]). Moeneclaey1 also noticed that the indexed definition
of augmented semi-simplicial sets actually corresponds to the iteration of the unary version of
the parametricity translation. The current talk is about giving the construction from [HM20] in
all details, supported by a full formalisation in Coq, covering both the unary (that is augmented
semi-simplicial) and binary (that is semi-cubical) cases.

1private communication
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The informal intuition behind the construction was given in [HM20] which will be reminded
in the talk. Fixing a universe level l, we now shortly explain the formal construction. It goes
by inductively defining n-truncated sets X<n

l : Ul+1:

X<0
l , unit

X<n′+1
l , ΣD : X<n′

l . (framenl (D)→ hSetl)

then take the coinductive closure of it: Xl , X≥0l (?) where ? : unit defines the unit type,
and, coinductively, X≥nl (D) , ΣX : (framenl (D) → hSetl). X

≥n+1
l (D,X). Itself, framenl (D) ,

framen,nl (D) : hSetl is defined inductively by layers:

framen,0l ? , unit

framen,p
′+1

l D , Σd : framen,p
′

l (D). layern,p
′

l (d)

where, for N the arity of the translation (here N = 1 or N = 2), a layer is made of N filled
frames:

layern,pl (d) , Πε : [1, N ]. fillern−1,pl (restrn,pframe,l,ε,p(d))

where, for D : X<n
l and E : framenl (D)→ hSetl, we have that fillern,pl : framen,pl (D)→ hSetl is

itself defined by reverse induction from p to n by:

filler
n,p,[p=n]
l (d) , E(d)

filler
n,p,[p<n]
l (d) , Σl : layern,pl (d). fillern,p+1

l (d, l)

In the definition of layers, for D : X<n
l , E : framenl (D)→ hSetl and d : framen,pl (D), a family of

restriction operators following the inductive structure of frames and playing the role of q-ε-face
for the indexed construction is used:

restr
n,p,[p≤q<n]
frame,l,ε,q : framen,pl (D)→ framen−1,pl (D.1)

restr
n,p,[p<q<n]
layer,l,ε,q : layern,pl (d)→ layern−1,pl (restrn,pframe,l,ε,q(d))

restr
n,p,[p≤q<n]
filler,l,ε,q : fillern,pl (d)→ fillern−1,pl (restrn,pframe,l,ε,q(d))

The key case is
restr

n,p,[p=q]
filler,l,ε,q (b,_) , b ε

but it also requires for restrlayer,l a coherence condition showing

restrn−1,pframe,l,ε,q(restrn,pframe,l,ω,r(d)) = restrn−1,pframe,l,ω,r(restrn,pframe,l,ε,q+1(d))

for r ≤ q. This is also proved by following the inductive structure of frames and it eventually
holds because we reason in hSet.

Taking into account coherences, the construction at level n requires to know what has been
built at level n− 1, n− 2 and n− 3. Working by full well-founded induction turned out to be
difficult, so, in the formalisation2, we restrict ourselves to maintain only the needed last 3 levels
at each stage. Note that the formalisation takes great benefit of Coq’s strict Prop to equate all
syntactically distinct proofs of a given inequality occurring in the development. It additionally
uses a representation of inequality proofs “à la Yoneda” (i.e. n ≤Y p , Πq. q ≤ n → q ≤ p) to
take benefit of even more definitional equalities in the proof.

2https://github.com/artagnon/bonak
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Background. Martin-Löf type theory has the so-called universe types. To provide the type-
theoretic formulation of the Mahlo property, Setzer extended Martin-Löf type theory by means
of a large universe type: he introduced Martin-Löf type theory MLM with one Mahlo universe,
and determined its proof-theoretic ordinal [8, 9]. Mahlo universes have a reflection property
similar to the ones of weakly Mahlo cardinals and recursively Mahlo ordinals.

On the other hand, Rathjen, Griffor and Palmgren [7] extended Martin-Löf type theory in
another way: they introduced a system MLQ of Martin-Löf type theory. The system MLQ has
the two types M and Q: roughly speaking, Q is an inductively defined set of codes for operators
which provides universes closed under the universe operators constructed previously, and M is
a universe closed under operators in Q. Using Aczel’s interpretation [1, 2, 3] of constructive set
theory CZF in Martin-Löf type theory, Rathjen, Griffor and Palmgren showed that CZF with
an axiom asserting the existence of inaccessible sets of all transfinite orders is interpretable in
MLQ. Moreover, the inductive construction of M and Q in MLQ was generalised by Palmgren
[4]. He introduced a family MLn of systems of higher-order universe operators, and showed
that MLQ is an instance of these systems.

In sum, two powerful extensions of Martin-Löf type theory were introduced so far to study
the type-theoretic counterparts of large sets: the extension by means of a reflection property
similar to Mahloness (e.g. MLM), and the extension by means of higher-order universe oper-
ators (e.g. MLQ and MLn). The comparison between these two extensions in terms of their
proof-theoretic strength was already attempted in the literature (see, for example, [4, 6, 9]).
However, a more direct examination of the relationship between them is desirable as well.

Aim and Approach. We investigate the relationship between Mahlo universes and higher-
order universe operators. Specifically, we show that higher-order universe operators in MLQ
can be simulated in MLM, and extend this simulation to more general cases in MLn.

Below we use the logical framework adopted in the proof assistant Agda. We also adopt the
families-of-sets formulation of MLM in [5], since this enables one to see the connection between
Mahlo universes and higher-order universe operators more easily. Informally, a Mahlo universe
type V : Set “reflects” any operator on families of sets in V: for any f : (

∑
(a:V) T a → V) →

(
∑

(a:V) T a→ V), where T : V → Set is the decoding function for V, there is a subuniverse Uf

of V with the decoding function T̂f : Uf → V such that Uf is closed under f . That is, we have

Γ ` f : (
∑

(a:V) T a→ V) → (
∑

(a:V) T a→ V)

Γ ` Ûf : V
Û-I

T Ûf = Uf

The closedness property of Uf can be explained as follows. Define Tf : Uf → Set as Tfa :=

T(T̂fa). Then, the closedness under f is expressed by the operator Resf : (
∑

(a:Uf )
Tfa →

Uf ) → (
∑

(a:Uf )
Tfa → Uf ) in MLM. This operator has the computation rule saying that
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ιf (Resf (a, b)) = f (ιf (a, b)) holds for any (a, b) :
∑

(x:Uf )
Tfx → Uf , where the injection

ιf : (
∑

(x:Uf )
Tfx → Uf ) → (

∑
(x:V) T x → V) is defined as ιf (a, b) := (T̂fa, λx.T̂f (b x)). The

operator Resf is intended as the restriction of f to the subuniverse Uf of V, and the injection
ιf shows that Resf is indeed the restriction of f to Uf .

This reflection property enables Mahlo universes to define various universe operators. Before
higher-order universe operators, we consider three examples: a universe above a family of sets
in V, a usual universe operator and a super universe. A universe U above arbitrary a : V and
b : Ta→ V is obtained by defining f0 : (

∑
(x:V) Tx→ V) → (

∑
(x:V) Tx→ V) as f0 := λc.(a, b),

where c does not occur in a nor b freely. Let N̂0,f0 (resp. N̂0) be the code in Uf0 (resp. V) for
the empty type, and C0 be the eliminator for the empty type.

ιf0(Resf0(N̂0,f0 , λx.C0x)) = f0(ιf0(N̂0,f0 , λx.C0x)) = (λc.(a, b))(N̂0, λx.T̂f0(C0x)) = (a, b).

Therefore, the left projection p1(Resf0(N̂0,f0 , λx.C0x)) of type Uf0 is a code in Uf0 for a, and

the right projection p2(Resf0(N̂0,f0 , λx.C0x)) is a code for b.
We define a super universe by reflecting a usual universe operator. To see this, note that an

operator f which is reflected by V may have some parameters. For instance, when we have

y :
∑

(x:V) T x→ V ` λc.y : (
∑

(x:V) T x→ V) → (
∑

(x:V) T x→ V),

we first obtain Uf with f := λc.y by the Û-I rule above. Then, we have the universe operator

λy.(Ûf , T̂f ) : (
∑

(x:V) T x → V) → (
∑

(x:V) T x → V) mapping any family of sets in V to a

universe above this family. By the Û-I rule again, we obtain Ûg : V with g := λy.(Ûf , T̂f ).
Since g is a universe operator and Ug is closed under g, the universe Ug is a super universe.

One can treat higher-order universe operators as universe operators of type On with n > 1
in the sense of [4, Definition 5.1], where O0 := Set, Fn :=

∑
(A:Set)A→ On and On+1 := Fn →

Fn. Note that O1 is the type of “first-order” operators, which are mappings from families of
sets to themselves. Since our aim is to construct higher-order universe operators by means of
the Mahlo universe V, we consider higher-order universe operators as universe operators of type
On with n > 1, where O0 := V, Fn :=

∑
(a:V) T a → On and On+1 := Fn → Fn. We call an

operator in On an operator of order n. For instance, the operator g above is of type O1.
Higher-order universe operators in MLQ (see [7, § 3.2]) are, in our setting, operators whose

inputs are a family (a1, b1) of type F1 and a family (a0, b0) of type F0. Then, these higher-order
operators return a universe U(a1, b1, a0, b0) which is closed under the operator b1x for each
x : T a1, and includes (the codes of) (a0, b0). It is straightforward to transform these operators
into universe operators of order 2 in the sense above, as explained in [4, Example 5.4].

Our idea for constructing higher-order universe operators is to use parameters in reflecting
operators similarly to the case of the universe operator g above. As we utilised a family of
sets in V as a parameter y in the case of g, the simulation of higher-order universe operators of
MLQ requires a family of operators of order 1 as a parameter. Consider the following variables:
x : F1, e : T(p1x), y : F0 and z : N2 with the boolean type N2. We define the operators h0, h1, h
of order 1 as h0 := λc.y, h1 := p2x e and h := C2 z h0 h1, where C2 is the eliminator for N2.
Then, we have a universe Ûh by reflection, and the family below can be defined:

(Ũ, T̃) :=
(

Σ̂ (p1x) (λe.(Σ̂ N̂2(λz.Ûh))), λv.T̂h′(p2(p2v))
)

: F0 with h′ = h[p1v/e][p1(p2v)/z].

This family and Resh simulate a universe which is closed under p2x e for each e : T (p1x) and

includes the family y. Finally, we obtain the higher-order operator λx.(N̂1, λw.λy.(Ũ, T̃)) : O2,
which takes arbitrary x : F1 and returns a universe closed under the operators in x. Operators
of greater order in MLn can be simulated as well by using parameters of greater order.

2
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Introduction. A setoid is a notion of set in constructive mathematics, originally introduced
by Bishop in [2]. In Martin-Löf intuitionistic type theory [13] a setoid can be described as a
pair (X,R) where X is a closed type and R is a dependent type of the form

x1, x2 : X ⊢ R(x1, x2)

satisfying suitable reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity conditions. The importance of setoids
in type theory has been deeply investigated by Hofmann in [8] who introduced the setoid model
in order to obtain extensional constructs in intensional type theory. Mainly, setoids are used to
provide the quotient construction in place of the quotient types which lead to the undecidability
of the type check or the introduction of non-canonical elements.

In category theory, setoids provide an instance of the categorical construction called the
exact completion which is briefly described as follows. Given a weakly left exact category
(wlex) C , the exact completion Cex of C is an exact category in the sense of Barr [1]. The
objects of Cex are given by the pseudo equivalence relations i.e. pairs of arrows of C

r1, r2 : R → X

satisfying suitable reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity conditions. An arrow between two
pseudo relations r1, r2 : R → X and s1, s2 : S → Y is the equivalence class of a pair of
arrows (f, f̃), where f : X → Y and f̃ : R → S, such that f ◦ ri = si ◦ f̃ , for i = 1, 2. The
equivalence relation is given by the notion of half-homotopy, see [4]. Closed types and functions
up to functional extensionality form a category ML which has strict finite products and weak
pullbacks when the type theory considered is intensional. Hence, ML is a wlex category. The
category Std of setoids and functions compatible with the relations has been widely studied,
and it turns out to be equivalent to the exact completion of the category ML.

In order to study the properties of the exact completion Cex, one can verify if the category C
shares a weaker version of these properties. For instance, in [3, Theorem 3.3] and [5, Theorem
3.6] the authors characterize the categories whose exact completion leads to a local cartesian
closed category (lcc). In [7, Proposition 2.1], the authors characterize the categories whose
exact completion is an extensive category. These results apply to the category of setoids which
was already known to a be an lcc pretopos. Hence, we can summarize the above discussion in
the following well-known results.

Fact. The category Std is an lcc pretopos and MLex
∼= Std.

Different parts of the proof of the first part of this fact can be found in [14] and [6].

Homotopy setoids. We have considered a homotopical version of setoids in view of ideas
from the homotopy type theory [15]. A homotopy setoids is a setoid (X,R) such that the base
type X is an h-set and the equivalence relation R is an h-proposition. By definition, h-props
and h-sets are types such that the following types are inhabited

is-prop(R) :=
∏
x,y:R

IdR(x, y) is-set(X) :=
∏

x,y:X

is-prop(IdX(x, y)).



Intuitively, h-propositions are types that are empty or contractible and h-sets are types that are
discrete. The category Std0 is the full subcategory of Std of h-setoids and functions preserving
relations. Our main objective is to prove that Std0 shares properties similar to Std.

Problem. The category Std0 is not exact and hence it is not the exact completion of a suitable
category.

A possible solution to this problem is to study homotopy setoids in the more general context
of elementary doctrines. We recall that doctrines were introduced by Lawvere [9] and provide
a categorical tool to work with syntactic logical theories. A primary doctrine is a functor
P : C op → Pos form a category C with finite products to the category of partially ordered sets
(posets) and monotone functions. For instance, we can consider the functor FML : MLop → Pos
which associate to each closed type X, the poset of the types depending on X up to logical
equivalence, i.e. two types A(x) and B(x) are equivalent when the type

x : X ⊢ (A(x) ⇒ B(x))× (B(x) ⇒ A(x))

is inhabited. The action of FML on arrows is given by substitution of terms. If we denote
with ML0 the full subcategory of ML of h-sets, then we can similarly consider the functor
FML0 : MLop

0 → Pos which sends an h-set X to the poset of the types depending on X which
are h-propositions. Actually, the above functors are elementary doctrines. These structures
were introduced by Maietti and Rosolini in [11] and they are suitable primary doctrines which
can deal with the equality predicate. This is achieved requiring, for each object X ∈ C , the
existence of an element δX ∈ P(X ×X) such that

1. ⊤X ≤ P∆X
δX

2. Pp1
α ∧ δX ≤ Pp2

α, for every α ∈ P(X)
3. P⟨p1,p3⟩δX ∧ P⟨p2,p4⟩δy ≤ δX×Y , for every pair of objects X,Y ∈ C .

For the elementary doctrines FML and FML0 the role of the equality is played by the
identity type IdX .

If P is an elementary doctrine, it is possible to define P-eq. relations and the corresponding
notion of well-behaved quotients. In [11, 10, 12], the authors provide a construction which
associates to each elementary doctrine P an elementary doctrine P : C

op → Pos, called the
elementary quotient completion of P, with well-behaved quotients in a suitable universal way.
The base category C has objects given by pairs (X, ρ) with ρ a P-eq. relation on X. The
arrows of C are given by those arrows of C which preserve the P-equivalence relations. By
construction, C has quotients of all P-equivalence relations.

Example. The following are examples of elementary quotient completion:

1. The exact completion of a category with finite products and weak pullbacks is an instance
of the elementary quotient completion for the elementary doctrine of weak subobjects.

2. The category Std is equivalent to the base category ML and the category Std0 is equiv-
alent to the base category ML0.

We have provided a version of the [3, Theorem 3.3] and [7, Proposition 2.1] in the context of
elementary doctrines and elementary quotient completion which generalize the statements for
categories with strict products and weak pullbacks. Hence, we could define relative pretoposes
as the elementary doctrines P : C op → Pos with well-behaved quotients such that the category
C is extensive. In this case, we say that the category C is a pretopos relative to P. We applied
the results to FML0 and we obtained the following property for h-setoids.

Theorem. The category Std0 is a lcc pretopos relative to FML0 .
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At the Congress of LMPS in Hannover in 1979 Martin-Löf presented his seminal paper
“Constructive Mathematics and Computer Programming” [1]. In this paper there is not only a
new version of intuitionistic type theory but it also contained so called “meaning explanations”
for this theory. The meaning explanations can be viewed both meta-mathematically, as a
certain kind of model construction in the tradition of Kleene realizability, and philosophically,
as a “pre-mathematical” discussion of the direct, intuitive semantics of type theory.

In this talk we will discuss both aspects, and present a formalization of meaning explanations
in Agda (work in progress). More specifically, we will formalize the syntax and computation
rules of a fragment of intuitionistic type theory, in order to make meaning explanations written
in natural language more precise.

The computation relation relates an untyped term to its canonical form, where a canonical
form is a term the outermost form of which is a constructor. The meaning of the judgements of
type theory is then defined in terms of such computation to canonical form. Finally, we prove
the correctness of some of the inference rules of intuitionistic type theory. In particular we show
that the rules of extensional identity types are validated.

Meaning explanations represent an important contribution to the foundations of intuition-
istic logic and constructive mathematics. They clarify the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov in-
terpretations of the logical constants and also generalize them. They do not only explain the
meaning of the logical constants but also provide a conception of what a constructive mathe-
matical object is in general.

From a “pre-mathematical” point of view, the aim of the meaning explanations is to make
the correctness of each rule of intuitionistic type theory immediately evident. In ”Constructive
Mathematics and Computer Programming” Martin-Löf famously finished with the following
statement:

For each of the rules of inference, the reader is asked to make the conclusion
evident to himself on the presupposition that he knows the premises. This does not
mean that further verbal explanations are of no help in bringing about an under-
standing of the rules, only that this is not the place for such detailed explanations.
But there are also certain limits to what verbal explanations can do when it comes
to justifying axioms and rules of inference. In the end, everybody must understand
for himself.

Such further informal verbal explanations were provided in Martin-Löf’s 1984 book ”Intu-
itionistic Type Theory” [2]. In our formalization in Agda we prove formally the correctness of
the inference rules in full detail. This provides rigorous justifications for them, and we find it

http://www.cse.chalmers.se/~peterd/
http://www.cs.swan.ac.uk/~csetzer/
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interesting to carry out those details. An essential aspect of the work is of course that we use
a fragment of Agda far more complex than the theory we are justifying. In particular, we use
features such as indexed inductive-recursive definitions and Agda’s pattern matching, to make
a transparent formalization.

Martin-Löf’s meaning explanations provide the perhaps most convincing foundations of
(predicative) constructive mathematics. To properly appreciate them one needs to understand
both the technical formal meta-mathematical side, and the informal pre-mathematical side. We
hope that our work will help in this endeavour.
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Second-order arithmetic has two kinds of computational interpretations: via Spector’s bar
recursion [4] or via Girard-Reynolds polymorphic lambda-calculus [2, 3]. Bar recursion inter-
prets the negative translation of the axiom of choice which, combined with an interpretation
of the negative translation of the excluded middle, gives a computational interpretation of the
negative translation of the axiom scheme of comprehension. It is then possible to instantiate
universally quantified sets with arbitrary formulas (second-order elimination). On the other
hand, polymorphic lambda-calculus interprets directly second-order elimination by means of
polymorphic types. The present work aims at bridging the gap between these two interpre-
tations by interpreting directly second-order elimination through update recursion, which is a
variant of bar recursion due to Berger [1].

First, we show that a slight variant of Berger’s update recursion [1] interprets the following
principle:

¬¬∀x (A (x) ∨ ¬A (x))

which in turn implies the double negation of the axiom scheme of comprehension:

¬¬∃X∀x (X (x) ⇔ A (x))

The variant of Berger’s update recursion that we use is:

ur : ((nat → T + (T → o)) → o) → (nat → T + unit) → o

and satisfies the following recursive equation:

ur t u = t



λn.matchun with

inlx 7→ inlx

inr 7→ inr

λx.ur t

λm.ifm = n

then inlx

elseum




end


If we see the type T + unit as an option type on T , ur provides t with an extension of u that
performs a recursive call whenever un is not defined. We show that ur interprets the formula:

¬∀x (A (x) ∨ ¬A (x)) ⇒ ¬∀x (A (x) ∨ ⊤)

and hence, feeding it with λ .inr tt that interprets ∀x (A (x) ∨ ⊤), we obtain an interpretation
for:

¬¬∀x (A (x) ∨ ¬A (x))

Second-order arithmetic can be obtained from first-order arithmetic by adding quantification
over predicates. The logical power of second-order arithmetic resides in its second-order elimi-
nation rule:

∀X B ⇒ B [A (x) /X (x)]
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that instantiates a second-order variableX with an arbitrary formula A (x). Using the ur opera-
tor above, we are able to define inductively on the structure of B a computational interpretation
of the second-order elimination rule, and therefore of second-order arithmetic.

We define a bar recursive interpretation of second-order arithmetic presented as arithmetic
with quantification on predicates rather than the equivalent axiom scheme of comprehension.
This presentation of second-order arithmetic is the one that most closely reflects the typing
rules of polymorphic λ-calculus, and as such we make a step towards a comparison of the two
families of interpretations of second-order arithmetic: bar recursion and system F.

As a future work we would like to deepen the understanding of the connection between these
two principles by comparing the computational behavior of programs extracted from a single
proof via the two techniques.

Another aspect that we would like to study is wether it is possible to use control operators
in the interpretation of the ∀2e rule. Indeed, there is a strong connection between the negative
translation of proofs and the continuation-passing style (cps) translation of programs, the latter
being the Curry-Howard equivalent of the former. Calculi with control features have been
designed to interpret classical proofs directly. Most of these calculi contain a notion of duality
that corresponds on the logical side to the duality between a formula and its negation, and
on the computational side to a call-by-name or a call-by-value evaluation strategy. During its
computation, update recursion has an asymmetric behavior that consists in building a realizer of
¬B by reading a realizer of B and making a recursive call with a new knowledge extended with
this new realizer. This behavior corresponds to the call-by-name interpretation of the excluded
middle under a cps translation. We would therefore like to have a version of update recursion
that uses control operators and can be translated either to the current version through a call-
by-name cps translation, or to a dual version through a call-by-value cps translation. Moreover,
control operators can capture context and restore it at a later point. We would like to explore
the possibility of using this property to define more intuitive versions of our interpretation of
second-order elimination that could act on all instances of X (t) in a formula through context
capture.

While termination of ur can be shown using Zorn’s lemma, termination of the polymorphic
lambda-calculus relies on impredicative reducibility candidates. A comparison would therefore
provide a new approach to understanding impredicativity.
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Abstract

This talk shall present a new take into the innocent-looking but difficult issue of relat-
ing the typed, judgmental and the untyped, rewriting-based approaches to conversion for
dependent type theories, by considering algorithmic presentations of those.

1 A Tale of Two Conversions

An important component of dependent type systems is how they incorporate computation. This
is usually done by means of a conversion rule, which allows replacing a type by one related to
it by the conversion relation ∼=. There are, however, two quite different approaches to defining
that relation. In the first, that we will hereafter call typed conversion, it is presented by means
of a judgement Γ ⊢ t ∼= t′ : A, described by inference rules in much the same way as typing.
The type is used in the rules, as showcased in the following examples:

Fun
Γ, x : A ⊢ f x ∼= g x : B

Γ ⊢ f ∼= g : Πx : A.B

β

Γ, x : A ⊢ t : B Γ ⊢ u : A

Γ ⊢ (λx : A.t) u : B[x := u]

The second, that we call untyped conversion, is built on top of an untyped reduction relation:
conversion is taken as the symmetric, reflexive, transitive closure of reduction.

The two definitions have been used concurrently for a long time. Typed conversion is a
prominent characteristic of Martin-Löf Type Theory [5], and is the main source of inspiration
for the implementation of Agda. Untyped conversion is the one favoured in Pure Type Systems
(PTS) [3], and Coq follows this approach by implementing an untyped conversion routine.

While the two approaches are conceptually close, proving the equivalence between them
is difficult. The best attempts to date are that of Siles and Herbelin [7], and of Abel and
Coquand [1]. Siles and Herbelin’s strategy is purely syntactic, and thus requires a weak meta-
theory, but does not cover extensionality rules such as Fun above. Abel and Coquand handle
these extensionality rules, but they need a meta-theory powerful enough to prove normalization
of the object system. Thus, their approach applies only to systems that are not logically weak
– they do not handle an impredicative sort of propositions, as present in Coq.

2 Enter the Algorithmic Presentations

These presentations of Section 1 – which we will call declarative – are quite remote from actual
implementations. Thus, other presentations – that we call algorithmic – have been introduced,
which aim to be much closer to the actual implementations of conversion checking than their
declarative counterparts. In particular, they remove the transitivity rule, which is very prob-
lematic when trying to build an implementation. Such presentations have been given in [2]
for typed conversion, and in MetaCoq [8] for untyped conversion, and in both cases proven
equivalent to their declarative counterparts. The general picture thus looks like this:
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Typed declarative (”MLTT”) Typed algorithmic (”Agda”)

Untyped declarative (”PTS”) Untyped algorithmic (”Coq”)

[1]

[2]

[7] !!

[8]

Now, what about the equivalence in the right column? Can we prove it? With what tools,
and what logical power? This is of particular interest because the equivalence of [8] does not
currently handle extensionality rules. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, giving an untyped,
declarative presentation of Fun in a setting with other types than functions is an open problem.
Proving the equivalence might give a way out, by moving the study to typed conversion where
the picture is clearer – see [2] and its extensions [4, 6] –, and seeing the untyped algorithm as a
mere optimization of the typed one. This way, we could relate a conversion-checking algorithm
such as that of Coq to a typed specification, extensionality rules are less difficult to handle.

3 Proofs!

The equivalence. The two algorithmic conversions are built around the same idea, namely
the interleaving of (weak-head) reduction and structural rules. Terms – and when applicable
their type – are reduced to weak-head normal forms, and then structural rules may be applied
based on the structure of those. The difference between the two systems resides in the way
these structural rules work: in the typed variant, they are primarily type-directed – akin to
Fun –, while the untyped variant only uses information available from the term. Showing
the equivalence thus amounts to proving that both approaches give the same result, and so in
particular that the type information is actually superfluous.

In the case of functions, what we need is that the two following rules, together with a
symmetric version of λ-R and generic rules for neutral terms, can emulate Fun.

λ-R
Γ, x : A ⊢ t ∼= n x n is not a λ

Γ ⊢ λx : A.t ∼= n

λ-Cong
Γ, x : A ⊢ t ∼= t′

Γ ⊢ λx : A.t ∼= λx : A′.t′

In both directions, the main difficulty is to show that the algorithm properly maintains well-
typedness invariants. This in turn relies on standard meta-theoretical properties (reflexivity
of conversion, stability by substitution, subject reduction. . . ). In the direction from typed to
untyped conversion, the key ingredient is then to show injectivity of η-expansion, that is that
if Γ, x : A ⊢ f x ∼= g x and both f and g have a function type in Γ, then Γ ⊢ f ∼= g. This is
done by analysing the possible weak-head normal forms for both f and g. The other direction
amounts to reconstructing the typing information, using the well-typedness invariants, since
Fun directly subsumes all four undirected rules. A formalization is ongoing to check the details
of this proof sketch.

What power do we need? All the required meta-theoretic properties are easy consequences
of [2]. However, due to the very structured form of algorithmic conversion, most of them imply
normalization, so they must be assumed if we want to keep using a low logical power in our
proof of equivalence. A middle ground is to only assume one single property and derive all
its consequences, as is done by e.g. MetaCoq, where a single normalization axiom is enough
to fuel the whole development. Stability by substitution is strong enough to imply all other
hypothesis, but it is currently unclear whether normalization would also suffice. Again, the
ongoing formalization should provide a more solid setting to investigate this subtle point.
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The name of linear logic [10] suggests that this logic has some relation with the algebraic
notion of linearity. A common account of this relation is that a proof of a linear implication
between two propositions A and B should not be any function mapping proofs of A to proofs
of B, but a linear one. This idea has been fruitfully exploited to build models of linear logic
(for example [3, 9, 11]), but it is seems difficult to even formulate it within the proof language
itself. Indeed, expressing the properties f(u + v) = f(u) + f(v) and f(a.u) = a.f(u) requires
an addition and a multiplication by a scalar, that are usually not present in proof languages.

The situation has changed with quantum programming languages [1,2,4,7,8,12,14] and with
the algebraic λ-calculus [13], that mix some usual constructions of programming languages with
algebraic operations. Several extensions of the lambda-calculus, or of a language of proof-terms,
with addition and multiplication by a scalar have been proposed [2, 5, 13].

In this paper [6], we investigate an extension of linear logic with addition and multiplication
by a scalar, the LS -logic, and we prove a linearity theorem: if f is a proof of an implication
between two propositions of some specific form, then f(u+v) = f(u)+f(v) and f(a.u) = a.f(u).

This work is part of a wider research program that aims at determining in which way
propositional logic must be extended or restricted, so that its proof language becomes a quantum
programming language. There are two main issues in the design of a quantum programming
language: the first is to take into account the linearity of the unitary operators and, for instance,
avoid cloning, and the second is to express the information-erasure, non-reversibility, and non-
determinism of the measurement. In [5], we addressed the question of the measurement. In
this paper [6], we address that of linearity.

Interstitial rules. To extend linear logic with addition and multiplication by a scalar, we
proceed, like in [5, long version], in two steps: we first add interstitial rules and then scalars.

An interstitial rule is a deduction rule whose premises are identical to its conclusion. In the
LS -logic, we consider two such rules

Γ ⊢ A Γ ⊢ A
Γ ⊢ A

sum Γ ⊢ A
Γ ⊢ A

prod

These rules introduce constructors + and • in the proof language, that are used to express the
addition and the multiplication by a scalar. The fact that these deduction rules are trivial
expresses the fact that these operations are internal.

Adding these rules permits to build proofs that cannot be reduced, because the introduction
rule of some connective and its elimination rule are separated by an interstitial rule. Reducing
such a proof, sometimes called a commuting cut, requires reduction rules to commute the rule
sum either with the elimination rule below or with the introduction rules above.

Scalars. We then consider a field S of scalars and replace the introduction rule of the
connective ⊤ with a family of rules ⊤-i(a), one for each scalar, and the rule prod with a family
of rules prod(a), also one for each scalar

Γ ⊢ ⊤
⊤-i(a) Γ ⊢ A

Γ ⊢ A
prod(a)

∗This is an extended abstract. The full paper can be found at [6]
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The connective ⊙. Besides interstitial rules and scalars, we have introduced, in [5, long
version], a new connective ⊙ (read “sup” for “superposition”), that has an introduction rule ⊙-i
similar to that of the conjunction, two elimination rules ⊙-e1 and ⊙-e2 similar to those of the
conjunction, but also a third elimination rule ⊙-e similar to that of the disjunction.

The elimination rules ⊙-e1 and ⊙-e2 are used to express the information-preserving, re-
versible, and deterministic operations, such as the unitary transformations of quantum com-
puting. The elimination rule ⊙-e is used to express the information-erasing, non-reversible, and
non-deterministic operations, such as quantum measurement.

Starting from propositional logic with the interstitial rules sum and prod, we can thus either
add scalars, or the connective ⊙, or both. This yields the four logics: PL is propositional logic
with the interstitial rules sum and prod, PLS is propositional logic with the interstitial rules
and scalars, ⊙ is propositional logic with the interstitial rules and the connective ⊙, and ⊙S is
propositional logic with the interstitial rules, the connective ⊙, and scalars.

Linearity. The proof language of the ⊙S -logic is a quantum programming language, as
quantum algorithms can be expressed in it. However, this language addresses the question of
quantum measurement, but not the that of linearity, and non-linear functions, such as cloning
operators, can also be expressed in it. This leads to introduce, in our paper [6], a linear variant
of the ⊙S -logic, and prove a linearity theorem for it. More generally, we can introduce a linear
variant for each of the previously mentioned four logics: L is linear logic with the interstitial
rules sum and prod, LS is linear logic with the interstitial rules and scalars, L⊙ is linear logic
with the interstitial rules and the connective ⊙, and L⊙S is linear logic with the interstitial
rules, the connective ⊙, and scalars.

Our goal is to prove a linearity theorem for the proof language of the L⊙S -logic. But such a
theorem does not hold for the full L⊙S -logic, that contains the rule ⊙-e, that enables to express
measurement operators, which are not linear. Thus, our linearity theorem should concern the
fragment of the L⊙S -logic without this rule. But, if ⊙-e rule is excluded, the connective ⊙ is
just the conjunction, and this fragment of the L⊙S -logic is the LS -logic.

So, for a greater generality, we prove our linearity theorem for the LS -logic: linear logic
with the interstitial rules and scalars, but without the ⊙ connective, and discuss, at the end of
the paper [6], how this result extends to the L⊙S -logic.

Linear connectives. In the LS -logic, we have to make a choice of connectives.
In intuitionistic linear logic, there is no multiplicative falsehood, no additive implication, and

no multiplicative disjunction. Thus, we have two possible truths and two possible conjunctions,
but only one possible falsehood, implication, and disjunction.

In the LS -logic, we have chosen a multiplicative truth, an additive falsehood, a multiplicative
implication, an additive conjunction, and an additive disjunction. The rule sum also is additive.
The choice is not arbitrary, some variants do not exists in intuitionistic linear logic, others where
necessary due to the interstitial rules.

Plan of the paper [6]. We first define the LS -logic and its proof-language: the LS -
calculus, and prove that it verifies the subject reduction, confluence, termination, and intro-
duction properties. We then show how the vectors of Sn can be expressed in this calculus
and how the irreducible closed proofs of some propositions are equipped with a structure of
vector space. We prove that all linear functions from Sm to Sn can be expressed as proofs
of an implication between such propositions. We then prove the main result of this paper:
that, conversely, all the proofs of implications between such propositions are linear. Finally, we
show how this result extents to the proof language of the L⊙S -logic and how this language is
a quantum programming language.
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1 Intersection Types

Intersection type systems [2] characterize termination, in the sense that a λ-term is strongly-
normalizable if and only if it is typable in an intersection type system. Thus, typability is
undecidable for these systems.

To get around this, some current intersection type systems are restricted to types of finite
rank [4, 8, 9, 12], using a notion of rank first defined by Daniel Leivant in [11]. This restriction
makes type inference decidable [9]. Despite using finite-rank intersection types, these systems
are still very powerful and useful. For instance, rank 2 intersection type systems [4, 8, 12] are
more powerful, in the sense that they can type strictly more terms, than popular systems like
the ML type system. Intersections arise in different systems in different scopes. Here we follow
several previous presentations where intersections are only allowed in the left-hand side of arrow
types [2, 3, 8, 13].

Definition 1 (Rank of intersection types). Let T0 be the set of simple types and T1 = {ρ1 ∩
· · · ∩ ρm | ρ1, . . . , ρm ∈ T0,m ≥ 1}. The set Tk, of rank k intersection types (for k ≥ 2), can be
defined recursively in the following way (n ≥ 3):

T2 = T0 ∪ {σ → τ | σ ∈ T1, τ ∈ T2}
Tn = Tn−1 ∪ {σ1 ∩ · · · ∩ σm → τ | σ1, . . . , σm ∈ Tn−1, τ ∈ Tn}

Note that the rank of an intersection type is related to the depth of the nested intersections
and it can be easily determined by examining it in tree form: a type is of rank k if no path
from the root of the type to an intersection type constructor ∩ passes to the left of k arrows.

Quantitative types [1, 5, 6, 10] provide more than just qualitative information about pro-
grams and are particularly useful in contexts where we are interested in measuring the use of
resources, as they are related to the consumption of time and space in programs. These systems
are based on non-idempotent intersection types, using non-idempotence to count the number
of evaluation steps and the size of the result.

In this work, we explore a type inference algorithm for non-idempotent rank 2 intersec-
tion types. Note that the set of terms typed using idempotent rank 2 intersection types
and non-idempotent rank 2 intersection types is not the same. For instance, the term
(λx.xx)(λfx.f(fx)) is typable with a simple type when using idempotent intersection types,
but not when using non-idempotent intersection types. In fact, the only terms typable with a
simple type in a non-idempotent intersection type system are the linear terms. This motivated
us to come up with a new notion of rank for non-idempotent intersection types, based on linear
types, that we here call linear rank.
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2 Linear Rank

The relation between non-idempotent intersection types and linearity was introduced by Kfoury
[10] and further explored by de Carvalho [5] who established its relation with linear logic.

Here we propose a new definition of rank for intersection types, which we call linear rank and
differs from the previous one in the base case – instead of simple types, linear rank 0 intersection
types are the linear types (the ones typed in a linear type system – a substructural type system in
which each assumption must be used exactly once, corresponding to the implicational fragments
of linear logic [7]).

Definition 2 (Linear rank of intersection types). Let TL0 be the set of linear types and TL1 =
{ρ1 ∩ · · · ∩ ρm | ρ1, . . . , ρm ∈ TL0,m ≥ 1}. The set TLk, of linear rank k intersection types (for
k ≥ 2), can be defined recursively in the following way (n ≥ 3, m ≥ 2):

TL2 = TL0 ∪ {ρ ⊸ τ | ρ ∈ TL0, τ ∈ TL2}
∪ {σ1 ∩ · · · ∩ σm → τ | σ1, . . . , σm ∈ TL0, τ ∈ TL2}

TLn = TLn−1 ∪ {σ ⊸ τ | σ ∈ TLn−1, τ ∈ TLn}
∪ {σ1 ∩ · · · ∩ σm → τ | σ1, . . . , σm ∈ TLn−1, τ ∈ TLn}

The idea for this change arose from our interest in using rank-restricted intersection types to
estimate the number of evaluation steps of a λ-term while inferring its type. While defining the
intersection type system to obtain quantitative information, we realized that the ranks could
be potentially more useful for that matter if the base case was changed to types that give more
quantitative information in comparison to simple types, which is the case for linear types – for
instance, if a term is typed with a linear rank 2 intersection type, one knows that its arguments
are linear, meaning that they will be used exactly once.

It is not clear, and most likely non-trivial, the relation between the standard definition of
rank and our definition of linear rank, but it is an interesting question that we would like to
explore in the future.

A glimpse of how differently we type linear and non-linear functions is given by the two
arrow elimination rules of our Linear Rank 2 Intersection Type System:

Γ ⊢2 M1 : ρ1 ∩ · · · ∩ ρn → τ Γ1 ⊢2 M2 : ρ1 · · ·Γn ⊢2 M2 : ρn n ≥ 2

Γ,
∑n

i=1 Γi ⊢2 M1M2 : τ
(→ Elim)

Γ1 ⊢2 M1 : ρ ⊸ τ Γ2 ⊢2 M2 : ρ

Γ1,Γ2 ⊢2 M1M2 : τ
(⊸ Elim)

Note that intersection is non-idempotent, thus when a term is typed by the (→ Elim) rule, it
is necessarily non-linear.

3 Contributions

The main contributions of this work are: a new notion of linear rank, a linear rank 2 non-
idempotent intersection type system and a type inference algorithm which is sound and com-
plete with respect to the type system. Our algorithm is inspired by previous type inference
algorithms for rank 2 idempotent intersection types [8, 12]. Non-idempotent intersection types
are quantitative types, thus we argue that our type inference algorithm is a first step towards
the automatic inference of quantitative types.

Acknowledgments This work was financially supported within projects UIDB/00027/2020
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A monadic stream (which we call a monster) is a potentially infinite sequence of values
in which every element triggers a monadic action. Monsters are useful tools in functional
programming: they can be instantiated to pure streams, lazy lists, finitely branching trees,
interactive processes, state machines, and many other data structures.

A monster σ consists of an action for some monad M that, when executed, returns a head
(first element) and a tail (continuation of the stream). This process is repeated in non-well-
founded progression: monsters form a coinductive type.

Here is the formal type-theoretic definition of the set of streams with base monad M and
elements of type A (M -monsters), in Haskell/Agda notation:

codata SM A : Set
mconsM : M (A× SM A)→ SM A

A previous article [4] introduced monadic streams and proved that polymorphic discrete
functions on them are always continuous. A slightly different definition of monadic stream
functions have been studied previously by Perez, Bärenz and Nilsson [7] to model signal proces-
sors. The definition of M -monsters is very close to that of cofree (or iterative) comonad, which
can be seen as the type of M -monsters with a pure leading value [2, 5].

The functor M needs not be a monad for the type to be well-defined, though it enjoys some
convenient properties when it is. For example, when M is a monad, monadic stream functions
(isomorphic to monsters with the underlying functor ReaderTM) are arrows [7]. However, for
the coinductive definition of SM to be sound, the functor M(A×−) must have a final coalgebra.
This is the case, for example, if M is a container [1]. (Monadic containers, in particular, are
related to universes closed under Σ-types [3].)

Some important data structures are obtained as instances of monsters. If we choose M to
be the identity functor, we obtain pure streams, that is, infinite sequences of elements of A. If
we choose M to be the Maybe monad, we obtain lazy lists: the Just constructor returns a head
element and a tail; the Nothing constructor terminates the list; since the type is coinductive,
lists may go on forever. If we choose M to be the List constructor, we obtain finitely branching
trees: a node consists of a list of children, each comprising an element of A and a subtree; if
the list is empty we have a leaf; since the type is coinductive, trees need not be well-founded.
If we choose M to be the State monad, we obtain state machines: processes that output an
infinite stream of values depending on an underlying mutable state. If we choose M to be the
IO monad, we obtain interactive processes: every stage of the stream is an input-output action
that returns an element and a new process.

We developed an extensive library of generic functions for monsters in Haskell, publicly
available on GitHub at https://github.com/venanzio/monster.
It provides generalizations of many operations on lists, streams, trees, and state machines.
They allow high-level programming of abstract algorithms that can be instantiated to those
data structures and others.

We also defined instances of the type classes of Functor/Applicative/Monad for SM . How-
ever, these satisfy the corresponding class laws only under certain conditions. If M is a functor,

https://github.com/venanzio/monster
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it is straightforward to prove that SM is a functor. If M is applicative, we proved that SM is
also applicative: it is surprisingly hard to establish this fact; the proof is complex and requires
the definition of new operators and several intermediate technical lemmas. We are working on
the verification of these results in Coq [9] and Agda [8]. We’re exploring the possibility that a
simpler proof could be derived from some abstract theorems on lax monoidal functors [6].

Finally, SM is not in general a monad, even when M is: we showed this by a counterexample
for State-monsters that violates the monadic laws. The monad class requires the definition of an
operator join : SM (SM A)→M A satisfying certain laws. We can see an element of SM (SM A)
as a monster matrix, a 2-dimensional array of elements of A in which both columns and rows
emerge from M -actions. This must be compressed into a linear monster: it could only be done
(generalizing the instantiation for pure streams) by travelling down the diagonal. However,
there is no way, in a monster matrix, to step from one diagonal element to the next: we must
always start from the outside of the matrix and choose the next column from there. Accordingly,
the evaluation of each element on the diagonal activates the same M -actions repeatedly: this
results in the failure of the monadic laws.

To ensure that SM is a monad, M must satisfy additional requirements. We are looking for
the minimal set of these, but we know it is sufficient for M to be a representable monad (which
is the case for several common instances like Maybe and List).

In conclusion, we developed an extensive Haskell library on monadic streams (monsters)
that provides many high-level operators that can be used on a wide range of important data
structures. We also provide instances of the type classes Functor, Applicative and Monad,
which hold valid under some assumption on the underlying type operator M .
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The first connection between modal embeddings and calling paradigms in functional pro-
gramming was made in the context of linear logic [7, 9]. In our work, we seek the root and the
deep meaning of this connection, along the following general lines first laid out in [5]: (1) One
can identify a modal calculus (a simple extension of the λ-calculus with an S4 modality) that
serves as target of the modal embeddings and show that this modal target obeys a new calling
paradigm, named call-by-box; (2) Two embeddings of intuitionistic logic into modal logic S4, as
given in [11], where they are attributed to Girard and Gödel, can be recast as maps compiling
respectively the ordinary (call-by-name, cbn) λ-calculus [1] and Plotkin’s call-by-value (cbv)
λ-calculus [10] into the modal target, both following the compilation technique of “protecting
by a lambda”, and together achieving a unification of call-by-name and call-by-value through
call-by-box – all this provided Gödel’s embedding suffers a slight adjustment, which, despite
seeming innocent, allows a certain uniformity and simplicity in the images of the two embed-
dings, leading to the removal of all the β-reduction steps pertaining to the modality; (3) One
can define later instantiations of the S4 modality, in the form of interpretations of the modal
target into diverse other calculi, recovering by composition known embeddings like, for instance,
the ones into the linear λ-calculus [9].

In the context of linear logic [9], one could already observe an asymmetry between the
Girard/cbn embedding and Gödel/cbv one, with the latter enjoying slightly weaker properties.
In our work [5], such an asymmetry remained: For cbn, the treatment is so neat that we may say
Girard’s embedding just points out an isomorphic copy of the cbn λ-calculus as a fragment of the
modal target calculus. For cbv and Gödel’s embedding, the results were not so satisfying. In a
paper recently published [6], we investigate whether this asymmetry is inherent, or whether the
modal analysis of the calling paradigms can be pushed further and reveal a hidden symmetry.
We intend to present the results of this further investigation.

Recall that the modal target defined in [5] adds to the ordinary λ-calculus the term con-
structor box(M), while variables are written ε(x) as a reminder of its special typing. Indeed,
the type form 2A is added to simple types, contexts Γ only assign such modal types, box(M)
has type 2A when M has type A, and ε(x) has type A, if x is assigned 2A. In addition, arrow
types always have a modal type as antecedent. As to reduction, there is a single rule, for the
contraction of β-redexes where the argument necessarily has the form box(M). A substitution
is triggered, of M (typically of type 2A) for some variable x of type A: this false mismatch
is not real because there are, involved in this operation, implicit β-reduction steps of the kind
engendered by the modality 2.

The refinement of this modal system we propose in our new work consists in prohibiting
nested modal types like 22A, and building into the syntax of terms T a minimum of typing
information – namely the distinction between terms P,Q that can have a modal type and
terms M,N that cannot. Abstractions λx.T and eliminations of the modality ε(x) cannot
have modal type, introductions of the modality box(M) have modal type, but applications MQ
are ambiguous, so we separate two forms of them. Only now, after this separation, stemming
from modal considerations alone, do we resort to an idea already employed in [5], namely the
separation of a derived notion of reduction, concerning one of the forms of the application
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constructor. These developments create in the target system two co-existing modes, the “left-
first” and the “right-first”, with which we can qualify the application constructor and reduction.
The distinction between modes turns out to be connected to the distinction between calling
paradigms. We verify that the modal embeddings are characterized by the mode they give
preference to: Girard’s embedding translates application and reduction to left-first application
and reduction, whereas Gödel’s embedding prefers the right-first mode.

By refining the modal target calculus in this way and accordingly recasting the embeddings,
we find out that we do not lose the neat treatment of cbn, and in addition we obtain similarly
neat results for cbv, that is: Gödel’s embedding becomes just the indication of an isomorphic
copy of Plotkin’s cbv λ-calculus as a fragment of the refined modal target. In this sense, the
ordinary and Plotkin’s λ-calculi, more than being unified by the original modal target, they
truly co-exist inside the refined (but still simple) modal calculus.

We plan to revisit the idea of instantiation of the modality from this new standpoint. We
can return to the decomposition of the embeddings into the linear λ-calculus, briefly mentioned
in [5] (in this regard, the study of the bang calculus [2, 3, 4] has somewhat related goals). But
we can also consider embeddings into call-by-push-value [8] in the same spirit. The thesis we
would like to confirm is that calculi encompassing call-by-name and call-by-value do so because
they already embed our modal target.
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Abstract

Two enumerable discrete types which can be embedded into each other in constructive
type theory are isomorphic. Furthermore, the isomomorphism can be constructed to pre-
serve a reduction property regarding predicates on the types. This (novel) result can be
interpreted in two ways: First, it is a computational form of the Cantor-Bernstein theo-
rem [2, 1] from set theory, stating that two sets which can be embedded into each other
are in bijection, which is is inherently classical in its full generality [8]. Secondly, it is a
synthetic form of the Myhill isomorphism theorem [7] from computability theory stating
that 1-equivalent predicates are recursively isomorphic.

We give two proofs of the result: The first is following the textbook proof of the
Myhill isomorphism theorem closely, and thus preserves reduction of predicates. The
second is a direct proof, which seems to not be extendable to predicates. All proofs are
machine-checked in Coq but should transport to other foundations – they do not rely on
impredicativity, on choice principles, or on large eliminations apart from falsity elimination.

A type X is enumerable and discrete if and only if it is a retract of N (see e.g. [4, Corr. 4.34]),
i.e. if there are I:X→N and R:N→OX with ∀x. R(Ix) = Some x.

1 Myhill isomorphism theorem

A predicate p:X→P is one-one reducible to a predicate q:Y→P if p ⪯1 q := ∃f :X→Y . (∀x. px↔
q(fx))∧ f is injective. We prove that when two predicates are one-one reducible to each other,
where the reductions functions are in no relation, one can construct one-one reductions which
also invert each other. We follow Rogers [9, §7.4 Th. VI], where the isomorphism is constructed
in stages, formed by correspondence sequences between predicates p and q, which are finitary
bijections represented as lists C:L(X × Y ) such that for all (x, y) ∈ C

1. px↔ qy 2. ∀y′. (x, y′) ∈ C → y = y′ 3. ∀x′. (x′, y) ∈ C → x = x′

We write x ∈1 C (x ∈2 C) if x is an element of the first (second) projection of C.
The crux of the theorem is that for any correspondence sequence C with p ⪯1 q and x0 ̸∈1 C

one can compute y0 such that (x0, y0) :: C is a correspondence sequence again.

Lemma 1. Let f be a one-one reduction from p to q. There is a function find:L(X × Y )→X→Y
such that if C is a correspondence sequence for p and q and x0 ̸∈1 C, then find C x0 ̸∈2 C and
px0 ↔ q(find C x0).

Proof. We first define a function γ:L(X × Y )→X→X recursive in |C|:

γCx := x if fx ̸∈2 C γCx := γ (filter(λt.t ̸=B (x′, fx))C)x′ if (x′, fx) ∈ C

For a correspondence sequence C between p and q and x ̸∈1 C we have (1) px ↔ p(γCx),
(2) γCx = x or γCx ∈1 C, and (3) f(γCx) ̸∈2 C. The proof is by induction on the length of
C, exploiting the injectivity of f . Now find Cx0 := f(γCx0) is the wanted function.
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For the rest of this section we fix enumerable discrete types X and Y such that (IX , RX) and
(IY , RY ) are retractions from X and Y respectively to N. We construct the isomorphism via a
cumulative correspondence sequence Cn with IXx < n→ x ∈1 Cn and IY y < n→ y ∈2 Cn.

C′
n :=

{
(x, findCn x) :: Cn if RXn = Some x ∧ x ̸∈1 Cn

Cn otherwise
Cn+1 :=

{
(find

←→
C′

n y, y) :: C′
n if RY n = Some y ∧ y ̸∈2 C′

n

C′
n otherwise

where C0 := [] and
←→
C :=map (λ(x, y).(y, x))C.

Lemma 2. Cn is a correspondence sequence for p and q such that

1. n ≤ m→ Cn ⊆ Cm 2. IXx < n→ x ∈1 Cn 3. IY y < n→ y ∈2 Cn

Theorem 1 (Myhill). Let X and Y be enumerable discrete types, p:X→P, and q:Y→P. If
p ⪯1 q and q ⪯1 p, then there exist f :X→Y and g:Y→X such that for all x:X and y:Y :

px↔ q(fx), qy ↔ p(gy), g(fx) = x, f(gy) = y
Proof. fx is defined as the unique y for which (x, y) ∈ CIXx+1 (which exists by Lemma 2 (2)
and is unique because CIXx+1 is a correpsondence sequence), and gy is symmetrically defined as
the unique x for which (x, y) ∈ CIY y+1. (1) and (2) are immediate since Cn is a correspondence
sequence. (3) and (4) are by case analysis whether IXx ≤ IY y or vice versa.

Proofs of the theorem have appeared in different forms in [6], [4], and [5].

2 Computational Cantor-Bernstein Theorem

The Cantor-Bernstein theorem is inherently classical in set theory [8]. Recently, the classical
proof has been generalised to all boolean toposes by Escardó [3]. We give a direct, fully
constructive proof of the Cantor-Bernstein theorem for enumerable discrete types via a novel
alignment theorem. We say that a type X is aligned if there are A:X→N and B:X→N→OX
s.t. ∀x.∀n ≤ Ax.∃y. Bxn = Some y ∧Ay = n. We write #l if a list l is duplicate-free.

Theorem 2 (Alignment). Every enumerable discrete type is aligned.

Proof. Let (I,R) be a retraction from X to N. We define Ax to be the position of x in LIx,
where Ln is the list of all x s.t. ∃m ≤ n. Rm = Some x. Bxn is the n-th element of LIx if it
exists, and x otherwise.

Lemma 3. Let X be aligned by s:X→N.
1. There is F ′

X :N→X→LX→X s.t. if #l and |l| = n+ 1 then s(F ′
Xx0nl) = n.

2. There is FX :X→LX s.t. #(FXx) and |FXx| = 1 + sx.

Proof. (1) uses a function get:LN→N s.t. if #l and |l| = n+1, then get l ∈ l and get l ≥ n.

Lemma 4. Aligned types X,Y with injections X→Y and Y→X are isomorphic.

Proof. Let X and Y be aligned and f :X→Y and g:Y→X be injections. Define f ′x :=
F ′
Y (AXx)(fx)(map f (FXx)) and g′y := F ′

X(AY y)(gy)(map g (FY y)). We have that
#(map f (FXx)), which follows because f is injective and #(FXx), and |map f (FXx)| =
sXx+ 1, which is immediate. This suffices with the dual properties for map g (FY y).

Theorem 3 (Computational Cantor-Bernstein). For enumerable discrete types X,Y with in-
jections X→Y and Y→X there are functions X→Y and Y→X inverting each other.

Proof. Either by applying the preceding lemma and the alignment theorem, or by applying the
Myhill isomorphism theorem with px := ⊤ and qy := ⊤.

2
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Abstract

Polarized subtyping extends a type system with annotations tracking the variance of
type constructors with respect to subtyping. Type system with polarized subtyping are
highly expressive at the cost of additional information decorating types and contexts. In
the dependently typed setting, for instance inside proof assistants, this pervasive complex-
ity obstruct its integration within existing implementations. We advocate a less invasive
approach, extending the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) with a schema for po-
larized inductive types while retaining vanilla typing jugdments for most of the theory. The
design of our extension is guided by a model exhibiting subtyping as a particular order
structure on types.

Type Theory and Polarized Subtyping

The Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) is both a powerful logic, used as the basis
for many proof assistants, e.g. Coq, and an expressive type system underlying programming
languages such as F? [9]. Dependent types, introduced notably though dependent product
types Π(x : A). B and a hierarchy of universes �i∈N, provide a uniform language for programs
as well as specifications. In practice, implementations of CIC sometimes extend the theory
with different forms of subtyping to make it more flexible, for instance cumulativity in Coq [10]
or refinement types in F?. Both of these instances however lack from structural forms of sub-
typing [5] for general inductive types. A structural subtyping discipline allows one to derive
subtyping relationships between inductive types from their structure and assumptions on their
parameters. For instance, in such a system one can derive that ListA is a subtype of ListB
whenever A is a subtype of B. Said otherwise, List : �i → �i is monotone for the sub-
typing order endowing �i. Polarities [1, 7] endow types with annotations that capture their
monotonicity. As an example, the function type constructor (→) can be given the annotated
type Π(A :− �i).Π(B :+ �i).�i expressing that it is antitone in its domain A and monotone
in its codomain B with respect to subtyping. In a dependently typed setting, tracking these
polarities pervasively in types and terms result in complex type theories that seems unlikely to
be practical.

External Polarities for Inductive Types

We advocate for a pragmatic approach suitable for adoption by proof assistants. In order
to stay closer to CIC, we restrict polarities to where they are most relevant in practice: on
parameters of inductive types. This restriction allow us to keep polarities as external entities
of the type theory. Following the practice of [8], we propose to collect inductive declarations in
a signature Σ and only alter context and types so that they can be decorated with additional
variance information. Our system feature four kind of variance: discrete (dis), covariant (+),
contravariant (−) and codiscrete (cod). Continuing with the example of parametrized Lists,
this inductive is represented as the following entry in the signature:

ΣList := { List (A :+ �i) := nil | cons (hd : A, tl : ListA) }.
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The parameter A : �i is annotated with a polarity + indicating that the type constructor List
is monotonic with regard to subtyping in this parameter. For an inductive entry to be well
formed with respect to its polarity annotations, we must ensure that the parameters are used
adequately in the constructors. For List, the two instances of A in cons are indeed in positive
positions. For general inductives, we use polarized typing judgments inspired by directed type
theories [4, 7] to track adequately these polarities and formulate the well-formedness conditions.

The monotonicity informations captured through polarities in the signature induce corre-
sponding structural subtyping rules and coercions [6]. In the case of List, this pschema generate
the following rule:

ΣList; Γ ` List : Π(A :+ �i).�i ΣList; Γ ` A � B

ΣList; Γ ` ListA � ListB
(1)

Backing Up our Approach with a Syntactic Translation

To support the design of our type theory and establish its metatheory, we build upon the
syntactic models of [3]. We construct a model for our theory by compiling it to Coq, translating
a typing judgement Γ ` t : A to JΓK ` [t] : JAK. A peculiarity of our model is the use of a second
translation J−Kε for the interpretation of subtyping judgements. This translation equips any
closed type A with a binary relation JAKε : JAK→ JAK→ �i in a fashion reminiscent of binary
parametricity [2]. In particular, the subtyping order arises as the relation J�iKε on the universe.
The stratification of the model into two distinct interpretations illustrate the external nature
of polarities: indeed, J−K merely erases polarities and only J−Kε take polarities into account.

The pair of translations [−], J−K is relatively simple, preserving all term and type construc-
tion from CIC homomorphically but universes �i and subtyping coercions. Indeed, in order
to maintain a stratification between typing and subtyping translations, we interpret subtyping
coercions as functions defined by case analysis on types. We do so using universes of codes
to reify types, following the approach of ad-hoc polymorphism in [3]. As a consequence, these
coercions can be computed by structural induction on these codes, only relying on the mere
existence of subtyping relations to discard impossible cases.

Conversely, [−]ε, J−Kε crucially uses the polarity-annotated types in the signature to ensure
that the interpretation of type constructors are adequately monotone. In particular, the struc-
tural subtyping rules attached to each inductive is validated by this translation. Continuing
with the example of List, the translation give us

JΠ(A :+ �i).�iKε [List] [List] := Π(A1 : J�iK)(A2 : J�iK)
(Aε : J�iKε A1 A2). J�iKε ([List]A1) ([List]A2)

JA � BK := J�iKε AB

JListA � ListBK := J�iKε ([List]A) ([List]B)

Hence, from the term [List]ε : JΠ(A :+ �i).�iKε [List] [List] and a witness [A � B] : JA � BK
we are able to construct [List]ε [A] [B] [A � B] : JListA � ListBK, validating the rule (1).
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Abstract

Despite the undeniable fact that large-scale, error-free quantum hardware has yet to be
built [12], research into programming languages specifically designed to target architectures
including quantum hardware has taken hold in recent years [11]. Most of the proposals in this
sense (see [5, 15, 16] for some surveys) concern languages that either express or can be compiled
into some form of quantum circuit [9], which can then be executed by quantum hardware. This
reflects the need to have tighter control over the quantum resources that programs employ.
In this scenario, the idea of considering high-level languages that are specifically designed to
describe circuits and in which the latter are in fact first-class citizens is particularly appealing.

A typical example of this class of languages is Quipper [6, 7], whose underlying design prin-
ciple is that of enriching a very expressive functional language like Haskell with the possibility
of manipulating quantum circuits. In other words, programs do not just build circuits, but also
treat them like data. Quipper’s meta-theory has been studied in recent years through the in-
troduction of a family of research languages that correspond to suitable Quipper fragments and
extensions, which usually take the form of linear λ-calculi. This family includes languages such
as Proto-Quipper-S [14], Proto-Quipper-M [13], Proto-Quipper-D [3, 4] and Proto-Quipper-L [8].

An aspect that so far has only marginally been considered by the research community is
the study of the meta-theory of so-called dynamic lifting, i.e. the possibility of allowing any
classical value flowing in one of the wires of the underlying circuit, naturally unknown at circuit
building time, to be visible in the host program for control flow. As an example, one could
append a unitary to some wires only if a previously performed measurement has yielded a
certain outcome. This is commonly achieved in many quantum algorithms via classical control,
but Quipper also offers a higher-level solution precisely in the form of dynamic lifting, as shown
in the example program in Figure 1. Notably, such a program cannot be captured by any of
the calculi in the Proto-Quipper family, with the exception of Lee et al.’s Proto-Quipper-L [8],
arguably the most recent addition to the family.

Looking at the Quipper program in Figure 1, one immediately realizes that the two branches
of both occurrences of the if operator change the underlying circuit in a uniform way, i.e. the
number and type of the wires are the same in either branch. What if, for instance, we wanted to
condition the execution of a measurement on a lifted value, like in Figure 2? Such situations can
arise, for example, in one-way quantum computing, and the so-called measurement calculus [2]
indeed allows the execution of a measurement to be conditioned on the result of a previous
measurement. Unfortunately, Quipper does not allow the program in Figure 2 to be typed. It
is therefore natural to wonder whether this is an intrinsic limitation, or if a richer type system
can deal with a more general form of circuits.

In this talk, we introduce a generalization of Proto-Quipper-M, called Proto-Quipper-K, in
which dynamic lifting is available in a very general form. The evaluation of a Proto-Quipper-K
term M can involve the lifting of a bit value into a variable u and consequently produce in
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teleport :: Qubit -> Qubit -> Qubit -> Circ Qubit

teleport b q a = do

a <- qnot a ‘controlled‘ q

q <- hadamard q

(x,y) <- measure (q,a)

(u,s) <- dynamic_lift (x,y)

b <- if s then gate_X b else return b

if u then gate_Z b else return b

b

x b

y b

b

b

q H X

a Z

X Z

00

⇑ 01

⇑ 10

11

Figure 1: Quantum teleportation circuit with dynamic lifting. The gray box represents the
dynamic lifting of bit wires x, y and the extension of the circuit on wire b with one of four
possible continuations, depending on the results of the intermediate measurement.

oneWay :: Qubit -> Qubit -> ???

oneWay q a = do

q <- hadamard q

x <- measure q

u <- dynamic_lift x

if u then measure a else return a

x a

a

q H

a

⇑ 0

1

Figure 2: An example of conditional measurement. This program is ill-typed in Quipper.

output not a single result in the set VAL of values, but possibly one distinct result for each
possible value of u. Therefore, it is natural to think of M as a computation that results in an
object in the set K{u}(VAL), where K{u} = X 7→ ({u} → {0, 1}) → X is a functor such that
an element of K{u}(X) returns an element of X for each possible Boolean assignment to u.

This approach, though apparently straightforward, scales up in a nontrivial way. Since the
lifting of a bit can happen conditionally on the value of a previously lifted variable, in the
event that more than one variable is lifted, we have to resort to a tree-like structure to keep
track of the eventual dependencies between consecutive liftings. We call such a structure a
lifting tree and employ it pervasively throughout our work. In general, a program whose lifting
pattern is captured by a lifting tree t produces a lifted value as a result, namely an element of
Kt(VAL), where Kt = X 7→ (Pt → X) and Pt is the set of all assignments of lifted variables
which describe valid root-to-leaf paths in t. Since by design we want to handle situations in
which a circuit, and by necessity the term building it, can produce results which have distinct
types—and not only distinct values—depending on the values of the lifted variables, we also
employ (in the spirit of the type and effects paradigm [10]) an effectful notion of type, typing
computations according to some lifted type, that is, an element of Kt(TYPE ), where TYPE is
the set of Proto-Quipper-K types.

Proto-Quipper-K is thus capable of producing not only circuits like the one in Figure 1, but
rather a more general class of circuits whose structure and type essentially depend on the values
flowing through the lifted channels, like the one in Figure 2. The main results that we give,
beside the introduction of the language itself, its type system, and its operational semantics,
are the type soundness results of subject reduction and progress, which together let us conclude
that well-typed Proto-Quipper-K programs do not go wrong from an operational point of view.
An extended version of our work is already available in [1].
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Abstract

Dijkstra Monads for All introduces a generic method to construct a Dijkstra monad
from a monad morphism between a computation and a specification monad. However,
applying this construction to usual computation monads yields Dijkstra monads that do
not support partiality, which makes them unusable in F*. We show that this issue can be
overcome when the computation and specification monads support partiality by providing
a way to require pre-conditions, and we provide several techniques to build such monads.

Dijkstra monads are indexed monad structures that are used in F* for verifying effectful
programs [SHK+16, SWS+13]. Concretely, a Dijkstra monad D A w represents an effectful
computation returning values of type A and obeying specification w : W A, where W is a
specification monad. For instance, the state Dijkstra monad ST is usually specified by the
monad WST A = (A × S → P) → (S → P), where P is the type of propositions. WST is the
type of a predicate transformer taking a post-condition on the final state and a result value and
returning a pre-condition on the initial state. We have the following Dijkstra monad interface:

returnST (x : A) : ST A (returnW x) returnW = λp s0. p (x, s0)
getST () : ST S getW getW = λp s0. p (s0, s0)
putST (s : S) : ST unit (putW s) putW = λp s0. p ((), s)

bindST (c : ST A wc) (f : (x : A)→ ST B (wf x)) : ST B (bindW wc wf )

bindW wc wf = λp s0. wc (λ(x, s1). wf x p s1) s0

If we take a post-condition p : A × S → P, we say it holds on program returnST x if we can
prove returnW x p on the initial state s0 or in other words if p (x, s0) holds. For p to hold
on getST () then it must hold on return value and final state both equal to the initial state:
p (s0, s0). For p to hold on putST s it must hold on final state s and trivial unit value ():
p ((), s); the initial state is erased so it is ignored. Such typed Dijkstra monad interfaces allow
F* to compute verification conditions simply by dependent type inference.

Constructing Dijkstra monads. Dijkstra Monads for All (DM4All) [MAA+19] introduces
a generic way to construct Dijkstra monads. For any computation monad M , and for any
ordered specification monad W with order ≤W, if there is a monad morphism θ : M →W then
one can define the following Dijkstra monad:

D A w = {c : M A | θ c ≤W w} (1)

For instance, from the usual state computation monad State A = S → A × S to the WST

specification monad above one can define the monad morphism θ c = λp s0. p (c s0). An-
other example is non-determinism, where we can take M A := list A as computation monad,
W A = (A → P) → P as specification monad, and θ∀ c = λp. (∀x ∈ c. p x) as monad
morphism, essentially saying that any post-condition should hold for all values stored in the
list, or in other words for every possible outcome of the computation. This gives a demonic
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interpretation of non-determinism, and one can also chose an angelic interpretation by using
θ∃ c = λp. (∃x ∈ c. p x) instead. This construction of Dijkstra monads neatly separates the
syntax (M) from the specification (W ) and semantics (θ) as one can forget the refinement and
extract the value in M A from D A w. While very general, the DM4All construction often
produces Dijkstra monads that do not support partiality on standard computational monads,
which makes them unusable in F*, as explained below.

F* and the partiality effect. The PURE effect (i.e., Dijkstra monad) of F* represents in
fact partial computations, as for instance one can use the pre-condition to discard provably
unreachable branches of a pattern-matching, and recursive functions can loop on arguments
not satisfying the pre-condition. We can model this notion of partiality in a more standard
dependent type theory via a require construct with the following type:

require (p : P) : PURE p (λq. (∃(h : p). q h))

It returns a proof of the proposition p that can then be used by the continuation. The specifi-
cation requires p as a pre-condition (the ∃(h : p) part) and also asks for the post-condition (q)
to hold on the proof of p. We argue that the existence of such an operator is tantamount to
supporting partiality. Concretely, we will say that a monad M supports partiality when there is
requireM (p : P) : M p and that a Dijkstra monad D supports partiality when its specification
monad does too and we have requireD (p : P) : D p (requireW p).

In F*, one can define such a require in PURE and because F* expects to be able to lift
computations in PURE to any other Dijkstra monad, then such Dijkstra monads should also
support a require operation.

Partial Dijkstra monads for all. As we pointed out above, computations c in D A w
obtained by DM4All (1) can be coerced to type M A, by just forgetting the θ c ≤W w refinement.
This means that in order for D to support partiality, the underlying computation monad M
should already support partiality. Yet most computation monads do not. For instance, for
the state monad, require p would need to have type State p = S → p × S, which one cannot
inhabit for an arbitrary p : P.

We show that the DM4All construction can be made to produce partial Dijkstra monads—
thus usable in F*—when both the monads M and W additionally support a require construct
such that θ (requireM p) ≤W requireW p.

We provide several ways to build computation (and specification) monads that sup-
port a require construct. First, we provide an account of Dijkstra monads for free
(DM4Free) [AHM+17] that fits in this setting. Basically, DM4Free produces a partial Dijkstra
monad from a computation monad obtained by applying a monad transformer T to the par-
tiality monad G A =

∑
(p : P). (p→ A) and the specification monad obtained by applying T to

the continuation monad WCont A = (A→ P)→ P. This confirms the empirical observation that
DM4Free yields Dijkstra monads that are usable in F*. Second, we provide a construction for
adding an extra require constructor to the signature of a free monad, allowing for deep occur-
rences of require within computations. Together these cases cover many usual effects such as
I/O, non-determinism, state, unrecoverable exceptions, etc. We prove formally in Coq that the
DM4All construction with require yields partial Dijkstra monads and we include examples of
the constructions above.1 We are also investigating how to adapt interaction trees [XZH+19] to
support partiality for potentially non-terminating computations in the style of Dijkstra monads
forever [SZ21].

1https://github.com/TheoWinterhalter/pdm4all/releases/tag/types2022
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Abstract

Bilattices are algebraic structures used in logic and artificial intelligence, comprising two
lattice orders (usually the one modelling amount of truth and the other modelling amount
of information) as well as some property and/or operator that links the two orders. This
paper sums up ongoing work on how bilattices can be defined in Univalent Foundations,
in particular in the UniMath Coq library.

1 Introduction

1.1 Bilattices

Pre-bilattices are sets equipped with two lattice orderings, usually aimed to model simultane-
ously the validity of, and degree of knowledge about, sentences from a logical language. They
have found applications in diverse fields, among which in multi-valued logics [3, 13], paracon-
sistent reasoning [2, 3], and logic programming [7, 1], and they have also been studied from an
algebraic perspective [5, 10, 6, 9].

In the literature, there are two main ways that the lattices of a pre-bilattice are connected:

• Via a property that includes operations from both orders; the two properties that are
usually studied are interlacing and distributivity, which will be described below, but also
modularity has been considered [11].

• Via an extra operator, usually negation (a negation on the truth order that is monotonic on
the knowledge order) or conflation (a negation on the knowledge order that is monotonic
on the truth order). Pre-bilattices with a negation and/or a conflation operator are called
bilattices. Also more generic negation-like operators [14] and residuated bilattices [8] have
been studied.

Here, we will consider interlacing and distributivity, leaving negation operators (i.e. bilattices)
for future work. This is mainly because the most mathematically interesting basic results, the
main one being the representation theorem which will be discussed below, are meaningful even
at the level of pre-bilattices.

1.2 Univalent Foundations and UniMath

UniMath [16] is a library of formalised mathematics built on the Coq theorem prover [15], using
Homotopy Type Theory [12] as its foundation. As such, it’s a constructive structural framework
in which it is possible to formalise mathematical entities and proofs. Some algebraic structures
have already been formalised in UniMath, among them the notion of lattices; in fact, most
properties of lattices that will be needed for pre-bilattices are already proven in UniMath.

∗Work carried out in the context of PhD supervised by Petros Stefaneas and funded by the Special Account
for Research Funding (E.L.K.E.) of National Technical University of Athens.
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2 Pre-bilattices in UniMath

The type of lattices in UniMath is a dependent type Lattice : Set → U , specifying that a
lattice has two associative and commutative binary operators, min (⊓) and max (⊔), such that
x ⊓ (x ⊔ y) = x and x ⊔ (x ⊓ y) = x. Moreover, UniMath defines a partial order (≤) for each
lattice, by x ≤ y :≡ (x ⊓ y = x) (a mere proposition, since lattices are defined over sets).

For each X : Set, it is hence possible to define the type of pre-bilattices,

PreBilattice(X) :≡ Lattice(X)× Lattice(X),

where the first lattice will be considered the truth lattice (with min ∧b, max ∨b, and ordering
≤tb) and the second lattice will be considered the knowledge lattice (with min ⊗b, max ⊕b, and
ordering ≤kb).

Notice that there are quite a few dualities in place when studying pre-bilattices: the opposite
order of a lattice is again a lattice and, moreover, one can swap the truth and knowledge lattices
of a pre-bilattice to obtain another pre-bilattice. As a consequence, there emerges a “prove one,
get many” situation, which can be utilised in UniMath to facilitate proving properties of pre-
bilattices.

The type of interlaced pre-bilattices over a set X is

InterlacedPreBilattice(X) :≡
∑

b:PreBilattice(X)

IsInterlaced(b),

where IsInterlaced(b) describes that ∧b and ∨b are monotonic (for their first argument) with
respect to ≤kb and that ⊗b and ⊕b are monotonic (for their first argument) with respect to
≤tb.

Similarly, one can define the type of distributive pre-bilattices, which are those pre-bilattices
such that all pairs of ∧b, ∨b, ⊗b, and ⊕b are distributive, i.e. x ⋆ (y · z) = (x ⋆ y) · (x ⋆ z), and
prove that distributive pre-bilattices are interlaced.

It is also possible, for each pair l1 : Lattice(X1), l2 : Lattice(X2) of lattices, to define the
product pre-bilattice (for its definition, see for example [4, Definition 3.1]) and prove that it is
unique up to equivalence (again, due to the fact that lattices are defined over sets).

The representation theorem. A well-known and important result in the theory of bilattices
is the representation theorem, stating that product pre-bilattices are interlaced pre-bilattices
and vice-versa. The left-to-right part of the proof follows easily from basic properties. The
converse can also be proved in UniMath, formalising the proof in [4, Section 3.1]: it involves
defining two equivalence relations on the interlaced pre-bilattice, whose equivalence classes will
be the lattices forming the product pre-bilattice. To the author’s knowledge, some of the mech-
anisms in UniMath that are necessary for reasoning with equivalence classes (setquotunivprop
and the lemmas that depend on it) result in non-computable opaque terms, which implies that
the representation theorem will be usable for proofs but not for computations; however, the im-
portance of the theorem lies exactly on the fact that it facilitates proving properties of interlaced
pre-bilattices by reducing them to product pre-bilattices.
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Abstract

We present a bicategorical orthogonality construction connecting the idempotent and
non-idempotent intersection typing systems for profunctors introduced by Olimpieri. It al-
lows us to translate normalization properties between them by providing explicit reduction
2-cells between the interpretation of terms.

In recent years, there was a growing interest in the categorification of models of computation
by replacing semantics where types are sets or preorders with richer categorical structures pro-
viding finer mathematical invariants. When using bidimensional categorical structures to model
computations, rewriting steps between terms become 2-cells carrying information on reductions
between programs. We are interested in recent development on intersection typing systems in
this direction: Olimpieri considered the bicategory of profunctors equipped with appropriate
monads encoding categorifications of non-idempotent and idempotent intersection typing sys-
tems [6, 7]. The bidimensional setting offers a proof-relevant framework as the interpretation
of a term contains the set of all its derivations.

We use an orthogonality construction between the two models to reduce normalization for
the idempotent case to the non-idempotent one by connecting the interpretation of terms in the
two settings with explicit reduction 2-cells. We start by recalling the 1-categorical construction
by Ehrhard which we generalize to the bicategorical setting. In the 1-categorical case, there is
a combinatorial proof for head normalization by extracting an upper bound on the number of
head reductions to its normal form [1]. This construction can be extended to the bicategorical
setting where Olimpieri further exhibits a reduction isomorphism between the interpretation of
a term and its head normal form for profunctors with the non-idempotent monad [6, 7]. On the
other hand, the proof uses Tait’s reducibility argument for the idempotent case and we lose the
reduction witness. One of the applications of our construction is that we now obtain a witness
2-cell for the idempotent setting as well whereas in the 1-dimensional setting, the orthogonality
constuction gives no information on the reduction beyond existence.

In order to reduce the proof of normalization for the idempotent case to the combinatorial
one for the 1-categorical case, Ehrhard uses an orthogonality connecting the two models of linear
logic Rel (the category of sets and relations) and ScottL (the category of preorders and ideal
relations) [3, 2]. For a preorder P = (|P | ,≤P ) and two subsets x, x′ ⊆ |P |, the orthogonality
is defined as follows

x ⊥P x′ :⇔ (x ∩ x′ 6= ∅ ⇔ ↓(x) ∩ ↑(x′) 6= ∅).

It induces a Galois connection: for a subset X ⊆ P(|P |), its orthogonal X⊥ is given by the set
{x′ ⊆ |P | | ∀x ∈ X,x ⊥P x′}. Ehrhard defines a new category Pop (preorders with projections)
whose objects are pairs (P,X) of a preorder P and a subset X ⊆ P(|P |) such that X = X⊥⊥.
Intuitively, X contains all the denotations x of terms in Rel that can be mapped to ScottL
by taking their downclosure ↓(x). This new category allows to prove that the interpretation
of a term is not empty in Rel if and only if it is not empty in ScottL and this equivalence is



crucially used to translate the combinatorial normalization theorem from the non-idempotent
intersection typing system to the idempotent one [2].

In the categorified setting, we replace sets by groupoids and preorders by categories so that
the operation mapping a preorder to its underlying set P 7→ |P | now corresponds to taking the
core of category (for a small category A, its core, denoted by c A, is the maximal subgroupoid
of A). Relations R ⊆ A × B (or equivalently functions A × B → {0, 1}) become profunctors
P : A −7−→ B (or equivalently functors A × Bop → Set). To represent intersection types, we use
finite sequences instead of finite multisets with the free symmetric strict monoidal completion
SA and the free coproduct completion CA for a category A.

Definition 0.1. For a small category A, define CA to be the category whose objects are finite
sequences 〈a1, . . . , an〉 of objects of A and a morphism between two sequences 〈a1, . . . , an〉 and
〈b1, . . . , bm〉 consists of a pair (σ, (fi)i∈n) of a function σ : n → m and a family of morphisms
fi : ai → bσ(i) in A for i ∈ n. The category SA has the same objects but morphisms (σ, (fi)i∈n)
are restricted to the ones where σ is a bijection.

In SA there are no morphisms between sequences of different lengths which encodes non-
idempotency whereas CA allows for duplication and erasure and is used for the idempotent case.
In our setting, we consider two bicategories ProfGS and ProfC representing the categorifica-
tions of Rel and ScottL respectively [4, 5]. The objects of ProfGS are small groupoids, the
morphisms are profunctors of the form SA −7−→ B and the 2-cells are natural transformations be-
tween them whereas the objects of ProfC are small categories, the morphisms are profunctors
of the form CA −7−→ B and the 2-cells are natural transformations. Olimpieri studied the idempo-
tent and non-idempotent intersection typing systems associated to the bicategories ProfC and
ProfGS respectively [6, 7].

Similarly to the 1-categorical case, we connect the interpretation of terms in these two
bicategories using an orthogonality construction. For a category A and profunctors X : 1 −7−→ c A,
X ′ : c A −7−→ 1, the orthogonality carries a 2-cell retraction r : X ′ ↓A X ⇒ X ′X which intuitively
provides a witness connecting the idempotent setting and the non-idempotent setting. The
Galois connection in the 1-categorical case now becomes a contravariant adjunction between
slice categories and the objects of the new bicategory that we consider are the fixpoints of this
adjunction (corresponding to closure under double-orthogonality). We show that we obtain
a cartesian closed bicategory and solve fixpoint equations which allows us to obtain explicit
retraction 2-cells connecting the interpretations in the idempotent and non-idempotent cases
as desired. Since our construction provides us with explicit reduction 2-cells for the idempotent
setting, we aim to study execution time by translating existing results in the non-idempotent
case [1].

Another advantage of this construction already highlighted by Ehrhard in the 1-categorical
setting is its modularity. We can encode various calculi (PCF, standard λ-calculus, bang cal-
culus, call-by-value λ-calculus, etc.) by considering solutions of different fixed point equations.
For example, Ehrhard considers a call-by-value calculus by solving the equation D = !D ( !D
whereas Olimpieri considers retractions D C !D ( D. If we want to prove normalization for
the induced idempotent intersection typing systems, we need to use reducibility candidates for
each of the fixpoint equations we consider. The orthogonality construction provides a more
modular framework as we know that the result holds for any fixpoint equation obtained using
linear logic connectives. In the proof-relevant bicategorical setting, we further automatically
have the reduction 2-cell connecting the idempotent and non-idempotent interpretations for
all fixpoint equations. Our end goal is also to develop a theory of orthogonality for bidimen-
sional structures enabling us to control interactions between terms and environments and also
to restrict the allowed reductions between terms.
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Abstract

We show the decidability of the inhabitation problem in a quantitative Call-by-Value
setting.

Inhabitation. Type systems are formalisms made of rules assigning a type to the constructs
of a programming language, usually represented by a term calculus. Types enforce some par-
ticular specification (e.g. termination, memory safety, deadlock freeness, etc), so that they
guarantee the construction of well-behaved terms, in the sense that ”well-typed programs can-
not go wrong” [15]. Typing in a given type system X is written ▷XΓ ⊢ t : σ, where t is a term,
σ is the type assigned to t, and Γ is an environment assigning types to the (free) variables
of t. The inhabitation problem naturally arises for any given type assignment system: given
an environment Γ, and a type σ, decide whether there exists a term such that ▷XΓ ⊢ t : σ.
Inhabitation corresponds to decide the existence of a program (term t) that satisfies the given
specification (type σ) under additional assumptions (environment Γ). Decidability of the inhab-
itation problem naturally provides tools for type-based program synthesis [14, 3], whose task is
to construct—from scratch—a program that satisfies some high-level formal specification (the
one guaranteed by the type assignment).

Quantitative Typing Systems. Intersection type assignment systems [8, 9] were introduced
for the λ-calculus to increase the typability power of simple types by introducing a new inter-
section type constructor ∧, which is, in principle, associative, commutative and idempotent
(σ ∧ σ = σ). Intersection types allow terms having different types simultaneously, e.g. a term t
has type σ ∧ τ whenever t has both the type σ and the type τ . In these (idempotent) systems
typability and inhabitation are both undecidable [17]. However, intersection types constitute
a powerful tool to reason about qualitative properties of programs, for example, there are in-
tersection type systems characterizing different notions of normalization [16, 10], in the sense
that a term t is typable in a given system if and only if t is normalizing for some particular
notion. By removing idempotence [13, 11], a term of type σ ∧ σ ∧ τ can be seen as a resource
that, during execution, can be used once as a data of type τ and twice as a data of type σ.
The resulting non-idempotent type systems do not only provide qualitative characterization of
operational properties, but also quantitative ones, in the sense that a term t is still typable
if and only if is normalizing, and in addition, any type derivation of t gives a bound to the
execution time for t (the number of steps to reach a normal form) [12, 1]. In such a setting,
typability is still undecidable, nevertheless inhabitation has proven to be decidable in the Call-
by-Name case [6, 7]. So, an algorithm solving the inhabitation problem for a quantitative type
system provides a decidable tool for type-based quantitative program synthesis, which aims to
construct—from scratch—a program that satisfies some quantitative specification.

Call-by-Value. Call-by-Value evaluation is the most common parameter passing mechanism
for programming languages: parameters are evaluated before being passed. We use the λvsub
calculus introduced by Accattoli and Paolini [2] which exploits explicit substitutions for both
delaying CBV redex restrictions as well as acting at a distance, and which thus presents good
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operational properties. This calculus can be equipped with a non-idempotent intersection type
system [4] (presented in Fig. 1) which characterizes head normalization. We use multisets to
denote intersections.

ax
x : M ⊢ x : M

( Γi;x : Mi ⊢ t : σi)i∈I
abs

+i∈IΓi ⊢ λx.t : [Mi ⇒ σi]i∈I

Γ1 ⊢ t : [M ⇒ σ] Γ2 ⊢ u : M
app

Γ1 + Γ2 ⊢ tu : σ

Γ1;x : M ⊢ t : σ Γ2 ⊢ u : M
es

Γ1 + Γ2 ⊢ t[x\u] : σ

Figure 1: Call-by-Value Type System V

Contributions. We show that the inhabitation problem for the Call-by-Value λ-calculus with
respect to the quantitative type system V [4] is decidable. We do not simply give an algorithm
searching for a term that can be typed with a given environment Γ and type σ, but we solve
a more ambitious goal: we look for all and only such typable terms. This provides either a
strong and powerful tool for (quantitative) program synthesis.

Canonical Derivations as Finite Basis: The set of all solutions of any instance of the in-
habitation problem is either infinite or empty. Building an algorithm providing all solutions for
a given instance is therefore worthless. However, following the technique used in the Call-by-
Name λ-calculus case [6, 7] and generalizing it to explicit substitutions [5] allows us to introduce
the notion of canonical derivation which later forms a finite basis for the solution set of each
instance. It is a basis as it exactly generates each solution set through two simple operations:
redex expansion and term plugging. We show how to compute the canonical representative
of any solution as well as how it is recovered from its canonical representative, thus providing
proofs of correction and completeness for each basis.

Basis Search Algorithm: Equipped with such tools, we provide an algorithm computing the
basis for any given instance. It highly exploits a central property of any basis of terms called
head subtype property which indicates that some of its types are contained in the context and
thus helps guiding the search. This (non-deterministic) algorithm is shown to be correct and
complete as it finds all and only basis terms. We show that it can in fact be deterministically
simulated in a finite time, which provides for free a proof of the finiteness of each basis. It
therefore constitutes a program synthesis mechanism for an expressive programming language.
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Joachimski and Matthes λ-calculus with generalized applications ΛJ [10, 11] is a Curry-
Howard interpretation of von Plato’s natural deduction with generalized elimination rules [16].
The difference between ΛJ and the usual λ-calculus lies in the application constructor: its
structure is generalized to t(u, y.r), where t, u, r are subterms and y is a variable bound in r.
This extended form comes from the generalized implication elimination rule:

Γ ` t : A→ B Γ ` u : A Γ, y : B ` r : C

Γ ` t(u, y.r) : C
(→e)

Intuitively, y.r can be seen as a “continuation” waiting for the result of the application of
t to u. Once this result is available, it will be substituted in r for y. This can be seen in the
following βj-rule:

(λx.t)(u, y.r) →βj
{{u/x}t/y}r,

where the result is simply the β-reduction of (λx.t)u. An additional permutative rule π:
t(u, x.r)(u′, y.r′) →π t(u, x.r(u

′, y.r′)) enables to reduce terms to a fully normal form, where
the left side of an argument is always a variable, such as in the term x(u, y.r). The calculus
ΛJ has its origins in natural deduction, but it also has links with the sequent calculus [8] and
calculi with explicit substitutions [12].

In this talk, I look at generalized applications through the lens of quantitative types. Quanti-
tative types, also known as non-idempotent intersection types, were introduced by Gardner [9],
and later independently by Kfoury [14] and De Carvalho [4]. Like in Coppo and Dezani’s idem-
potent intersection types [3], normalization of some reduction relation R can be characterized
by typability in a quantitative system: a term normalizes for R iff it is typable in an appro-
priate type system. This semantical flavor is of great use to easily derive equivalences between
different operational relations. On top of these qualitative properties, non-idempotence brings
a quantitative analysis. In particular, the size of type derivations usually provides an upper
bound on the length of the longest reduction sequence to normal form.

An idempotent intersection type system for ΛJ was already defined by Matthes [15]. But
the change of perspective to non-idempotence gives new insights on the calculus and leads us
to define a variant λJn

1, differing from the original calculus in two main ways.
First, we use a distant βj (dβj) rule, where distance is a paradigm we adopt from calculi

with explicit substitutions [1]. As in these calculi, some redexes of ΛJ can be hidden by the
syntax, such as in the term x(u, y.λz.r)(u′, y′.r′), where the computation between λz.r and u′

is stuck. Conversion π enables to unblock this redex:

x(u, y.λz.r)(u′, y′.r′) →π x(u, y.(λz.r)(u′, y′.r′)) →βj x(u, y.{{u′/z}r/y′}r′).

But in our approach, permutations are simply considered as a tool to overcome syntactical
limitations, leaving the computational content inside the βj-reduction itself. Indeed, only βj-
reductions create divergence. Such an approach is motivated by graphical formalisms such as

1The subscript n emphasizes the call-by-name nature of the calculus, as a promising call-by-value calculus
with generalized applications was recently defined by Esṕırito Santo [5].
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proof nets, where these kinds of syntactical obstructions do not occur. Concretely, we only
integrate the necessary permutations in the distant βj rule, so that the calculus relies on a
unique computational step. This is more relevant for the quantitative analysis, since typing
should not be affected by permutations.

The second divergence between our approach and ΛJ is that distance is not in fact based
on the usual permutation π. This rule is not sound for a quantitative semantics: subject
reduction fails in our type system. Intuitively, π introduces a sharing of subterms fit for a
call-by-value calculus, rather than call-by-name like ΛJ . While in the call-by-name λ-calculus
it is enough to reject permutative rules altogether, the situation is a bit more complex with
generalized applications: we still need to unblock redexes. We choose to base the distant rule
on a different permutation called p2: t(u, y.λx.r) →p2 λx.t(u, y.r), originating from previous
studies on generalized applications [6]. Our previous example is then reduced in one step as:
x(u, y.λz.r)(u′, y′.r′) →dβj

{x(u, y.{u′/z}r)/y′}r′.
In summary, we replace the two original rules βj and π by a single computational one based

on βj and permutation p2. We show that the new calculus λJn is sound and complete with
respect to the quantitative semantics by characterizing strong normalization with a quanti-
tative type system. We also show the equivalence of strong normalization for ΛJ and λJn,
by introducing inductive definitions of strong normalization. These results appear in [7], in
collaboration with José Esṕırito Santo and Delia Kesner.

After helping in revisiting the dynamics of the general calculus, quantitative types are still
useful to analyze finer reduction relations. A notable one is head reduction, which characterizes
solvability operationally: a term is solvable iff it has a head-normal form [17]. Solvability is a
crucial property identifying meaningful terms [2], i.e. terms that can influence the observational
behavior of a reduction. Denotationally, a model of the λ-calculus identifying all unsolvable
terms (e.g. as bottom) is consistent, while identifying only non-normalizing terms is not. In [13],
Delia Kesner and I give a reduction relation, generalizing head reduction, which characterizes
an original notion of solvability for generalized applications operationally. We then define
an appropriate quantitative type system. This logical characterization enables us to prove
preservation of solvability to and from the λ-calculus, by a simple proof of preservation of
typability.
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Originalities in Implicit Computational Complexity. Automatic performance analysis
and optimization is a critical for systems with resource constraints. The field of Implicit
Computational Complexity (ICC) [12] pioneers in embedding in the program itself a guarantee
of its resource usage, using e.g. bounded recursion [10, 18] or type systems [8, 17]. It drives
better understanding of complexity classes, but also introduces original methods to develop
resources-aware languages, static source code analyzers and optimizations techniques, often
relying on informative and subtle type systems. Among the methods developed, the mwp-flow
analysis [16] certifies polynomial bounds on the size of the values manipulated by an imperative
program, obtained by bounding the transitions between states instead of focusing on states in
isolation, and is not concerned with termination or tight bounds on values. It introduces a new
way of tracking dependencies between “chunks” of code by typing each statement with a matrix
listing the way variables relate to each others.

Having introduced such novel analysis techniques, and, as opposed to traditional complexity,
by utilizing models that are generally expressive enough to write down actual algorithms [20,
p. 11], ICC provides a conceivable pathway to automatable complexity analysis and optimization.
However, the approaches have rarely materialized into concrete programming languages or
program analyzers extending beyond toy languages, with a few exceptions [7, 15]. Absence of
realized results reduces ability to test the true power of these techniques, limits their application
in general, and understanding their capabilities and potential expressivity remains underexplored.

We present an ongoing effort to address this deficiency by applying the mwp-flow analysis,
that tracks dependencies between variables, in three different ways, at different stages of
maturation, in their temporal order. The first and third projects bend this typing discipline to
gain finer-grained view on statements independence, to optimize loops by hoisting invariant [21]
and by splitting loops “horizontally” to parallelize them [5]. The second project refines, extends
and implements the original analysis to obtain a fast, modular static analyzer [6]. All three
projects aim at pushing the original type system to its limits, to assess how ICC can in practice
lead to original, sometimes orthogonal, approaches. We also discuss our intent and motivations
behind formalizing this analysis using Coq proof assistant [22], in a spearheading endeavour
toward formalizing complexity analysis.

1. Loop Quasi-Invariant Chunk Detection. Loop peeling for hoisting (quasi-)invariants
can be used to optimize generated code [1, p. 641], and is implemented e.g. in LLVM as the licm
pass. This work [21] leverages an ICC-inspired dependency analysis to provide a transformation
method to compilers. It enables detection of quasi-invariants of arbitrary degree in composed
statements called “chunks”. It reuses the mwp’s matricial system and typed data flows to
generate dependency graphs, to compute an invariance degree for each statement or chunks of

∗This research is supported by the Th. Jefferson Fund of the Embassy of France in the United States and
the FACE Foundation, and has benefited from the research meeting 21453 “Static Analyses of Program Flows:
Types and Certificate for Complexity” in Schloss Dagstuhl. Th. Rubiano and Th. Seiller are supported by the
Île-de-France region through the DIM RFSI project “CoHOp”.
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statements. It then finds the maximum (worst) dependency graph for loops, and recognizes
whether an entire block is quasi-invariant. If this block is an inner loop, it can be hoisted, and
the computational complexity of the overall program can be decreased. A prototype analysis
pass [3] has been designed, proven correct and successfully implemented using a toy C parser,
and as a prototype pass for the LLVM. This is the first known application of introducing ICC
techniques in mainstream compilers.

2. Improved and Implemented mwp-Analysis. In an ongoing development, we
improved and implemented the mwp-bounds analysis [16], which certifies that the values
computed by an imperative program are bounded by polynomials in the program’s input,
represented in a matrix of typed flows, characterizing controls from one variable to another.
While this flow analysis is elegant and sound, it is also computationally costly–it manipulates
non-deterministically a potentially exponential number of matrices in the size of the program [6,
2.3]—and missed an opportunity to leverage its built-in compositionality. We addressed both
issues by expanding the original flow calculus, and adjusting its internal machinery to enable
tractable analysis [6], and further extended the theory with analysis of function definitions and
calls—including recursive ones, a feature not widely supported [14, p. 359]. Our effort and
theoretical development is realized in an open-source tool pymwp [4], capable of automatically
analyzing complexity of programs written in a subset of the C programming language.

3. Splitting Loops Horizontally to Improve Their Parallel Treatment. Our most
recent effort is directed toward program optimization through loop parallelization. Using an
ICC-inspired data flow-based variable dependency analysis, we can reproduce the tour de force
of detecting opportunities for loop fission that have been missed by other standard analyses [21].
In particular, the dependency analysis allows optimizing loops by splitting them “horizontally”,
e.g. from for (int i = 1; i < 10; i++){a[i] = a[i-1] + i; b[i] = b[i-1] + i;} to:

for (int i = 1; i < 10; i++){a[i] = a[i-1] + i;}

for (int i = 1; i < 10; i++){b[i] = b[i-1] + i;}

Our approach can process loop-carried dependencies [11, 3.5.2]–such as the one illustrated
above–and optimizes while loops [5, Sect. 5].—and, more generally, loops whose trip-count
cannot be known at compilation time—that are completely ignored by OpenMP [11, 3.2.2],
and generally present great difficulty and often prevent optimization [5, Sect. A]. Combined
with OpenMP pragma directives, this approach gives a speed-up “as good as” AutoPar-Clava—
which “compare[s] favorably with closely related auto-parallelization compilers” [2, p. 1]—
when both are applicable that can be integrated in automatic parallelization pipelines [5,
Sect. B]. Our benchmark, shared at https://github.com/statycc/icc-fission, substantiate
experimentally those claims and provides further evidence.

. . . and Pushing Even Further. From there, many other directions can be explored.
Since ICC techniques tend to be designed for simpler program syntax, compiler intermediate
representations present an ideal location and point of integration for performing analyses.
Implementing the analysis in certified tools such as the CompCert compiler [19] (or, more
precisely, its static single assignment version [9]) naturally necessitates certifying the complexity
analysis, and we plan to pursue this effort using the Coq proof assistant [22]. The plasticity of
both compilers and of the implemented analysis should facilitate porting our results to support
further programming languages in addition to C. As complexity analysis is difficult in Coq [13],
we believe a push would be welcome, and that ICC provides the necessary tools for it.
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Abstract

We present an axiomatization of the impredicative Prop universe of the Calculus of
Constructions. More specifically, we present two extensions of a predicative CCω, one
with an impredicative quantification in the bottom universe, and the other with a set of
axioms and related reduction rules, and then we prove equivalence of the two calculi.

As the title suggests, the axioms are closely related to HoTT’s propositional resizing
axiom, thus giving concrete evidence for the intuition that this form of impredicativity is
equivalent to that offered by the Prop universe. This can also help interoperability between
proof systems with a Prop universe and those without.

We finish by discussing how this result can be extended to a calculus with inductive
types.

1 Introduction

Impredicativity, in the context of type theory, is the ability for a proposition to be quantified
over a type which can be instantiated with that very same proposition. The kind of circularity
it introduces is more subtle than that of recursion, but just as dangerous. While many systems
disallow this principle outright, favoring the simpler and cleaner metatheory of predicative
type theories, it is quite popular both in the context of proof assistants and in the context of
functional programming languages.

There are a few different ways to introduce impredicativity, such as: via Type : Type, as used
in Dependent Haskell [7]; via the traditional impredicative bottom universe, as used in System
F and in the Calculus of Constructions [3]; via resizing axioms, as used in the HoTT book [6];
or via universe polymorphism, as proposed in [4].

Of those, the impredicative bottom universe as implemented in Coq’s Prop is the most widely
used in proof assistants and it is generally accepted that the propositional resizing axiom is
an alternative to it of comparable power. Yet there is as yet no formal investigation to show
precisely how comparable they are.

We intend to remedy this situation in the present work in the following way: we show a proof of
equivalence between two calculi we call iCCω and rCCω: both are pure type system (PTS) [1]
with the usual tower of universes; the first comes with an impredicative quantification in universe
Type0 while the second replaces it with a set of axioms which provides a form of propositional
resizing. More specifically our contributions are:

• A type-preserving translation of any term of iCCω into a term of rCCω, following the
approach of syntactic models used in [2].

• A type-preserving translation of any term of rCCω into a term of iCCω, simply by pro-
viding definitions for the axioms.

• An extension of these results to calculi with inductive types. This extension is not fully
satisfactory because the equivalence is not fully satisfied.
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2 The encoding

The calculi we use in this paper are pure type systems [1], using the following syntax:

(var) x, y, t ∈ V
(sort) s ∈ S
(term) e, τ ::= s | x | (x :τ1) → τ2 | λx :τ.e | e1@e2

A specific PTS is then defined by providing the tuple (S,A,R) which defines respectively the
sorts, axioms, and rules of this system. All our calculi are extensions of the following base
predicative calculus we call pCCω:

S = { Typeℓ | ℓ ∈ N }
A = { (Typeℓ : Typeℓ+1) | ℓ ∈ N }
R = { (Typeℓ1 ,Typeℓ2 ,Typemax(ℓ1,ℓ2)) | ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ N }

iCCω is defined as the extension of pCCω with the following rules:

R = ... ∪ { (Typeℓ,Type0,Type0) | ℓ ∈ N ∧ ℓ > 0 }

As a first approximation, rCCω is defined as the extension of pCCω with the following axioms
and rewrite rules:

|| · || : Typeℓ → Type0 for all ℓ ∈ N
| · | : (t :Typeℓ) → t → ||t|| for all ℓ ∈ N
bind : (t1 :Typeℓ1) → (t2 :Typeℓ2) → ||t1|| → (t1 → ||t2||) → ||t2|| for all ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ N

bind |e1| λx :τ.e2 ; e2{e1/x}

Where || · || is pronounced “erased” and | · | is pronounced “erase”. The crux of the matter to
encode (written [ · ]) an impredicative quantification (x :τ1) → τ2 of iCCω into rCCω is to erase
it with || · || so as to bring it back down to Type0: [(x :τ1) → τ2] = ||(x : [τ1]) → [τ2]||
As a consequence, the encoding needs to erase systematically all inhabitants of the Type0
universe. A first cut of the encoding looks like the following:

[x] = x
[Typeℓ] = Typeℓ

[(x :τ1) → τ2] =

{
||(x : [τ1]) → [τ2]|| if in the Type0 universe
(x : [τ1]) → [τ2] otherwise

[e1@e2] =

{
bind [e1] λf.f@[e2] if in the Type0 universe
[e1]@[e2] otherwise

[λx :τ.e] =

{
|λx : [τ ].[e]| if in the Type0 universe
λx : [τ ].[e] otherwise

Sadly, this encoding is a bit too näıve to preserve types. While the monadic erasure axioms
proposed above are rather enticing (and similar to those used in [5]) we will need to tweak them
a bit in order to be able to refine the encoding into one that is type preserving.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, efforts have been made to develop directed type theory. Roughly, directed
type theory should correspond to Martin-Löf type theory (MLTT) as ∞-categories correspond
to ∞-groupoids. Besides theoretical interest in directed type theory, it is hoped that such a
type theory can serve as a framework for synthetic directed homotopy theory and synthetic∞-
category theory. Applications of those, in turn, include reasoning about concurrent processes [2].

Several proposals for syntax for directed type theory have been given (reviewed in Section 2),
but are ad-hoc and are not always semantically justified. The semantic aspects of directed type
theory are particularly underdeveloped; a general notion of model of a directed type theory is
still lacking.

In this work, we approach the development of directed type theory from the semantic
side. We introduce comprehension bicategories as a suitable mathematical structure for higher-
dimensional (directed) type theory. Comprehension bicategories capture several different spe-
cific mathematical structures that have previously been used to interpret higher-dimensional or
directed type theory.

From comprehension bicategories, we extract the core syntax—judgment forms and struc-
tural inference rules—of a two-dimensional dependent type theory that can accommodate di-
rected type theory. We also give a soundness proof of our structural rules. In future work, we
will equip our syntax and semantics with a system of variances and type and term formers for
directed type theory.

A preprint describing this work in more detail is available on the arXiv [1].

2 Related Work

We review only some related work here; an in-depth review of related work is given in [1].

In [7], Licata and Harper developed a two-dimensional dependent type theory with a judg-
ment for equivalences Γ ` α : M 'A N between terms M,N : A. These equivalences are
postulated to have (strict) inverses. The authors give an interpretation of types as groupoids.

Licata and Harper [6] (see also [5, Chapter 7]) also designed a directed two-dimensional type
theory and gave an interpretation for it in the strict 2-category of categories. Their syntax has
a judgment for substitutions between contexts, written Γ ` θ : ∆, and transformations between
parallel substitutions. An important aspect of their work is variance of contexts/types, built
into the judgments.
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Nuyts [9] attempts to generalize the treatment of variance by Licata and Harper, and designs
a directed type theory with additional variances, in particular, isovariance and invariance. Nuyts
does not provide any interpretation of their syntax, and thus no proof of (relative) consistency.

North [8] develops a type former for directed types of morphisms, resulting in a typal higher-
dimensional directed type theory based on the judgments of MLTT. The model given by North
is in the 2-category of categories, similar to Licata and Harper’s [6].

Shulman, in unfinished work [10], aims to develop 2-categorical logic, including a two-
dimensional notion of topos and a suitable internal language for such toposes. Our work is
similar to Shulman’s in the sense that both start from a (bi)categorical notion and extract a
language from it, with the goal of developing a precise correspondence between extensions of
the syntax and additional structure on the semantics.

Garner [3] studies a typal two-dimensional type theory in the style of Martin-Löf. They
add rules that turn any identity type into a discrete type, effectively “truncating” intensional
Martin-Löf type theory at 1-types. Garner defines a notion of two-dimensional model based on
(strict) comprehension 2-categories. Exploiting the restriction to 1-truncated types, they then
give a sound and complete interpretation of their two-dimensional type theory in any model.

3 Details

We introduce a notion of “model” of two-dimensional type theory that is a quite straightforward
generalization of the 1-categorical comprehension categories introduced by Jacobs [4].

Definition 1. A comprehension bicategory is given by a strictly commuting diagram of
pseudofunctors

E B→

B

χ

p cod

where p is equipped with a global cleaving and a local opcleaving (modelling substitution in
a suitable sense), opcartesian 2-cells of p are preserved under left and right whiskering, and χ
preserves cartesian 1-cells and opcartesian 2-cells.

Examples of comprehension bicategories are plentiful; in particular, taking B ≡ Cat and
E ≡ OpFib yields a structure that is similar to, but crucially not the same as, the structure in
which Licata and Harper’s interpretation [6] takes place. (A comparison is given in [1, §7.6].)

From the definition of comprehension bicategories we extract a core type theory called BTT.
We then prove

Theorem 1 (Soundness). We can interpret BTT in any comprehension bicategory.

Our type theory can be simplified in lockstep with the categorical structure in which it is
interpreted; we give various pairs of simplifications in [1, §7.5].

4 Conclusion

Our work is very general; it allows for the modelling of the structural rules of previous sugges-
tions for directed type theory. Furthermore, it can be used as a framework for defining and
studying more specialized syntax and semantics, in lockstep.

In separate work we are going to extend our structural rules with variances and a suitable
hom-type former à la North [8].
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Abstract

This note summarizes our recent work [6], in which we develop a comparative study of
different type systems for message-passing processes that guarantee deadlock freedom. We
actually compare two classes of deadlock-free typed processes, denoted L and K. The class
L stands out for its canonicity: it results from Curry-Howard interpretations of classical
linear logic propositions as session types. The class K, obtained by encoding session types
into Kobayashi’s linear types with usages, includes processes not typable in other type
systems. We show that L is strictly included in K, and identify the precise conditions
under which they coincide. We also provide two type-preserving translations of processes
in K into processes in L.

1 Introduction

We are interested in formally relating different type systems for concurrent processes specified
in the π-calculus [11]. Our focus is on session-based concurrency, the model of concurrency
captured by session types. Session types promote a type-based approach to communication
correctness: dialogues between participants are structured into sessions, basic communica-
tion units; descriptions of interaction sequences are then abstracted as session types which
are checked against process specifications. In session-based concurrency, types enforce correct
communications through different safety and liveness properties. Two basic (and intertwined)
correctness properties are communication safety and session fidelity. A desirable property for
safe processes is that they should never “get stuck”, namely the property of deadlock freedom.

In our recent work [6], we present the first formal comparison between different type systems
for the π-calculus that enforce properties related to (dead)lock freedom. More concretely, we
compare L and K, two salient classes of deadlock-free (session) typed processes, which are
induced by different type systems:

• The class L contains session processes that are well-typed under the Curry-Howard corre-
spondence between (classical) linear logic propositions and session types [1, 2, 13]. Requir-
ing well-typedness suffices, because the type system derived from such a correspondence
simultaneously ensures communication safety, session fidelity, and deadlock freedom.

• The class K contains session processes that enjoy communication safety and session fidelity
(as ensured by the type system of Vasconcelos [12]) as well as satisfy deadlock freedom.
This class of processes is defined indirectly, by combining Kobayashi’s linear type system
based on usages [7, 9, 10] with encodability results by Dardha et al. [5].

∗Work supported by the EU H2020 MSCA RISE project BehAPI and by the Dutch Research Council (NWO)
under project No. 016.Vidi.189.046 (Unifying Correctness for Communicating Software).
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JP K` `LL JΓK`
DF: Theorem A.1

L

Γ `ST P [12]

P

JΓKfu `
µ
≺ JP Kfu

µK
JΓKfu `≺ JP Kfu

DF: Corollary A.1

K

Thm. A.2

Definition A.1: Translation L·M

J·K`: Sessions to Linear Logic

(processes and contexts)

J·Kfu : Sessions to Linear π

(processes and contexts)

Figure 1: Summary of type systems, languages with deadlock freedom (DF), and encodings
between them (indicated by solid black arrows). Main results in our recent work [6] are denoted
by purple lines: our separation result, based on the coincidence of L and µK is indicated by
the solid line with reversed arrowheads; our unifying result is indicated by the dashed arrow.

2 Contributions

Our work develops two kinds of technical results, summarized by Figure 1. On the one hand,
we give results that separate the classes L and K by precisely characterizing the fundamental
differences between them; on the other hand, we precisely explain how to unify these classes by
showing how their differences can be overcome to translate processes in K into processes into L.
More in details:

• To separate L from K, we define µK: a sub-class of K whose definition internalizes the key
aspects of the Curry-Howard interpretations of session types. In particular, µK adopts
the principle of “composition plus hiding”, a distinguishing feature of the interpretations
in [1, 13], by which the cut rule in linear logic is interpreted as the concurrent cooperation
between two processes that interact on exactly one session channel.

We show that L and µK coincide (Theorem A.2). This gives us a separation result: there
are deadlock-free session processes that cannot be typed by systems derived from the
Curry-Howard interpretation of session types [1, 2, 13], but that are admitted as typable
by the (indirect) approach of [3, 4].

• To unify L and K, we define two translations of processes in K into processes in L
(Definition A.1). Intuitively, because the difference between L and K lies in the forms of
parallel composition they admit (restricted in L, liberal in K), it is natural to transform
a process in K into another, more parallel process in L. In essence, the first translation,
denoted L·M (Definition A.1), exploits type information to replace sequential prefixes with
representative parallel components; the second translation refines this idea by considering
value dependencies, i.e., causal dependencies between independent sessions not captured
by types. We detail the first translation, which satisfies type-preservation and operational
correspondence properties (Theorems A.3 and A.4).
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A Results

A.1 DF in Sessions, Linear π and Linear Logic

For any P , define live(P ) if and only if P ≡ (νñ)(π.Q | R), where π is an input, output,
selection, or branching prefix.

Theorem A.1 (Deadlock Freedom). If P `LL · and live(P ) then P −−→ Q, for some Q.

The following result states deadlock freedom by encodability, following [3].

Corollary A.1. Let `ST P be a session process. If `≺ JP Kfu is deadlock-free then P is deadlock-
free.

A.2 Relating L, µK and K
Theorem A.2. L = µK.

Definition A.1 (Translation into L). Let P be such that Γ `ST P and P ∈ K. The set of L
processes LΓ `ST P M is defined in Figure 2.
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LΓun `ST 0M ,
{
0
}

LΓ, x : !T.S, v : T `ST x〈v〉.P ′M ,
{
x(z).([v↔z] | Q) : Q ∈ LΓ, x : S `ST P ′M

}
LΓ1,Γ2, x : !T.S `ST (νzy)x〈y〉.(P1 | P2)M ,{

x(y).(Q1 | Q2) : Q1 ∈ LΓ1, z : T `ST P1M ∧Q2 ∈ LΓ2, x : S `ST P2M
}

LΓ, x : ?T.S `ST x(y : T ).P ′M ,
{
x(y).Q : Q ∈ LΓ, x : S, y : T `ST P ′M

}
LΓ, x : ⊕{li : Si}i∈I `ST x / lj .P ′M ,

{
x / lj .Q : Q ∈ LΓ, x : Sj `ST P ′M

}
LΓ, x : &{li : Si}i∈I `ST x . {li : Pi}i∈IM ,

{
x . {li : Qi}i∈I : Qi ∈ LΓ, x : Si `ST PiM

}
LΓ1, [x̃ : S] ? Γ2, [ỹ : T ] `ST (νx̃ỹ : S̃)(P1 | P2)M ,{

C1[Q1] | G2 : Q1 ∈ LΓ1, x̃ : S `ST P1M, C1 ∈ C̃x:T , G2 ∈ 〈|Γ2|〉
}

∪{
G1 | C2[Q2] : Q2 ∈ LΓ2, ỹ : T `ST P2M, C2 ∈ C̃y:S , G1 ∈ 〈|Γ1|〉

}
Figure 2: Translation L·M (cf. Definition A.1).

We present two important results about our translation. First, it is type preserving, up to
the encoding of types:

Theorem A.3 (The Translation L·M is Type Preserving). Let Γ `ST P . Then, for all Q ∈ LΓ `ST
P M, we have that Q `LL JΓK`.

Definition A.2 (Parallelization Relation). Let P and Q be processes such that P,Q `LL Γ. We
write P + Q if and only if there exist processes P1, P2, Q1, Q2 and contexts Γ1,Γ2 such that the
following hold:

P = P1 | P2 Q = Q1 | Q2 P1, Q1 `LL Γ1 P2, Q2 `LL Γ2 Γ = Γ1,Γ2

By definition, the relation + is reflexive. We may now state:

Theorem A.4 (Operational Correspondence for L·M). Let P be such that Γ `ST P for some
typing context Γ. Then, we have:

1. If P → P ′, then for all Q ∈ LΓ `ST P M there exist Q′, R such that Q →↪→ Q′, Q′ + R,
and R ∈ LΓ `ST P ′M.

2. If Q ∈ LΓ `ST P M, such that P ∈ K, and Q →↪→ Q′, then there exist P ′, R such that
P → P ′, Q′ + R, and R ∈ LΓ `ST P ′M.
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Figure 1: Sikkel’s architecture.

Many variants of type theory extend a basic theory with ad-
ditional primitives or properties to enable constructions or
proofs that would be harder or impossible to do in the orig-
inal theory. Examples of such extensions include guarded
recursion [7, 13], parametricity [2, 3, 4, 19, 18, 8], univa-
lence [5, 9, 11], directed type theory [21, 22] and nominal
reasoning [20]. The question addressed in this abstract is
how these extended systems can be used in existing depen-
dently typed programming languages like Agda or Coq. We
present Sikkel1: an Agda library that allows users to work in a class of extended (simple) type
theories called multimode or multimodal type theories [16, 13], which are parametrized by a
mode theory that specifies new primitive type constructors called modalities (but non-modal
primitives can be easily added to Sikkel as well). Such modalities are not only useful in the ob-
ject theory, but they also allow for an elegant translation of Sikkel programs to Agda programs.
Fig. 1 shows Sikkel’s different components, which will be discussed in the following sections.

This abstract is based on a full paper, which was presented at MSFP 2022 [10].

Multimode Simple Type Theory (MSTT) The upper layer of Fig. 1 represents MSTT,
which is essentially Gratzer et al.’s MTT [13] restricted to simple types.2 Our implementation
of MSTT is parametrized by a ModeTheory record, which specifies an Agda type ModeExpr
of modes, a type family ModalityExpr of modalities (indexed by two modes), as well as a unit
modality, modality composition and a type of 2-cells (i.e. a mode theory is basically a strict
2-category). All MSTT contexts, types and terms live at a certain mode and are represented in
Sikkel as values of data types CtxExpr, TyExpr and TmExpr indexed by a mode. Sikkel’s MSTT
syntax is extrinsically typed, so TmExpr is not indexed by a context or type. There is built-in
support for booleans, natural numbers, function types and product types. Every modality µ
from mode m to n gives rise to a modal type former, transforming a type T at mode m to 〈 µ |
T 〉 at mode n, and a lock (left adjoint) on contexts, transforming a context Γ at mode n to Γ
,lock〈 µ 〉 at mode m. Variables are represented by strings3 and always appear in the context
under a modality. The following are 3 of the more interesting MSTT typing rules.

α ∈ µ⇒ locks(∆) x /∈ ∆
Var

Γ , µ | x ∈ T ,∆ ` var x α : T

Γ , µ | x ∈ T ` s : S
Lam

Γ ` lam[ µ | x ∈ T ] s : 〈 µ | T 〉 V S

Γ ,lock〈 µ 〉 ` t : T
ModIntro

Γ ` mod〈 µ 〉 t : 〈 µ | T 〉

A variable x that is in the context under modality µ can be used to construct a term, as long
as there is a 2-cell from µ to the composite of all modalities that appear in locks to the right
of x (Var). In many cases, these two modalities are the same so we can replace α with the
trivial 2-cell which we abbreviate as svar x. Lambda abstraction produces a modal function by
extending the context with a variable under the same modality (Lam). The introduction rule
for modalities (ModIntro) shows that we can construct a term of type 〈 µ | T 〉 whenever we
have a term of type T in the context locked with µ.

1Available at https://github.com/JorisCeulemans/sikkel/releases/tag/v1.0.
2So just like MTT, MSTT does not support substructural modal systems such as [17] or [1].
3The strings are resolved to de Bruijn indices when going from the upper to the middle layer in Fig. 1.

MSTT does not specify an equational theory for terms or reduction of terms.

https://github.com/JorisCeulemans/sikkel/releases/tag/v1.0
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applicative : ModalityExpr m n → TmExpr n
applicative µ = lam[ µ | "f" ∈ T V S ]
lam[ µ | "t" ∈ T ] mod〈 µ 〉 (svar "f" · svar "t")

Figure 2: Example of a modal pro-
gram in Sikkel.

Fig. 2 shows a simple example of a modal program
written in Sikkel (the symbol · is MSTT function ap-
plication). It has type 〈 µ | T V S 〉 V 〈 µ | T 〉 V 〈
µ | S 〉 and proves that every modality satisfies the K
axiom (or, in other words, is an applicative functor).

Presheaf Models & Sound Type-checker MSTT does not have interesting computational
behavior in the sense that there is no reduction for terms. Sikkel’s intended use is that certain
MSTT terms will be interpreted as Agda terms. However, in an off-the-shelf version of Agda
this is not immediately possible for many of the modal type and term formers. For this rea-
son, there is a middle layer in Fig. 1, representing a formalization of presheaf models of type
theory in Agda, which is essentially a shallow embedding of MSTT [23]. A presheaf model is
parametrized by a base category, different modes will correspond to different base categories and
they determine which new type and term formers are implementable in the model. Modalities
are interpreted as dependent right adjunctions (DRAs) [6] and allow to transfer semantic types
and terms between different base categories. Our formalization follows the general construction
by Hofmann [15] and is structured as an internal Category with Families (CwF) [12]. Although
MSTT is simply-typed, Sikkel’s semantic layer already anticipates the addition of dependent
types and semantic types may depend on variables.

The bridge between Sikkel’s first two layers is a type checker which is sound by construction
in the sense that it will either refute a judgment or accept it and interpret it in the presheaf
model. In order for this to be possible, a Sikkel user implementing a new type theory must
provide interpretations of modes as base categories, modalities as DRAs and two-cells as certain
natural transformations. Furthermore, if any non-modal type or term formers are added, the
user must specify how they should be type-checked and interpreted.

Extraction The presheaf model over the trivial base category corresponds to the standard set
model of type theory. We make use of this fact to extract semantic terms in this model to the
meta-level (i.e. to Agda terms), as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1.4 However, the interpretation
of some types (e.g. function types) in the model is only isomorphic to their intended meaning.
This is why Sikkel provides a type class Extractable for semantic types, instances of which
declare the intended translated Agda type and provide a way to apply the isomorphism.

Applications We implemented two applications in Sikkel: guarded recursive type theory
and a restricted form of parametricity. With guarded recursion, we can write definitions of
infinite streams that would not be accepted by Agda’s termination checker. The extraction
mechanism allows us to interpret these definitions as ordinary Agda streams. For parametricity,
we demonstrate how a function definition can be interpreted with two different representations
for an abstract type, and how parametricity allows us to relate the two resulting definitions.

Future Work Eventually, we plan to extend Sikkel with support for dependent types. How-
ever, the interpretation of a dependently typed syntax turns out to be a significant challenge
(especially to satisfy Agda’s termination checker). Furthermore, the addition of a Hofmann-
Streicher universe to our presheaf model is non-trivial. Therefore, we first intend to equip Sikkel
with an extensible program logic (in the same spirit as the Edinburgh Logical Framework [14]),
orthogonal to the different layers in Fig. 1, which will allow a programmer to prove properties
of functions written in Sikkel and translate the proofs to Agda proofs of the extracted Agda
functions. We also plan to study more examples of multimode type theories as applications of
Sikkel, with an ongoing exploration of nominal type theory [20].

4Semantic terms over other base categories must first be transferred by applying a modality.
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Small inversions for smaller inversions
Jean-François Monin

Abstract
We describe recent improvements on small inversions, a technique presented earlier as

a possible alternative to Coq standard inversion.

Many proofs relying on inductive definitions require so-called inversion steps in order to
exploit the information contained in a hypothesis H : Ra0 . . . an, where R is a dependent
inductive relation (or type) applied to actual parameters a0 . . . an. In Coq, such steps are usually
performed using a powerful tactic called inversion. In previous work [MS13], we proposed an
alternative lightweight approach, which is not automated (in contrast with Coq inversion)
but provides a better understanding on what happens, a full control on the proof script and
smaller proof terms. In particular, no additional (proof of) equalities are introduced. Moreover,
there are situations involving dependent types where standard inversion fails whereas small
inversion succeeds. In all approaches, inversion is essentially a complex dependent pattern
matching on H. In [MS13], this is handled using auxiliary functions.

However, we discovered later that standard inversion has an additional important advan-
tage on the previous version of small inversions: it provides syntactically strict subterms of H
which can directly be used in recursive calls of a fixpoint definition. In the Braga method de-
signed with D. Larchey-Wendling [LWM18, LM21], we showed how clear and explicit subterms
of H can be recovered using projections πR defined with a dependent pattern matching similar
to small inversions – let us call them smaller inversions.

We present here an improvement on small inversions, where auxiliary functions are replaced
with auxiliary inductive types which are easier to understand and to use. The new small
inversion is more powerful: it can handle goals involving terms with occurrences of H. Such
goals naturally arise in direct proofs of partial correctness properties of functions – for instance,
but not only, fixpoints obtained by the Braga method. Standard inversion turns out to be
very often unusable there.

As a foretaste, consider a reference function for OCaml fold_left – efficiency is then
irrelevant here – honestly defined by a right to left traversal of its list argument. To this effect
we introduce an auxiliary non-recursive dependent data type rl l with two constructors: Nilr
of type rl [] – reflecting the empty list – and Consr of type rl (u + : z) – where u + : z is
the catenation of a list u and a single element z. Following the Braga method, we first define
an inductive domain Dlist for termination certificates. Here Dlist contains Nilr, as well as
Consr u z whenever l2r u, the reflection of u, is itself in Dlist. Given d : Dlist (Consr u z)
we then define the projection π d which provides its structurally smaller component of type
Dlist (l2r u), allowing us to easily define fixpoints such as foldl_ref below, where b0 and f
are respectively an initial value and a function to be folded, and rew d is an administrative
rewriting step transforming l2r (u+: z) into Consr u z.

Fixpoint foldl_ref l (d: Dlist (l2r l)): B :=
match l2r l in rl l return Dlist (l2r l) → B with
| Nilr => λ d, b0
| Consr u z => λ d, f (foldl_ref u (π (rew d))) z
end d.

Reasoning on such functions commonly requires inversion steps on d. For instance we would
like to prove that the actual standard tail-recursive algorithm returns the same result as
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foldl_ref. But we already get an issue with a much more elementary fact, stating that for any
d : Dlist Nilr, we have foldl_ref [] d = b0: this turns out to be out of reach of Coq standard
inversion. In [LM21], this issue is circumvented by replacing the former definition of foldl_ref
by an enriched program which returns an inhabitant of {b : B | Gfoldl l b} instead of just B,
where Gfoldl is a suitable characteristic relation. With our small inversion described below, we
can directly reason on foldl_ref as defined above. More details and additional examples are
available at https://www-verimag.imag.fr/~monin/Proof/Small_inversions/2022 .

For a more general situation, consider an inductive relation R : T0 → T1 . . . → Tn → Sort,
where Sort is a sort (e.g., Prop or Type). Whatever the technology to be used, the key point
is that inversion makes sense when:

• at least one type among T0, T1 . . . Tn, say T0, is itself an inductive type; without loss of
generality we consider here that there is exactly one such type; below we write T for
T1 . . . Tn;

• in the hypothesis H to be inverted, the corresponding actual parameter a0 : T0 has a
specialized shape σ, corresponding to a pattern C args starting with a constructor C of
T0 (in many cases, args are just variables).

In general, only a subset of the constructors of R are compatible with the shape of a0. Inversion
then proceeds by simultaneous pattern-matching on H and a0, in order to select the relevant
cases of R.

We proceed as follows. For each shape of interest σ we derive from the definition of T0
an inductive specialized version T0σ of T0. T0σ is a copy-paste of the relevant (compatible
with σ) constructors of T0, with appropriate modifications: the variables x1 . . . xσ of σ become
parameters of T0σ ; the type of T0σ x1 . . . xσ is ∀ a : T, R σ a → Sort (it is empty for absurd
cases). We then define, by dependent pattern matching on r, the function Rinv y0 y of type
∀ r : R y0 y, (match y0 with . . . | σi ⇒ T0σi x1 . . . xσi | . . . end) r.
The main argument of Rinv is r (its other arguments y0 y will be left implicit). An obvious
requirement on the shapes σi occuring in the above pattern matching is that they cover T0.
Inverting H is then just a pattern matching on Rinv H, whose type reduces to the relevant T0σi

.
Possible occurrences of H in the goal are correctly dealt with for free thanks to the additional
argument r of T0σ.

In this version, the components of H are not considered as subterms of H because they
are repackaged in a constructor of T0σ. In the Braga method, where the subterm property is
needed, an argument of type R y0 y can be added to T0σ and its final argument uses of πR σ
instead of σ. Even if the sort of T0 is Prop, we can then obtain a fully general recursion principle
T0_rect – an improvement on [LM21] which is limited to proof irrelevant statements.
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There is a simple folklore proof of Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem (G1) by Kleene using
computability theory and undecidability of the halting problem [8]. As opposed to Gödel’s
original proof [6], which directly arithmetizes provability, and Rosser’s improvement on this
result by modifying the provability predicate [17], Kleene’s proof is much easier to spell out in
detail, only relying on basic results in computability theory [9].

Constructive logics are a useful tool for formalizing results in computability theory because
in such logics usually all definable functions are computable, avoiding the need to argue via a
concrete model of computation. They therefore appear to provide an elegant way to formalize
G1 when combined with Kleene’s folklore proof [7]. However, Kleene’s proof only shows a
considerably weaker statement: It only works for sound as opposed to just consistent formal
systems, and does not construct an independent sentence.

Nevertheless, Kleene did find a way to fix these weaknesses using Rosser’s trick [10, 9].
However, this result is much less well-known, as evidenced by [1, 20].

We first outline how to formalize both the folklore and the strengthened versions of
Kleene’s incompleteness proofs for abstract formal systems in the calculus of inductive construc-
tions (CIC) [3, 14]. To do this synthetically, we assume the axiom of Church’s thesis [12, 19, 4],
internalizing the fact that all constructively definable functions are computable. Secondly, we
instantiate these proofs with a concrete presentation of first-order logic using Rosser’s trick.

Most of the results presented here have been mechanized using the Coq proof assistant [18].

Synthetic computability. We are using synthetic computability theory [15, 2, 5] to formalize
our results without directly working with a concrete model of computation. We write X? for the
option type X + 1, containing values °x and a none value. We say that a predicate P : X → P is
enumerable if there is a function f : N → X? such that ∀x. Px ↔ ∃k. fk = °x, and decidable if
there is a function f : X → B such that ∀x. Px ↔ fx = tt. We also work with a type of partial
functions N⇀ N. It can for example be realized using step indexed functions N → N → N?. We
write fx ▷ y if fx halts and evaluates to y.

Weak G1. Our abstract notion of a formal system consists of an enumerable and discrete
type of sentences S, an enumerable provability predicate ⊢ : S → P, and a negation function
¬ : S → S such that ⊢ is consistent: ∀s.¬(⊢ s ∧ ⊢¬s). We call a formal system complete if
∀s.⊢ s ∨ ⊢¬s. Note that in a complete formal system, provability is decidable.

We say that a formal system weakly represents a predicate P : N → P if there is a
representation function RP : N → S such that ∀x. Px ↔ ⊢RP x.

Assume that there is a formal system that is complete and weakly represents the halting
problem H for some model of computation. Now, H is decidable, because λx.⊢ RH x is decidable,
since the formal system is complete. This is the folklore proof of G1, as mechanized in [7].

There are multiple ways in which we strengthen this result, following Kleene:

• Instead of decidability of the halting problem, we derive falsity from completeness.
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• There are unsound (but consistent) formal systems that do not weakly represent H because
the direction from right to left requires a form of soundness. We show incompleteness even
for such formal systems by modifying the representability property required.

• We explicitly construct an independent sentence, that is, we show ∃s.⊬ s ∧ ⊬¬s.
Unfortunately, the above notions from synthetic computability theory are not strong enough

to obtain these results without directly working with a concrete model of computation.

Church’s thesis. We can however internalize the notion that all definable functions are
computable by assuming a formulation of the axiom of Church’s thesis (CT) [12, 19, 4], that is,
in our case, a universal function θ : N → (N⇀ N) such that:

∀f : N⇀ N.∃c.∀xy. θcx ▷ y ↔ fx ▷ y

We can now show that the halting problem H := λc.∃y. θcc ▷ y is undecidable. We can either
assume θ to be abstract or to be an interpreter of a Turing-complete model of computation [11].

Strong G1. For Kleene’s stronger result, consider the following two predicates:

A1 := {x | θxx ▷ 1} A0 := {x | θxx ▷ 0}

A1 and A0 are enumerable and recursively inseparable, that is, there is no decidable predicate
D such that A1 ⊆ D and A0 ⊆ D. We assume that the formal system strongly separates A1

and A0, that is, there is a representation function R : N → S such that:

x ∈ A1 → ⊢Rx x ∈ A0 → ⊢¬Rx

Note that we do not need any form of soundness anymore. Consider a partial function that
checks whether ⊢Rx or ⊢¬Rx by enumerating all provable sentences and outputting 1 or 0
respectively. This function must diverge on some input c, because it would separate A1 and
A0 otherwise, and therefore ⊬Rc and ⊬¬Rc. This input can be constructed explicitly using
diagonalization and an application of CT. This would not be possible had we not assumed CT.

Instantiation. We use the same framework for first-order logic as in the instantiation of the
folklore proof [7] with the theory of Robinson’s Q [16]. We instantiate θ with an interpreter for
µ-recursive functions, as described in [13]. Q weakly represents all predicates enumerable in µ
(and by CT, all synthetically enumerable predicates) using Σ1 formulas [13, 7].

Let φ1, φ0 be Σ1-formulas that weakly represent A1, A0 respectively, that is ∀c. c ∈ Ai ↔
Q ⊢ φi(c). We can concretely assume that φi(x) = ∃k. ψi(x, k), where ψi is Q-decidable, that is
Q ⊢ ψi(x, k) ∨ Q ⊢ ¬ψi(x, k). We now apply Rosser’s trick to φi, that is, we choose:

Φi(x) := ∃k. ψi(x, k) ∧ ∀k′ ≤ k.¬ψ1−i(x, k
′)

Intuitively, Φi can be understood as “There is a proof k of x ∈ Ai, and there is no smaller proof
of x ∈ A1−i”. Now, Φ1 and Φ0 both strongly separate A1 and A0:

x ∈ Ai → Q ⊢ Φi(x) x ∈ A1−i → Q ⊢ ¬Φi(x)

Just as Rosser’s trick allowed weakening the precondition of ω-consistency in Gödel’s original
proof of G1, it allows us to drop the requirement of soundness for the theory we are working with
by relying on another form of representability. All properties required also hold for consistent
extensions of Q, which allows us to show essential incompleteness of Q. It is also possible to
obtain essential undecidability of Q by modifying the abstract results slightly.

This approach can be used to show incompleteness of other formal systems, such as CIC or
other higher-order logics, as long as they weakly represent H and can apply Rosser’s trick.
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1 Introduction

Riehl and Shulman [13] introduced a simplicial extension of (homotopy) type theory to reason
synthetically about (∞, 1)-categories. Indeed, the semantics of this theory matches up with
established results from homotopy theory, i.e., the synthetic (∞, 1)-categories in the theory
correspond externally to internal (∞, 1)-categories in an arbitrary given∞-topos (implemented
as complete Segal objects), cf. [10, 15, 23]. However, certain meta-theoretic properties of this
simplicial type theory (STT), such as canonicity and normalization, have not been investigated
yet.

In this work, we adapt the framework of synthetic Tait computability (STC) due to Sterling
and Harper [18] to simplicial type theory, following the original work on cubical type theory
(CTT) from Sterling–Angiuli [17] and Sterling [16]. The framework has previously been used to
give syntax-invariant proofs of canonicity (cf. [14]) and normalization for cubical type theory,
generalizing and internalizing previous accounts of normalization by evaluation (NBE) using
the internal language of a sufficiently structured topos.

Contribution We explain how to define analogously a simplicial version of STC giving rise
to a notion of computability topos for simplicial type theory. We’ll also report on our progress
in establishing a normalization proof à la [17, 16] for STT in this setting.

2 Simplicial Type Theory

Simplicial type theory (STT) due to [13] augments traditional Martin–Löf type theory by two
features: (i) two additional pre-type layers (for directed cubes and (sub-)shapes), and (ii) ex-
tension types. The latter had been previously devised by Lumsdaine–Shulman in unpublished
work. They can be understood as Π-types with strict side conditions: Given a shape inclusion
Φ ↪→ Ψ, a type family A : Ψ → U and a partial section σ :

∏
t:ΦA(t), the extension type〈∏

ΨA
∣∣Φ
σ

〉
can be understood as the type of all totalizations of σ up to judgmental equality,

i.e., all sections σ′ :
∏
t:ΨA(t) such that σ(t) ≡ σ′(t) for t : Φ. This is also familiar from cubical

type theory where path types are defined in a similar way. The rules of extension types are
analogous to the ones for Π-types, but containing additional definitional equalities, cf. [13].

With this at hand, in STT one can then define a notion of weak composition of morphisms
for a type A by requiring that the map A∆2 → AΛ2

1 induced by the inclusion of the shape
(• → • → •) into the filled 2-simplex be a weak equivalence (Segal condition, cf. [11, 7]). This
is a crucial ingredient for defining a synthetic notion of (∞, 1)-category.
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Building on fundamental parts of synthetic higher category theory developed in [13] there
has been work on synthetic (∞, 1)-categories in the simplicial setting [12, 4, 23, 9] and in the
bicubical setting [22]. Kudasov is working on a prototype proof assistant supporting STT [8].

3 Simplicial Synthetic Tait Computability

Presentation as a fibered signature In his recent PhD thesis [16], Sterling develops a
logical framework to define a variety of type theories. The idea is to present a type theory
by a signature, which specifies abstractly the potential judgments to be formed. The actual
admissible contexts of the type theory are organized into a category of atomic contexts which
arises as a submodel of the syntactic model.

An abstract signature S is given by its collection of concrete implementations U : S. The
collection of signatures forms a category SIG whose morphisms are “functions” U : S→ T, x 7→
U(x). In fact, the signatures give rise to a type theory with dependent sums, products, identity
types, and a terminal type 1. This implies that the category SIG is finitely complete.

Because of its multi-layered structure, STT is presented as a chain of projection maps from
appropriate signatures:

STT π1−→ Tope π0−→ Cube

Simplicial STC and computability topos We adapt the axiomatization from [17] to the
setting of simplicial rather than cubical type theory. One notable difference is that the simplicial
interval 2 is not tiny, i.e., exponentiation (−)2 : E→ E does not have a right adjoint.

Namely, we devise an axiomatization of an ambient category E whose internal language
supports an appropriate notion of computability structure. This can be instantiated by a topos
pushout (actually a gluing presheaf topos) of an open (syntactic) with a closed (semantic)
subtopos, using an appropriate simplicial figure shape, as in [17, 16].

Towards normalization of STT Along the lines of [17, 16] we can then carry out a version
of normalization by evaluation (NBE), based on an analogous notion of stabilized neutrals to
capture the (more general) case of extension types.

In the classical picture of NBE, after Tait [21], one constructs for a type A a chain of maps
(reflection and reification)

ne(A)→ JAK→ nf(A)

from the neutral terms of type A to the (computational) semantics of terms of type A, and
from there to the normal forms of type A (cf. also [5, 2, 20, 6, 1, 3, 19]).

For CTT, it was the insight of Sterling–Angiuli that the conditions for a term to be neutral
could not be formulated reasonably. However, they were able to instead capture the conditions
for a term to cease to be neutral. Informally, if p denotes a path term and i an interval variable,
the neutral path application term p(i) would cease to be neutral in case i ≡ 0 or i ≡ 1 (since
this would force another computation). This gives rise to a modified version of Tait’s method,
called stabilized Tait yoga.

We are re-using this idea for the case of STT where this frontier of instability for application
τ(t) of a section τ :

〈∏
ΨA
∣∣Φ
σ

〉
to a tope variable t : Ψ depends on t satisfing the condition ϕ(t)

defining the distinguished subshape Φ.

2
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With those modifications, our current progress indicates that the methods by Sterling–
Angiuli and Sterling to prove normalization carry over well to the simplicial setting.1 We will
report on our progress in this program.
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Abstract

We discuss a definition of Turing reducibility in synthetic computability carried out in
CIC, the type theory underlying Coq. CIC distinguishes between functions (which can be
assumed to all be computable) and total functional relations, allowing for a definition of
Turing reducibility via continuous Turing functionals, based on an idea of Bauer.

Turing reductions A problem P is Turing-reducible to a problem Q if P can be solved
by a machine which has access to an oracle for Q (the notion was introduced in Turing’s
PhD thesis [21], but popularised by Post [16]). In less operational models of computation like
µ-recursive functions, Turing reductions can be described via functionals F : (N⇀N)→(N⇀N)
where the value F (α)x is obtained from the potentially non-computable α and the natural num-
ber x solely by the usual computable operations of µ-recursive functions. As a consequence, a
µ-recursive functional sends a µ-recursive function α to a µ-recursive function F (α). Kleene [12]
and Davis [5] both proved that any µ-recursive functional F is continuous: Whenever F (α)x▷µy,
then there is a list L included in the domain of α such that whenever β returns the same values
on L as alpha, then also F (β)x ▷µ y. Formally:

F (α)x ▷µ y → ∃L:LN. (∀x ∈ L. ∃y. αx ▷ y) ∧ ∀β. (∀x ∈ L. αx = βx) → F (β)x ▷µ y

To the best of our knowledge Turing reducibility and (continuous) µ-recursive functionals
have not been studied in type theory or constructive (reverse) mathematics, or formalised using
machine-checked proofs in a proof assistant. The main hinderance regarding computability
theory is the ubiquitous use of the (informal) Church-Turing thesis, which connects “intuitive
calculability” with a formal notion (computability in a defined model of computation).

Synthetic computability Synthetic mathematics in general offers a solution for situations
where analytic encodings of notions muddle the clear view at the essence of concepts. Introduced
by Richman [18] and popularised by Richman, Bridges, and Bauer [4, 1, 2, 3] in synthetic
computability one assumes an axiom amounting to imposing a universal function for the space
N→N, or, equivalently, for N⇀N. For instance, one can state the axiom EPF as

∃θ:N→(N⇀N). ∀f :N⇀N. ∃c. θc ≡ f

for a suitable notion of partial functions (e.g. where partial values over X are modelled
by step-indexing as monotonous sequences from N to the option type over X). EPF is closely
related to the well-studied axiom CT (“Church’s thesis” [14, 20]) in constructive mathematics,
which postulates that all functions are µ-recursive. CT immediately implies EPF, because θ
can be taken to be the universal function for µ-recursive functions, see [8].

In synthetic computability, one can define an undecidable but enumerable problem K, where
both enumerability and undecidability are formalised solely in terms of functions. Results like
Rice’s theorem [1, 8] and Myhill’s isomorphism theorem [9], are relatively easy to prove in
synthetic computability theory. Synthetic definitions of many-one and truth-table reducibility
can be given by just dropping “computable” from textbook definitions, and we have constructed
synthetic solutions for Post’s problem for many-one and truth-table reducibility [9]. Turing
reducibility is less easily synthesised, due to the notion of an oracle. For instance, under the
presence of EPF, a functional F : (N⇀N)→(N⇀N) only acts on computable input, thus it cannot
be seen as a Turing reduction acting on a (certainly non-computable) oracle input.
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Synthetic Turing reducibility We use the intuition behind the mentioned Kleene/Davis
theorem to define synthetic Turing reducibility, based on continuous Turing functionals. We
follow an idea by Bauer [3] and define Turing functionals based on a two-layered approach: They
consist of a (continuous) functional F : (Y⇝⇀B)→(X⇝⇀B) mapping functional relations Y ⇝⇀ B
to functional relations X ⇝⇀ B factoring through a (then also continuous) computational core
F ′: (Y⇀B)→(X⇀B) (see also [7] for a more detailed treatment).

Formally a Turing functional F : (Y⇝⇀B) → (X ⇝⇀ B) . . .
1. . . . is continuous if: ∀R:Y⇝⇀B.∀x:X.∀b:B. FRxb → ∃L : LY. (∀y ∈ L.∃b. Ryb) ∧

∀R′:Y⇝⇀B. (∀y ∈ L.∀b. Ryb → R′yb) → FR′xb

2. . . . factors through a computational core F ′: (Y⇀B)→(X⇀B) if:

∀f :Y⇀B.∀R:Y⇝⇀B. f computes R → F ′f computes FR

where f :Z1⇀Z2 computes a functional relation R:Z1⇝⇀Z2 if ∀xy. Rxy ↔ fx ▷ y.

Note that we follow the same intuition as for µ-recursive functionals to define continuity
here. A synthetic Turing reduction from a predicate p:X→P to a predicate q:Y→P maps the
characteristic relation of q (λxb. qx ↔ b = true) to the characteristic relation of p.

The definition makes crucial use of the fact that functional relations are completely distinct
from functions since unique choice is not provable in CIC.

Our definition of Turing reducibility is work-in-progress: We were able to prove various
results regarding Turing reducibility with machine-checked proofs in Coq, see below.

Bauer’s definition of Turing reducibility Our definition is based on (computable) func-
tional relations X⇝⇀B, whereas Bauer’s definition [3] is based on disjoint pairs of (enumerable)
predicates X→P and using an order-theoretic definition of continuity. Proving our definition
of Turing reducibility equivalent without considering continuity is straightforward [7, §9.6].
We also have an equivalence proof w.r.t. continuity now for a variant of Bauer’s definition of
continuity, following well-known ideas explained for instance in Rogers’ book [19, II.3.2].

Machine-checked results Turing reducibility is reflexive, transitive, and transports un-
decidability. Every truth-table reduction gives rise to a Turing reduction. When a Turing
reduction is total for all total inputs and the L in compactness is computable, it is in fact a
truth-table reduction (a result Rogers attributes to Nerode [19, Thm. XIX]). Lastly, the hyper-
simple deficiency predicate of K is Turing reduction complete, showing that Turing reducibility
is strictly more general than truth-table reducibility. All results are explained in [7, §10].
Open questions However, at least three more results for Turing reducibility are needed to
have confidence that our synthetic rendering is correct. The Kleene-Post theorem [13], stating
that there are incomparable Turing-reducibility degrees, Post’s theorem [17], connecting Turing
reducibility via the Turing jump to the arithmetical hierarchy, and the Friedberg-Muchnik the-
orem [10, 15], settling Post’s problem by proving that there exists an enumerable, undecidable,
but Turing-reducibility incomplete predicate. Central for all three results is, in contrast to the
results we have already proved, an enumerator of cores of Turing functional.

Towards a universal core We require a function ζ:N→((N⇀N)→N⇀N) which enumerates
at least all possible cores of Turing functionals. Certain variants of such a function are known
to be impossible: A computable modulus of continuity applying to itself would be inconsistent
in type theory [6]. We are attacking the problem from two directions: First, we are trying to
construct ζ from θ either directly or by enriching the definition of Turing reductions with more
computational requirements for cores, e.g. by asking for a computable modulus of continuity for
F ′, which possibly has to be continuous itself. Secondly, in a concurrently submitted abstract
we are describing our work-in-progress proofs of synthetic variants of the Kleene-Post and Post’s
theorem, identifying sufficient properties of a universal function ζ [11].
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Abstract

We discuss our ongoing formalisation of the Kleene-Post theorem ([6], establishing
incomparable Turing degrees) and Post’s theorem ([9], connecting the arithmetic hierarchy
with Turing degrees) using synthetic computability theory in constructive type theory.

Synthetic Oracle Machines We briefly outline the synthetic rendering of oracle machines
as described in a related abstract [4], adjusting [2], based on a similar proposal by Bauer [1]. The
main idea is that an oracle machine R can be represented as a function operating on functional
relations A : N⇝⇀ B relating (some) natural numbers n : N to (unique) boolean values b : B:

R : (N⇝⇀ B) → N⇝⇀ B
The input relation acts as oracle that can be accessed to describe the returned relation.

To ensure that this description is effective, we require R to return computable output for
computable input, captured as partial functions f : N ⇀ B, by imposing a computational core

r : (N ⇀ B) → N ⇀ B with ∀f.R f = r f.

Note that here and in the remainder of this text we freely identify partial functions f : N ⇀ B
with their (functional) graphs λnb. fn = b, reusing the equality symbol for evaluation of f . To
further rule out exotic behaviour, we require R to be continuous in the following sense:

∀(A : N⇝⇀ B).∀(n : N).∀(b : B). RAn b → ∃(L : N∗). L ⊆ dom(A) ∧ ∀A′. A′ =L A → RA′ n b

Continuity in this sense expresses that from any terminating run RAn b one can extract a
list L of queries to which the oracle A replied, such that RA′ n terminates for all oracles A′

agreeing with A on L with the same value b. Observed externally, by all these restrictions and
according to the classical, syntactic definition we narrow down the amount of oracle machines
to countable extent. In fact, we make this limitation available internally by assuming an
enumeration rn of all computational cores. We currently investigate for which formulations a
variant of Church’s thesis [7, 10, 11, 3] is enough to obtain such an enumerator.

Given A,B :N→P, we call R a Turing reduction from A to B if RB = A (reinterpreting
predicates as functional relations) and write A ⪯T B if a Turing reduction from A to B exists.
We assume extensionality of functions and relations.

Kleene-Post Theorem To establish incomparable Turing degrees, we adapt the proof given
in Odifreddi’s textbook [8] to our synthetic setting. The usual strategy is to obtain them as the
unions A :=

⋃
n:N σn and B :=

⋃
n:N τn of cumulative increasing sequences σn and τn of boolean

strings such that the former take care that no rn induces a reduction B ⪯T A and the latter
conversely rule out A ⪯T B. Naturally, in our synthetic setting we are not able to define these
sequences as computable functions N → B∗, as this would force A and B decidable. Instead, we
characterise both sequences simultaneously with an inductive predicate ▷ : N → B∗ → B∗ → P
such that n ▷ (σ, τ) represents σn as σ and τn as τ , by adding to 0 ▷ (ϵ, ϵ) the rules:

2n ▷ (σ, τ) σ′ ≥ σ b = rn σ
′ |τ |

2n+ 1 ▷ (σ′, τ ++[¬b])
E1

2n ▷ (σ, τ) ¬(∃σ′b. σ′ ≥ σ ∧ b = rn σ
′ |τ |)

2n+ 1 ▷ (σ, τ ++[0])
E2

2n+ 1 ▷ (σ, τ) τ ′ ≥ τ b = rn τ
′ |σ|

2n+ 2 ▷ (σ++[¬b], τ ′)
O1

2n+ 1 ▷ (σ, τ) ¬(∃τ ′b. τ ′ ≥ τ ∧ b = rn τ
′ |σ|)

2n+ 2 ▷ (σ++[0], τ)
O2
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In every even step with 2n ▷ (σ, τ) the sequences are extended such that rn applied to any
prefix of A differs from any prefix of B at position |τ |, either by flipping the result if rn already
converges on some extension σ′ ≥ σ (E1) or by setting a dummy value if rn diverges on all
extensions (E2). Dually, in every odd step with 2n+ 1 ▷ (σ′, τ ′) it is taken care that re applied
to any prefix of B differs from any prefix of A.

We state the central lemma used to show B ̸⪯T A, a dual version yields A ̸⪯T B.

Lemma 1. Let R be an oracle machine factoring through the computational core rn. If further
given 2n ▷ (σ, τ) and 2n+ 1 ▷ (σ′, τ ′), then B |τ | b implies ¬(RA |τ | b).
Theorem 1 (Kleene-Post). There are predicates A, B such that neither A ⪯T B nor B ⪯T A.

Proof. Suppose that B ⪯T A, so RA = B for some oracle machine R with core rn. Given
that we try to derive a contradiction, we can argue classically enough to obtain 2n ▷ (σ, τ),
2n+1▷(σ′, τ ′), andB |τ | b. Then by Lemma 1 we obtain ¬(RA |τ | b), contradictingRA = B.

Post’s Theorem To connect the arithmetical hierarchy with the structure of Turing degrees,
we again follow a usual textbook presentation translated to constructive type theory. To be
able to state the theorem in our setting, we render all involved notions synthetically.

First, we represent the arithmetical hierarchy with a mutually inductive predicate:

f : Nk → B
Σk

0(λn⃗. f n⃗ = true)

f : Nk → B
Πk

0(λn⃗. f n⃗ = true)

Πk+1
n p

Σk
n+1(λn⃗. ∃x. p (x :: n⃗))

Σk+1
n p

Πk
n+1(λn⃗. ∀x. p (x :: n⃗))

The first two rules assert that k-ary decidable predicates form the base of the hierarchy. The
third rule states that for a Πn predicate p of arity k+1 the k-ary predicate obtained by capturing
the first variable of p by an existential quantifier is Σn+1. The fourth rule dually expresses how
a Σn predicate is turned into Πn+1 with a universal quantifier. As a sanity check, using a form
of Church’s thesis for a concrete model of computation, we can show the equivalence of our
synthetic characterisation of the arithmetic hierarchy with a more conventional definition using
first-order fomulas in the language of arithmetic, as mechanised in [5].

Secondly, we define the Turing jump A′ of a predicate A using the core enumeration rn:

A′ := λn. ∃R. (∀f.R f = rn f) ∧RAn true

This definition expresses the self-halting problem for oracle machines as it contains exactly
those numbers n such that the n-th oracle machine R (as characterised by rn) used with an
oracle for A accepts n. We denote the n-th Turing jump of the empty predicate by ∅(n).

Finally, we say that A is semi-decidable relative to B if there is an oracle machine R with

∀n.An ↔ RB n true.

The hardest part of Post’s theorem is to show that RA is Σ1 relative to A by showing:

Lemma 2. Given an oracle machine R with core r, termination RAn b is equivalent to

∃LtrueLfalse. (∀n ∈ Ltrue. A b true) ∧ (∀n ∈ Lfalse. A b false) ∧ r (lookupLtrue Lfalse)n = b

where lookupLtrue Lfalse n returns true if n ∈ Ltrue, false if n ∈ Lfalse, and diverges otherwise.

We conclude Post’s theorem in a common formulation, employing our synthetic definitions.

Theorem 2 (Post). Assuming LEM (∀p. p ∨ ¬p), the following can be shown:

• A unary predicate A is Σn+1 iff it is semi-decidable relative to ∅(n).

• If A is Σn, then A ⪯T ∅(n). If n > 0 already A ⪯m ∅(n) for synthetic many-one reductions.

In our current mechanisation, we assume LEM to allow switching between Σn and Πn by
complementation. We currently investigate how this assumption can be weakened or eliminated.
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One of the most extensive works on synthetic homotopy theory in HoTT/UF so far can
be found in the PhD thesis of Brunerie [1]. The main result of the thesis is that π4(S3), the
fourth homotopy group of the 3-sphere, is isomorphic to Z/2Z. For many years, this result has
remained unformalised. The two main problems seem to have been:

1. Some theorems/constructions have simply been very hard to formalise, despite having
relatively detailed proofs in Brunerie’s thesis.

2. Many results in the latter half of the thesis concerning cohomology rely on theorems
concerning the so called smash product (of two types). In particular, they rely on the
associativity of the smash product – a result whose proof is mostly omitted in Brunerie’s
thesis.

In this talk, we will present a full formalisation1 of Brunerie’s theorem carried out in Cubical
Agda [5]. Our solutions to the aforementioned problems can be summarised as follows.

1. Streamline some of the proofs – in particular one, concerning an application of the so
called James construction.

2. Use the cohomology theory presented in [2] in order to escape the smash product induced
coherence hell.

We will present our formalisation with an emphasis on the mathematical changes to
Brunerie’s proof. To this end, we will give a brief overview of the main ideas of Brunerie’s
original proof and pay special attention to those details which have been simplified in our work.
The proof is divided into two parts.

Part 1: Constructing the Brunerie number. In the first part, Brunerie constructs what
is now known as the Brunerie number, an integer β : Z such that π4(S3) ∼= Z/βZ. To this end,
he defines two maps

W : S3 → S2 ∨ S2 ∇ : S2 ∨ S2 → S2

where ∨ denotes the wedge sum [4, Section 6.8]. The first half of Brunerie’s thesis is concerned
with constructing a chain of isomorphisms π4(S3) ∼= π3(J2(S2)) ∼= π3(cofib(∇ ◦ W )), where
J2(S2) and cofib(∇◦W ) respectively are the pushouts of the spans S2×S2 ←↩ S2∨S2 → S2 and

1 ←− S3 ∇◦W−−−→ S2. Brunerie then applies the Blakers-Massey theorem [3] and the long exact
sequence of homotopy groups [4, Theorem 8.4.6] to obtain an exact sequence

π3(S3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼= 〈e〉

π3(∇◦W )−−−−−−→ π3(S2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼= 〈h〉

−→ π3(cofib(∇ ◦W )) −→ 1

where e : π3(S3) and h : π3(S2) are generators of the homotopy groups. Using the above
sequence, the Brunerie number may be defined as follows.

1See https://github.com/agda/cubical/blob/master/Cubical/Homotopy/Group/Pi4S3/Summary.agda

https://github.com/agda/cubical/blob/master/Cubical/Homotopy/Group/Pi4S3/Summary.agda
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Definition/Theorem 1. Define η := π3(∇ ◦W )(e) : π3(S2). The Brunerie number β is the
unique integer satisfying η = β ·h. In particular, it satisfies π3(cofib(∇◦W )) ∼= π4(S3) ∼= Z/βZ

We have formalised the above result in Cubical Agda. In the formalisation, we deviate in
one major way. The crucial step in the above proof is the isomorphism π4(S3) ∼= π3(J2(S2)). In
Brunerie’s thesis, this result uses the James construction [1, Chapter 3]. In our formalisation,
however, we have been able to avoid the general James construction altogether. Instead, we
construct the isomorphism directly, via the following lemma.

Lemma 2. There is a (non-trivial) family of equivalences F : S2 →
∥∥J2(S2)

∥∥
3
'
∥∥J2(S2)

∥∥
3

such that F (∗S2) is the identity equivalence.

Theorem 3. Ω
∥∥S3∥∥

4
'
∥∥J2(S2)

∥∥
3
. Hence, we also have π4(S3) ∼= π3(J2(S2)).

Proof. Via Lemma 2 and the encode-decode method [4, Section 8.9].

The above theorem allows us to skip most of pages 67-81 in Brunerie’s thesis and were
relatively straightforward to formalise in Cubical Agda. The price we pay is, of course, that
the theory we develop is less general.

Part 2: Proving that |β| = 2. For this step, we need to show for an isomorphism of our
choice ψ : π3(S2) ∼= Z that |ψ(η)| = 2. There is a canonical one, coming from the long exact
sequence of homotopy groups, but its action of η is rather unclear. Instead, Brunerie uses the
so called Hopf Invariant, HI : π3(S2)→ Z. He then proves the following three facts.

Theorem 4. The Hopf invariant is a group homomorphism.

Theorem 5. For the generator h : π3(S2), we have |HI(h)| = 1. Hence, the Hopf invariant is
an isomorphism.

Theorem 6. We have HI(η) = ±2, and hence |β| = 2.

Theorem 4–6 all rely on various results concerning the cup product ^: Hn(A)→ Hm(A)→
Hn+m(A), where Hn(A) is the nth integral cohomology group of a type A (see e.g. [2, Chapter
3]). In particular, they rely on the following result.

Theorem 7. The cup product is associative, distributive and graded-commutative.

In Brunerie’s thesis, this theorem is stated, but its proof relies partly on an omitted proof of
the associativity of the smash product. Theorem 7 was, however, proved and formalised by the
authors and Brunerie in [2, Section 4.2], using an alternative definition of the cup product. This
has allowed us to continue and complete the formalisation of Brunerie’s original proof. This
includes, apart from Theorems 4–6, constructions like the (iterated) Hopf construction and the
Gysin sequence [1, Chapter 6]. On the way, we found some new “baby Brunerie numbers”
which, like the Brunerie number, are integers definable in Cubical Agda, but which we are not
able to normalise.

As is often the case, the formalisation caught some minor typos is Brunerie’s thesis (e.g. the
definition of WA,B on page 82 is ill-typed in the push case). However, on the whole, we found
the proofs to be correct and “formalisation ready”.
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Abstract

In one of his tall tales, Baron Münchhausen pulled himself out of a swamp by his own
hair. Inspired by this, we present a technique to justify “very dependent types”: terms
with types that include the term itself. The Münchhausen method is an informal way to
make this precise. We don’t have to resort to untyped preterms or typing relations, the
technique works in a completely algebraic setting (such as categories with families). We
present the method through a series of examples.

A dependent version of “products as functions from Bool”

There is a well known type isomorphism

A×B ∼= (b : Bool)→ if b thenA elseB.

Can we turn the nondependent product into a Σ type? Given A : Type, B : A→ Type, we want
something like

ΣAB ∼= (b : Bool)→ if b thenA else (B�),

but we don’t know what to put in the placeholder �. It should be the output of the function
when the input is b = true. Once the function is given a name, we can refer to it:

f : (b : Bool)→ if b thenA else (B (f true))

This is sometimes called a “very dependent type” [3]: the term f appears in its own type. It is
possible to make sense of such a type using preterms and typing relations [1], but we can also
present it algebraically as follows.

a0 : A

f : (b : Bool)→ if b thenA else (B a0)

��a0 : a0 = f true

We first declare a0 as the extra component that the type of f will depend on. Then we can
declare f itself with the help of a0. Finally, knowing about f , we can equate a0 away: after
learning about ��a0, we know that the type of f is (b : Bool) → if b thenA else (B (f true)). We
only needed a0 for bootstrapping the type of f .

∗Ambrus Kaposi was supported by the “Application Domain Specific Highly Reliable IT Solutions” project
which has been implemented with support from the National Research, Development and Innovation Fund of
Hungary, financed under the Thematic Excellence Programme TKP2020-NKA-06 (National Challenges Subpro-
gramme) funding scheme, and by Bolyai Scholarship BO/00659/19/3.
†This work is supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council through the grant

EP/N028201/1.
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Type theory without types

A well-known example of the same technique is equating the sort of types away. We declare
the sorts and operations of type theory as follows.

Con : Type

Ty : Con→ Type

Tm : (Γ : Con)→ TyΓ→ Type

U : TyΓ

��Ty : TyΓ = TmΓU

We have to introduce types, but once we have ��Ty, we know that types are just terms of type U.
Note that such a theory would be inconsistent through Russell’s paradox, but it is easy to fix
this by stratification (adding natural number indices to Ty and U, see [5]). Thus Münchhausen
provides an algebraic way to define universes à la Russell, that is, a type theory without types:
we use types only for bootstrapping.

Type theory without contexts

Just as we equated types away, we can do the same with contexts and substitutions. We
start with the signature for categories with families (CwF [2]) with the four sorts Con : Type,
Sub : Con → Con → Type, Ty : Con → Type, Tm : (Γ : Con) → TyΓ → Type, empty context
� : Con, context extension –�– : (Γ : Con)→ TyΓ→ Con, and we have> and Σ types. Then we
add equations such as Con = Ty �, Sub∆ Γ = Tm∆ (Γ[ε]), σ◦δ = σ[δ], Γ�A = Σ Γ (A[q]). In the
end we have e.g. Tm : (Γ : Ty>)→ TyΓ→ Type and Σ : (A : TyΓ)→ Ty (Σ Γ (A[q]))→ TyΓ.

The language with all these equations can be justified: any CwF with > and Σ can be
turned into an equivalent CwF which satisfies all these equations. There is an analogous model
construction for type theory with types, and the two model constructions can be combined.

Towards type theory without contexts for real

Simply typed combinator calculus is a language where contexts are not even present for boot-
strapping [4]. There are no variables, function space is built-in and the combinators S and K
are used to define functions. Due to the technical challenges which come with not being able
to use variables [6], combinator calculus was never extended to dependent types. We are in the
process of defining a combinatory (dependent) type theory using Münchhausen’s technique.

We first introduce types Ty : Type, terms indexed by types Tm : Ty → Type, a universe
U : Ty with the equation Ty = TmU, then we introduce families – ⇒U : Ty → Ty with
instantiation – $ – : Tm (A ⇒U) → TmA → Ty. Now we are in the position of declaring
dependent function space Π : (A : Ty) → Tm ((A ⇒U) ⇒U) and application – · – : Tm (ΠA $
B) → (a : TmA) → Tm (B $ a). We introduce constant families Kf : Ty → Tm (B ⇒U)
with the equation Kf A $ b = A which allows us to express the non-dependent function type
A⇒ B := ΠA$ (Kf B). Using a helper combinator – ⇒K – : Tm (A ⇒U)→ Ty→ Tm (A ⇒U)
with equation (B ⇒K C) $ a = B $ a⇒ C, we can can express the dependent version of the K
combinator K : Tm (ΠA $ B ⇒K A) with equation K · a · b = a. We can do the same for the
dependently typed S combinator.

Our goal is to show that the syntax of combinatory type theory is equivalent to the syntax
of CwF with >, Σ, Π and universes.
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The Patch Frame of a Spectral Locale in Univalent Type Theory
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Summary. Stone locales together with continuous maps form a coreflective subcategory of
spectral locales and perfect maps. A proof in the internal language of an elementary topos
is given in [1, 2]. This proof can be easily translated to univalent type theory using resizing
axioms. In this work, we show how to achieve such a translation without resizing axioms, by
working with large, locally small frames with small bases. This turns out to be nontrivial and
involves predicative reformulations of several fundamental concepts of locale theory.

Foundations and notation. We work in the context of intensional Martin-Löf type theory
without full univalence but with propositional and function extensionality and propositional
truncation. We assume the existence of

∑
and

∏
types as well as the inductive types of

0, 1, the natural numbers, and lists. We define the type of families on a given type A as
FamW (A) :≡

∑
I:W I → A. Given a family (I, α) : FamW (A), we often use the abbrevation

{α(i)}i:I instead of the tuple notation. Given a family J :≡ (J, β) on the index type I, we write
{α(j) | j ∈ J } to denote the composite (J, α ◦ β) i.e. the subfamily of {α(i)}i:I given by (J, β).

Spectral and Stone locales. A spectral locale (also called coherent [4, pg. 63]) is a locale in
which the compact opens form a basis closed under finite meets. A continuous map of spectral
locales is perfect iff its defining frame homomorphism preserves compact opens. A Stone locale
is one that is compact and zero-dimensional (i.e. whose clopens form a basis). Every Stone
locale is spectral since the clopens coincide with the compact opens in Stone locales. We denote
by Stone the category of Stone locales with continuous maps, and by Spec the category of
Spectral locales with perfect maps. The right adjoint to the inclusion Stone ↪→ Spec is denoted
by Patch.

Patch as the frame of Scott-continuous nuclei. A nucleus on a frame is a finite-meet-
preserving closure operator. The patch frame of a spectral frame can be formulated as the frame
of Scott-continuous nuclei on the frame [1]. A consequence of this description is that the patch
frame freely adds Boolean complements to the given frame.

Locales with small bases. A (U , V, W)-frame is a type A : U equipped with (1) a partial
order − ≤ − : A → A → ΩV , a top element 1 : A, (2) a binary meet operation − ∧ − : A →
A → A, and (3) a join operation

∨
− : FamW (A) → A such that binary meets distribute over

arbitrary joins: ∏
x:A

∏
(I,α):FamW (A)

x ∧
∨

(I, α) =
∨

(I, λi. x ∧ α(i)).

We follow the standard convention of talking about locales, for which we use the variables
X, Y, Z, . . ., and referring to their frame of opens as O(X). A (U , V, W)-locale X is said to have
a small basis iff there exists a W-family {Bi}i:I on O(X) that satisfies:

isBasisFor (B, X) :≡
∏

U :O(X)

∑
J :FamW (I)

U is the least upper bound of {Bj | j ∈ J}.



Spectrality, regularity, and zero-dimensionality. The notions of spectral, regular, and
zero-dimensional locales are defined, in the impredicative setting of set theory, as locales in
which certain kinds of opens form bases. A spectral locale, for example, is one in which the set
of compact opens forms a basis closed under finite meets. Such definitions are problematic in a
predicative context as it is not always the case that such sets of opens are small. We therefore
restrict attention to locales with small bases and express these notions by imposing conditions
on the bases in consideration. The notion of a spectral (U , V, W)-locale, for example, is defined
as a locale with a small basis {Bi}i:I together with the requirements:

∏
i:I

Bi compact and
∏
i,j:I

∥∥∥∥∥∑
k:I

Bi ∧ Bj = Bk

∥∥∥∥∥ .

Same idea is employed in the definitions of regular and zero-dimensional locales. Another con-
tribution concerns the predicative reformulations of locale-theoretic results about these notions,
suitable for formalisation in type theory.

Construction of the patch frame. The strategy of [1] is to start from the known fact
that the set of nuclei on a frame themselves form a frame, and then conclude that the Scott-
continuous nuclei form a subframe. However, the first step does not seem to be available in our
setting, and we need a different method of proof to show that the Scott-continuous nuclei form
a frame. Similarly, other constructions in [1, 2] need to be completely rethought.

Open nuclei and AFT. In the impredicative setting, to any open U of a locale X, there is
an associated open nucleus ¬‘U ’ :≡ V 7→ U ⇒ V , where − ⇒ − denotes Heyting implication,
which is of fundamental importance in the construction of the patch. In the absence of resizing
axioms, however, it does not seem to be possible in univalent type theory to construct Heyting
implication for an arbitrary frame. Nevertheless, this is possible for locally small frames with
small bases. More generally, we prove the Adjoint Functor Theorem for such frames in type
theory: given a (U , V, V)-locale X with a small basis and a (U ′, V, V)-locale (not necessarily
with a small basis), a monotone map O(Y ) → O(X) has a right adjoint iff it preserves all joins
of O(Y ).

Formalisation. Most of our results have been formalised using the Agda proof assistant as
part of the first author’s formal-topology-in-UF library [5]. A more up-to-date formalisation
is being developed as part of the second author’s TypeTopology [3] library. Crucial compo-
nents have already been formalised in modules Frame, CompactRegular, GaloisConnection,
AdjointFunctorTheoremForFrames, and HeytingImplication of TypeTopology1.
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Vélus [1] is a formally verified compiler for the Lustre synchronous programming language.
It is developed in Coq and uses the CompCert C compiler as a back-end. The correctness
theorem links the dataflow semantics of the source language to the semantics of the generated
assembly code. Its proof is a composition of the individual proofs of each compilation pass.

For Vélus it has been proved that repeated execution of the generated assembly code faith-
fully implements the dataflow semantics of source programs. To facilitate the compilation
correctness proof, the choice was made to model the input language with a relational-style
semantics, as shown in the following statement.

Theorem (compilation correctness, simplified). Given a Lustre node f , a list of input streams
xs and a list of output streams ys, if f is successfully compiled to an assembly program P then:

sem node f xs ys =⇒ ∃T ∈ Traces(P ), T ' (xs, ys).

Here the inductive predicate sem node : node→ list Stream→ list Stream→ Prop describes
a relation whose elements are, for each node, the possible pairs of input and output streams.
Since Lustre nodes denote deterministic stream functions, we were able to show that for all f ,
xs, ys and ys′, sem node f xs ys =⇒ sem node f xs ys′ =⇒ ys ' ys′.

While these definitions are well-tailored to establish compilation correctness, notably in the
transition between dataflow and imperative languages, they do not give a procedure to build
streams that satisfy the predicates. In particular, the determinism of nodes ensures that there
is at most one possible output for a given input, but it does not guarantee the existence of
such an output. Although unlikely, it could be the case that sem node has no inhabitants, thus
rendering void the main correctness theorem.

Since directly stating and proving the existence of a witness is very challenging due to the
mutually recursive nature of equations in a Lustre node, it seems more appropriate to reason
forward by defining a constructive interpretation of Lustre programs and then showing that the
computed streams actually satisfy sem node.

Kahn
networks

synchronous
programs

verified
compilation

One possible approach is to consider the original definition of the language. The set of
Lustre programs is naturally determined as a restricted class of Kahn networks [2] that can
be executed synchronously and with bounded buffers. The ability to statically bound the
required memory has long been exploited to design control software, especially in the certified
development of safety-critical applications. In [3], Christine Paulin-Mohring describes how to
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give a constructive denotational semantics to Kahn networks in Coq by means of a general
library for CPOs, defining stream operations as the least fixed-points of continuous functions.

We are using this library to define a denotational semantics for Lustre. The aim is to provide
a more natural front-end semantics for Vélus, closer to the one introduced in seminal articles [4].
There are two potential advantages to this approach. First, we believe it will facilitate the
existence proof, because the the sem node predicate is defined in a similar manner. A witness
could also be constructed using a different style, for instance, using coiteration [5] which defines
streams using iterated transition functions. We think, though, that it would be more difficult
to relate the sequence global valuations so generated to the streams used in sem node. There
is also reason to believe that a denotational model à la Kahn may be the most convenient
for interactively verifying Lustre programs that involve sampling since the absence of values is
represented implicitly [6].

Mechanizing synchronous programs as Kahn networks in Coq challenges us to finely state
the assumptions necessary to ensure that they compile correctly and execute safely. In the
Kahn model, streams are built by iterating continuous stream functions, starting from the
empty sequence. The first step is to ensure that the computed streams are indeed infinite,
as required by sem node. We are proving it by characterizing the class of constructive stream
functions and exploiting a causality predicate required of source programs.

Finally, we obtain a denotation J·K of Lustre components. For every node f , JfK is a total
continuous function that maps infinite input streams to infinite output streams that may contain
error values. We aim to show that these errors only arise from runtime exceptions (division by
zero, integer overflow, etc.) which cannot be detected statically. We conjecture that if no such
error occurs in output or local streams, then the relational predicate sem node holds.

Conjecture (coherence of the relational semantics). Given a Lustre node f and a list of input
streams xs, if JfK(xs) is exempt of runtime errors then:

sem node f xs (JfK(xs)).
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Schemes are the corner stone of modern algebraic geometry. Roughly speaking, they are
topological spaces equipped with a sheaf of rings that locally look like so-called affine schemes.
These affine schemes arise from central notions of commutative algebra: the Zariski topology
defined on the set of prime ideals of a commutative ring R is equipped with a particular sheaf
of rings, the structure sheaf using localizations of R. An early formalization of affine schemes in
the Coq proof assistant can already be found in [4] but more recently, a full-blown formalization
of general schemes was added to Lean’s mathlib [3]. By now, schemes have also been defined
in Isabelle/HOL [2] and in Coq’s UniMath-library.1 All of the aforementioned formalizations
follow the inherently non-constructive approach of Hartshorne’s classic textbook “Algebraic
Geometry” [7] when defining the structure sheaf.

Working in Cubical Agda, an extension of the Agda proof assistant based on cubical type
theory with fully constructive support of the univalence axiom [11], we want to give a construc-
tive formalization of affine schemes in a univalent setting. This also seems to be in line with
the aim of Voevodsky’s Foundations library [12] to develop a library of constructive set-level
mathematics based on a univalent foundation. To this end, we decided to follow the approach
described by Coquand et. al. in [5]. This can be seen as a constructivization of the common
approach that first defines the structure sheaf on the basic opens, a canonical basis of the Zariski
topology, and then use some general machinery to extend this to a sheaf on the whole space.

Localization Localizations are generalized fractions and for the structure sheaf we need lo-
calizations at a single element: for a ring R and an element f ∈ R, the localization R[1/f]
corresponds roughly to the ring of fractions of the form x/fn. Localizations can directly be
defined as set-quotients, one of Cubical Agda’s higher inductive types (HIT). The universal
property of localization gives us for two elements f, g ∈ R a unique isomorphism of rings
R[1/f][1/g] ∼= R[1/fg]. When verifying the sheaf property of the structure sheaf, these two rings
are however identified and freely substituted across the proof in informal mathematics. Using
univalence, or more precisely Cubical Agda’s structure identity principle [1], we can promote
this isomorphism to an equality R[1/f][1/g] = R[1/fg]. At this point our formalization differs
already from the Lean formalization. Without univalence this equality is not obtainable, which
led the authors of [3] to adapt a somewhat non-standard approach to localization.

Zariski Lattice The main difference between the constructive approach of [5] and classical
ones is the use of a synthetic description of the Zariski lattice. We have to give a point-free
definition of this lattice since prime ideals do not behave well constructively. Classically, open
sets of the Zariski topology are generated by basic opens D(f), the set of prime ideals of R that
do not contain f ∈ R. The synthetic Zarsiki lattice is the free distributive lattice generated by
formal symbols D(f) quotiented by some relations that make these formal basic opens behave
like their classical counterparts.

This synthetic definition was first given by Joyal in [8], but in our formalization we use a
more explicit construction due to Español [6]: The Zariski lattice is formalized as List R, the

1See https://github.com/UniMath/UniMath/tree/master/UniMath/AlgebraicGeometry
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type of lists with elements in R, quotiented by the relation

[α0, . . . , αn] ∼ [β0, . . . , βm] :⇔
√
〈α0, . . . , αn〉 =

√
〈β0, . . . , βm〉

This means that two lists are considered equal if the radicals of the ideals generated by their
respective elements are equal. Since we are thus only working over finitely generated ideals,
elements of this quotient are in bijective correspondence with open sets of the Zariski topology
if R is Noetherian.

Equipping this set-quotient with the structure of a distributive lattice requires a lot of
standard results about radical ideals and facts about + and · of ideals, as those will give
rise to the lattice operations. On top of that we need to introduce operations ++ and · · on
lists that correspond to addition and multiplication of the ideals generated by those lists. For
addition + + is just list concatenation and for multiplication α · ·β is the list of all products
of the form αiβj . The bottleneck then becomes proving that

〈[α0, . . . , αn] + + [β0, . . . , βm]〉 = 〈α0, . . . , αn〉+ 〈β0, . . . , βm〉
〈[α0, . . . , αn] · · [β0, . . . , βm]〉 = 〈α0, . . . , αn〉 · 〈β0, . . . , βm〉

Structure Sheaf In the above implementation of the Zariski lattice, the basic open D(f)
corresponds to the equivalence class of the singleton list [f ]. In HoTT/UF [10], subsets of a type
X are functions from X into hProp, the universe of (homotopy) propositions. So if we denote
by LR the Zariski lattice associated with R, the basic opens are a function BR : LR → hProp
mapping α ∈ LR to

BR(α) := ∃f :R
(
D(f) = α

)
:= ‖Σf :R

(
D(f) = α

)
‖

Here ‖ ‖ is the propositional truncation, another HIT in Cubical Agda, turning any type into
a proposition. The general strategy is now to construct the structure sheaf on basic opens
and then use some general results from category theory to obtain a sheaf on the whole Zariski
lattice. The construction of the presheaf on basic opens as well as a weak form of the sheaf
property, are fully formalized.2 The full sheaf property and its lift to the whole lattice are
currently work in progress.

For defining the basic presheaf we need to give a map
(
Σα:LR

BR(α)
)
→ CommRing from

elements of the Zariski lattice that are basic opens into the type of commutative rings, mapping
D(f) to R[1/f]. Here we run into a problem resulting from working in a univalent setting:
Given an α s.t. BR(α), the information which D(f) equals to α is hidden under a propositional
truncation while the goal type CommRing is a groupoid (i.e. a 1-type). To eliminate this
truncation we need to appeal to a result by Kraus [9]. This however requires us to check some
higher coherence condition, i.e. construct square fillers in CommRing. The key observation
at this point is that the structure sheaf on LR does actually take values in R-Alg, the type
of R-algebras, as localizations of R are always R-algebras. The ring-valued structure sheaf
can then be obtained by composing with the forgetful functor R-Alg → CommRing. Some
standard commutative algebra tells us that for f, g ∈ R with

√
〈f〉 ⊆

√
〈g〉 there is a unique

homomorphism of R-algebras R[1/g]→ R[1/f].
It turns out that this not only solves the coherence issues, but actually facilitates the presheaf

construction and the proof of the (weak) sheaf property by a rather neat argument that makes
essential use of the primitives of Cubical Agda as well as the equality R[1/f][1/g] = R[1/fg],
while avoiding cumbersome diagram chases.

2See https://github.com/agda/cubical/tree/master/Cubical/Algebra/ZariskiLattice
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Abstract

In this talk we present a mechanization effort of theory of computation in the context
of undergraduate education, with a focus on decidability and computability. We introduce
a Coq library used to teach 3 sessions of a course on Formal Languages and Automata, at
the University of Massachusetts Boston. Our project includes full proofs of results from a
textbook, such as the undecidability of the halting problem and Rice’s theorem. To this
end, we present a simple and expressive calculus that allows us to capture the essence of
informal proofs of classic theorems in a mechanized setting. We discuss the assumptions
of our formalism and discuss our progress in showing the consistency of our theory.

Introduction. Formal languages and automata (FLA) is in the basis of the curriculum of
undergraduate computer science [10]. We report on an open source project written in Coq [3]
to mechanize results of classical theory of computation. The first author used this software
for 3 semesters to teach decidability, computability, and regular languages at the University of
Massachusetts Boston. Proof assistants play a central role in our lectures for three reasons.
Firstly, a proof assistant offers an interactive mechanism to allow students to step through a
proof autonomously, allowing students to independently browse every detail of a proof at their
own pace. Secondly, a proof assistant turns a logic assignment into a programming assignment,
which can be more approachable to computer science students. Thirdly, having proof scripts
that can be machine checked, lets instructors automatically grade homework assignments. Other
works that use proof assistants to aid education include [1, 9, 12].

Mechanization goals. We formalize Sipser’s Introduction to the theory of computation [16]
in Coq. Our design goal is to keep our formalism as close to the textbook as possible, which
includes having mechanized proofs that mirror the textbook proofs. Another important design
goal is that proofs should only include basic Coq capabilities. The proofs need to be com-
prehensible to an undergraduate student with rudimentary knowledge of Coq (case analysis,
induction, polymorphism, and logical connectives). Further, we include alternative proofs of
some theorems when there’s a pedagogical benefit, e.g., the proof is simpler, or the intuition is
easier to explain. Our approach contrasts many published works on mechanized computability
theory [13, 17, 8, 2, 15, 4, 11].

Decidability results. Our mechanization includes the main results of [16, Chapters 4 and
5], on decidability and reducibility. One of our contributions is formalizing Sipser’s “high-level
descriptions,” which is essentially pseudo-code to describe a Turing machine. For instance,
consider Theorem 4.11 of [16, Chapter 4], where TM denotes a Turing machine, ranged over by
meta-variable M , inputs are ranged over by i. A language, ranged over by A is a set of inputs.
Language A is decidable if there exists a Turing machine M that decides A, i.e., M accepts i if,
and only if, i ∈ A; and M rejects i if, and only if, i /∈ A. Additionally, ⟨·⟩ denotes a reasonable
encoding of one or more objects into a string, e.g., ⟨M, i⟩ encodes a Turing machine M and an
input i into an input, and ⟨M⟩ encodes a Turing machine M into an input.
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Theorem 4.11 ([16, pp. 207]). ATM = {⟨M, i⟩ | M is a TM and M accepts i} is undecidable.

The proof of Theorem 4.11 includes the following high-level description of a Turing ma-
chine D, parameterized by a Turing machine H which decides ATM : “The following is the
description of D: (1) Run H on input ⟨M, ⟨M⟩⟩. (2) Output the opposite of what H outputs.
That is, if H accepts, reject; and, if H rejects, accept.”

We formalize such high-level description as:

Definition D (H:input → prog): input → prog :=
fun (i:input) ⇒ (* On input i = <M> *)

mlet b ← H <[ decode_mach i, i ]> in (* Step 1 *)

if b then Ret false else Ret true (* Step 2 *)

where input i = ⟨M⟩ and decode mach i = M . We formalize high-level descriptions next. We
first give the syntax of high-level descriptions p.

p ::= mlet x = p in p | call M i | return b where b ∈ {⊤,⊥}

Next, we introduce a big-step operational semantics in terms of high-level descriptions:

return b ⇓ b

M accepts i

call M i ⇓ ⊤
M rejects i

call M i ⇓ ⊥
p ⇓ b p′[x := b] ⇓ b′

mlet x = p in p′ ⇓ b′

We then define that a Turing machine M computes a Turing function f of type input → prog

if for any input i we have call M i ⇓ b if and only if f(i) ⇓ b.

Assumptions. Our theory is parameterized by an input type, a type of Turing machines, and
the semantics of Turing machines. We assume that their execution is deterministic and that for
any machine M and an input i we can obtain M accepts i, or M rejects i, or neither. Centrally,
we assume that for any Turing function f there exists a Turing machine M computing f . This
assumption is consistent since we work in Coq, where every definable function is computable.

Results. To mechanize the proof of Theorem 4.11 we assume a machine M ′ deciding ATM ,
i.e., computing a Turing function H. Now using the assumption that every Turing function is
computable on D(H) yields M such that call M i ⇓ true ↔ call M i ⇓ false, a contradiction.

Our further main results include: A is decidable if, and only if A is recognizable and co-
recognizable (i.e., its complement is recognizable) (Theorem 4.22); the complement of ATM is
not recognizable (Corollary 4.23); HALTTM = {⟨M, i⟩ | M accepts or rejects i} is undecidable
(Theorem 5.1); ETM = {⟨M⟩ | L(M) = ∅} is undecidable (Theorem 5.2), where L(M) =
{i | M accepts i}; EQTM = {⟨M1,M2⟩ | L(M1) = L(M2)} is neither recognizable nor co-
recognizable (Theorem 5.30); EQTM is undecidable (Theorem 5.4); Rice’s Theorem (Problem
5.28). Our proofs of these results are all constructive. Our project contains results on languages
and regular languages, e.g., the pumping lemma for regular language inspired by the proof
in [14].

Future work. To show the consistency of our axioms, we are working on instantiating our
theory with a mechanized formalism of computability from the Coq library of undecidability
proofs [7] equivalent to Turing machines [6]. Consistency of the central assumptions then
follows from the consistency of the axiom CT in type theory [5]. We are also investigating
multiple grading approaches in classes that use proof assistants, e.g., multiple-choice questions,
automatic questions about students submissions.

2
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In this talk, we present a shallow embedding of the K formalism allowing the definition of
programming languages semantics, in the λΠ-calculus modulo theory. We propose a solution
that makes use of the intermediate representation provided by the K compiler, i.e. Kore
and relies on the rewriting engine of Dedukti in order to be able to execute a program in the
translated formalism as it is possible to do with the execution tool provided by the K framework.

K presentation. K [2] is a semantical frame-
work for formally describing the semantics of
programming languages. It is also an envi-
ronment that offers various tools to help pro-
gramming with the languages specified in the
formalism (Figure 1). It is for example pos-
sible to execute programs and to check some
properties on them, using the automatic theo-
rem KProver tool [10]. K is based on a theory
of Matching Logic [9, 10, 6, 5, 4], named
Kore, a 1st order untyped classic logic with an
application between formulas and, fixed point,
equality and typing operators, as well as an op-
erator similar to the ”next” operator of tem-
poral logics. This last operator allows the se-
mantics of programs to be encoded by rewrit-
ing. Kore is composed of the equality theory,
the sort theory and the rewriting one.

Figure 1: Pipeline of K

Dedukti presentation. Dedukti [3] is a
logical framework à la LF allowing the inter-
operability of proofs between different formal
proof tools, as Coq or PVS (Figure 2). It has
import and export plugins for proof systems
as various as Coq, PVS or Isabelle/HOL.
Dedukti is based on the λΠ-calculus modulo
theory (λΠ≡T ), an extension of the type the-
ory by adding rewriting rules [8] in the con-
version relation, introduced by Cousineau and
Dowek [7]. The flexibility of this logical frame-
work allows to encode many theories like 1st
order logic or simple type theory.

Figure 2: Pipeline of Dedukti

∗The author is funded by Digicosme.
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Contributions. In this talk, we present KaMeLo [1], a tool for translating from K to De-
dukti. This tool has the longer term goal of allowing the verification of proofs made within
K, and the reuse of formal semantics of programming languages as well as properties of their
programs in many proof systems, via Dedukti.

K is a rewrite-based framework in which programming languages semantics can be defined
using configurations, computations and rules. Formally, a configuration is a multi-set of poten-
tially nested labelled cells, e.g. a cell containing a program to be execute, another corresponding
to an environment and a last one which is a memory store. Rewriting rules specify the evolution
of a configuration during the execution. K provides the user with many facilities to write a
semantic definition, e.g. attributes to define a left to right evaluation strategy or an ellipsis
like . . . to indicate that there is no change in the rest of a configuration. However whatever
the style used in the K definition, in the Kore produced file everything is a plain and more
standard form. Our translation from K to Dedukti, is done via Kore, to make use of this
standardisation that we assume correct.

K and Dedukti have the common point of being both based on rewriting, where this can
be applied anywhere in a term, and can be non-linear. However, Dedukti allows higher order,
while K supports only 1st order. Conversely, conditional rewriting and modulo ACUI are not
supported by Dedukti, unlike K. These rewriting rules are preserved in Dedukti. The next
two paragraphs deal with more specific cases concerning the translation of rewriting rules.

Concerning conditional rewriting the general idea of the encoding, inspired from [11], is, for
a symbol defined with conditional rules, to generate a fresh symbol with the same arguments
as the initial symbol, plus as many arguments as there are conditions. Once these conditional
arguments have been instantiated, it is possible to evaluate them, and then to rewrite the term
as a whole according to the evaluation of these arguments.

Whatever the way used to define an evaluation strategy in K, conditional rewriting rules
will be generated, using a K computation, i.e. a potentially nested list of computations to be
performed sequentially, and freezers. Intuitively, a freezer is a symbol which encapsulate the
part of the computation that shouldn’t modify, i.e. the queue of the K computation, while
waiting for the head of the K computation to be evaluated. These generated rules have the
particularity of not being able to be transformed thanks to our variant of Viry’s algorithm,
under penalty of losing the confluence property. In this particular case, we have opted for the
specialisation of the left-hand side terms of the rules, i.e. to refine the pattern-matching in
order to precise the desired type of the left-hand side terms of the rules. To do this, we use the
subtyping relations, but also the inductive structure.

Conclusion & Perspectives. Thanks to the logical framework Dedukti, the objective of
this work is to verify formal proofs about the semantics of programming languages, described
in the semantical framework K, and to reuse of such proofs in different proof tools.

Initially, we were interested in the translation in Dedukti of semantics written in K, in
order to be able to execute in Dedukti programs written in the language described by the
semantics. We have relied on the theory of Matching Logic, named Kore, without seeking
to certify it. We therefore assume that the Kore file produced from a K semantic is correct.
This work required understanding the translation of a K semantics into Kore but also being
able to translate conditional rules into unconditional rules. For now, the translator KaMeLo,
a tool for translating K to Dedukti, currently under development, translates the syntax of the
language, the configurations and symbols, some attributes and the rewriting rules.

The verification of the KProver proof objects, as well as the encoding of the theoretical
foundations of K in those of Dedukti will be future work. The translation presented here is
nevertheless necessary to run a program and will be reused for the verification of proofs.
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Abstract

Do we need to go cubical when presenting Homotopy Type Theory? The seminal paper
by Cohen, Coquand, Huber and Mörtberg [4] presented important progress in giving not only
a constructive semantics of Homotopy Type Theory (which was first achieved by Bezem, Co-
quand, and Huber [3]) but also in using this model to present a computationally well behaved
Type Theory which lead to implementations like Cubical Agda [7] and RedTT. (Although the
notions of “cubes” used in all these cases are slightly different). The basic idea here is to intro-
duce a special type, called the interval, and model equality as paths, i.e. as functions from the
interval to the given type. A composition operator which corresponds to Kan filling operations
can then be defined by recursion over types and most importantly we can give a constructive in-
terpretation of univalence exploiting the fact that the interval is tiny, i.e. exponentiation with it
has a right adjoint. The latter property isn’t easily transferable to other models, e.g. simplicial
sets, leading to a mismatch with standard constructions in homotopy theory.

In the present work we attempt to find a different way to formulate a Type Theory with
univalence, which we call Higher Observational Type Theory. The basic idea is to avoid the
introduction of an interval but instead to provide rules how to calculate equality types for every
type former. To achieve this we first introduce a calculus of logical relations, which forces us to
consider context extensions called telescopes. We present this telescopic calculus using higher
order abstract syntax, which means that all constructions should be viewed as taking place in
the presheaf category over contexts and substitutions, i.e. all rules are relative to a context, all
type formers are functorial, and all term formers are natural transformations.

1 Equality

We write telescopes as ∆Tel; these are extensions of a given context Γ. A telescopic substitution
δ : ∆ is basically a substitution Γ to Γ∆ which is inverse to the projection. We introduce the
usual judgements relative to a telescope ∆ ` J and they are closed under telescopic substitution:
that is from the above we can derive J [δ].

∗Ambrus Kaposi was supported by the “Application Domain Specific Highly Reliable IT Solutions” project
which has been implemented with support from the National Research, Development and Innovation Fund of
Hungary, financed under the Thematic Excellence Programme TKP2020-NKA-06 (National Challenges Subpro-
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number FA9550-21-1-0009.
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We introduce a homogeneous equality on telescopes and a heterogenous equality on types:

∆ Tel δ0, δ1 : ∆

Id∆ δ0 δ1 Tel

∆ ` A : U δ2 : Id∆ δ0 δ1 a0 : A[δ0] a1 : A[δ1]

Idδ2∆.A a0 a1 : U

Note that all these rules are in a presheaf setting, i.e. relative to a given context Γ. The telescope
equality is composed of the type equality: Id∆A (δ0 a0) (δ1 a1) ≡ (δ2 : Id∆ δ0 δ1) (Idδ2∆.A a0 a1).
Every telescopic substitution and every term preserve equality:

∆ ` A : U δ0, δ1 : ∆ δ2 : Id∆ δ0 δ1 ∆ ` a : A

apδ2∆.a : Idδ2∆.A a[δ0] a[δ1]

Now homogeneous equality and reflexivity arise as special cases:

A : U a0, a1 : A

IdA a0 a1 : U

IdA a0 a1 ≡ Id
()
•.A a0 a1

A : U a : A

reflA a : IdA a a : U

reflA a ≡ ap
()
•.a

2 Univalence

We define equality in the universe to be a relational characterisation of equivalence such as
that in [6, Exercise 4.2]. A proof relevant relation (or “correspondence”) R : A0 → A1 → U
is an equivalence (or “one-to-one correspondence”), written EqR, if it is a function in both
directions. It is a function from left to right if Σa1 : A1.R a0 a1 is contractible for all a0 : A0.

δ0, δ1 : ∆ δ2 : Id∆ δ0 δ1 A0, A1 : U

Idδ2∆.UA0A1 ≡ Σ(R : A0 → A1 → U) EqR

Now equality is just given by the relation we obtain from type equality. That means we can
actually compute equality using ap:

∆ ` A : U δ0, δ1 : ∆ δ2 : Id∆ δ0 δ1 a0 : A[δ0] a1 : A[δ1]

Idδ2∆.A a0 a1 ≡ π1 apδ2∆.A a0 a1

That means that the only thing we need to define is ap. Given this definition of equality in the
universe we can define weak path induction (that is without the definitional β-equality).

In particular we need to show that the universe is closed under the standard type formers,
i.e. that they preserve equivalences. The lifting of the relation to type formers is the standard
lifting of logical relations.

3 Progress so far

This is work in progress and hence incomplete and subject to change. It is to some degree
inspired by earlier work by the first two authors [1]. A more concise definition of the calculus
can be given in terms of Categories with Families (CwF) in a presheaf category. We note that
the telescope calculus gives rise to a CwF in the presheaf category and that the congruence
rules we give arise from the notion of logical relations as given by [2]. While our definition of
the universe seems sound, it is not clear whether this approach gives rise to a straightforward
decision procedure. Another line of research is to show that some cubical set model can be
presented in a way to satisfy the definitional equalities of our calculus; and more generally
that it can be interpreted in model categories for all higher toposes, as was shown for non-
computational Homotopy Type Theory in [5].

2
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The interest in probabilistic programming has increased over the past decades due to the role
which reasoning with uncertainty has in computer science and artificial intelligence. The devel-
opments in computer science and artificial intelligence urge for formalizing uncertain reasoning.
Combinatory logic found its application in computer science as a model of computation. In
order to formalize reasoning with uncertainty about programs, we propose probabilistic model
for reasoning about typed combinatory terms.

We present results of [8] and ongoing work that emerged from [4, 3, 8]. In [8] we introduced
Logic of Combinatory Logic (LCL), a classical propositional logic for reasoning about simply
typed combinatory logic. LCL is obtained by defining the classical propositional logic over
simply typed combinatory logic. The language of LCL is defined by the following grammar:

α := M : σ | ¬α | α ∧ α,

where M : σ is type assignment statement typable from some basis Γ in simply typed combi-
natory logic, M is a combinatory term and σ is a simple type.

The axiomatic system of LCL is obtained from the axiomatic system for classical propo-
sitional logic and the type assignment system for simply typed combinatory logic (Figure 1).
Instances of axiom schemes can only be built up from formulas of the language, hence, M : σ
can be a subformula of some instance of an axiom scheme only if M : σ is type assignment
statement typable from some basis Γ in simply typed combinatory logic. Besides the axiom
schemes of classical propositional logic and the inference rule Modus Ponens, the proposed
axiomatic system contains three non-logical axiom schemes for typing primitive combinators
S,K, I and two axiom schemes that correspond to the typing rules of simply typed combinatory
logic. The simple type system developed in [2] does not have an equality rule which would cor-
respond to (Ax 5). However, in [5] Hindley has added this rule in order to obtain completeness
of the type assignment system for lambda calculus. In the notation =w,η, w denotes that it is
a transitive, reflexive and symmetric closure of the one-step reduction, and η denotes that it is
an extensional relation.

We proposed semantics for LCL, inspired by Kripke-style semantics for lambda calculus
with types introduced in [9, 7]. The semantics for LCL is based on an extensional applicative
structure containing special elements that correspond to primitive combinators. The proposed
semantics are not a Kripke-style semantics as the ones presented in [9, 7], still the definition
of the applicative structure is inspired by the definition of the applicative structure presented
in [9, 7]. An applicative structure for LCL is a tuple M = ⟨D, {Aσ}σ, ·, s,k, i⟩ where D
is a non-empty set, called domain; {Aσ}σ is a family of subsets of the domain D; · is an
extensional binary operation on D such that · : Aσ→τ ×Aσ → Aτ for every σ, τ ∈ Types; s,k, i
are special elements of the domain D that correspond to the primitive combinators, that is
s ∈ A(σ→τ→ρ)→(σ→τ)→(σ→ρ) and ((s · a) · b) · c = (a · c) · (b · c), and similar for the elements k, i.

We have proved that the given axiomatic system is sound and complete with respect to the
proposed semantics.
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Axiom schemes:

(Ax 1) S : (σ → (τ → ρ)) → ((σ → τ) → (σ → ρ))
(Ax 2) K : σ → (τ → σ)
(Ax 3) I : σ → σ
(Ax 4) (M : σ → τ) ⇒ ((N : σ) ⇒ (MN : τ))
(Ax 5) M : σ ⇒ N : σ, if M =w,η N
(Ax 6) α ⇒ (β ⇒ α)
(Ax 7) (α ⇒ (β ⇒ γ)) ⇒ ((α ⇒ β) ⇒ (α ⇒ γ))
(Ax 8) (¬α ⇒ ¬β) ⇒ ((¬α ⇒ β) ⇒ α)

Inference rule:

α ⇒ β α
(MP)

β

Figure 1: Axiom schemes and inference rule for LCL

Our goal is to develop a formal model for probabilistic reasoning about simply typed combi-
natory terms. In [4, 3], formal models are introduced for probabilistic reasoning about simply
typed lambda terms and lambda terms with intersection types, respectively. These models are
based on the well-known semantics for typed lambda calculus, namely, term models for simply
typed lambda calculus ([5]) and filter models for lambda calculus with intersection types ([1]).
However, these models are not well-suited for propositional reasoning about typed terms, thus
we develop a model for probabilistic reasoning about typed combinatory terms based on the
Logic of Combinatory Logic ([8]).

We propose a probabilistic system for simply typed combinatory terms, PCL which is a
probabilistic logic ([6, 10]) over LCL. We extend LCL with the probabilistic operator P≥s, and
obtain a system expressive enough to write formulas of the form P≥sα which has a meaning
“probability that α is true is greater than or equal to s”. The language of PCL consists of two
sets of formulas: basic formulas and probabilistic formulas. Basic formulas are formulas of LCL.
Probabilistic formulas are formulas generated by the following grammar

ϕ := P≥sα | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ,

where α is an LCL-formula and s ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q.

We propose Kripke-style semantics, where LCL-models serve as possible worlds. To interpret
probabilities we equip the set of possible worlds with a probability measure. We will give
an infinitary axiomatic system, obtained from the axiomatic system of LCL along with the
axiomatic system for probability logic.

In order to obtain soundness and completeness results for PCL we had to prove soundness
and completeness results on the level of basic formulas. Kripke-style semantics for the proposed
logic is built from models for LCL, by defining probability measure over the set of LCL-models.
Thus, the completeness result for LCL ([8]) will play a key role in proving completeness of the
given axiomatization with respect to the proposed semantics.

Acknowledgements We wish to thank the anonymous reviewers for their valuable sugges-
tions.
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Transpension: The Right Adjoint to the Pi-Type

Andreas Nuyts1 and Dominique Devriese1

imec-DistriNet, KU Leuven, Belgium

Presheaf models of dependent type theory [Hof97, HS97] have been successfully applied to model
HoTT [BCH14, CMS20, CCHM17, Hub16, KLV12, Ort18, OP18], parametricity [AGJ14, BCM15,
ND18a, NVD17], and directed, guarded [BM20] and nominal [Pit13, §6.3] type theory, as well as
combinations of these [BBC+19, CH20, RS17, WL20].1 If we want to reap the fruit of such models
within type theory and be able to write proofs that are unsound in simpler models, then we need
internal operators reflecting some aspects of the model. While the constructions of presheaf models
for various applications largely follow a common pattern, approaches towards internalization do
not. Throughout the literature, various internal presheaf operators (the amazing right adjoint√

[LOPS18], Φ/extent and Ψ/Gel [BCM15, Mou16, CH20], Glue and Weld [CCHM17, NVD17],
mill [ND18b], the strictness axiom [OP18] and locally fresh names [PMD15]) can be found with
little or no analysis of their relative expressiveness. Understanding the common foundations of
these operators would provide guidance to developers of new type systems, and may allow for
cross fertilization between existing systems. For example, understanding that the Gel-type for
parametricity – which so far has only been formulated w.r.t. an affine interval – is closely related
to
√

– which has been formulated w.r.t. the cartesian interval of cubical HoTT – can help us to
generalize both to other flavours of intervals.

Three years ago [ND19], we proposed the transpension type Gu : Ty(Γ)→ Ty(Γ, u : U), right
adjoint to structural or substructural universal quantification ∀(u : U) : Ty(Γ, u : U)→ Ty(Γ) over
a shape U (such as the interval), as a means of internalizing the peculiarities of presheaf models
in general. Each of the aforementioned internal operators can be implemented from transpension,
strictness and/or a pushout type former.2 The transpension type has a structure reminiscent of
a dependent version of the suspension type in HoTT [Uni13, §6.5]. In topoi, a right adjoint to
structural quantification Π(u : U) has already been considered by Yetter [Yet87], who named it ∇
and proved that it is definable from the amazing right adjoint

√
.

The structural transpension coquantifier Gu is part of a sequence of adjoints Σu a Ωu a Πu a
Gu, preceded by the Σ-type, weakening and the Π-type. Adjointness of the first three is provable
from the structural rules of type theory, but it is not immediately clear how to add typing rules
for a further adjoint. Birkedal et al. [BCM+20] explain how to add a single modality that has a
left adjoint in the semantics. If we want to have two or more adjoint modalities internally, then
we can use a multimodal type system such as MTT [GKNB21, GKNB20].

In a paper currently under review [ND21] we present an extensional type system extending
MTT, which features the transpension type as a modality and is backed by a presheaf model. Each
internal modality in MTT needs a semantic left adjoint, so we can only internalize Ωu a Πu a Gu.
A drawback which we accept (as a challenge for future work), is that Ωu and Πu become modalities
which are a bit more awkward to deal with than ordinary weakening and Π-types. Below, we
explain the main ideas of our approach, without reiterating the benefits and applications of the
transpension type [ND19].

Shapes and Multipliers. Transpension is right adjoint to universal quantification over a shape.
Because we want to support both structural (cartesian) and substructural (e.g. affine) quantifica-
tion, our definition of shape needs to be a bit more general than just ‘a representable object’ of
the presheaf model Psh(W) which would be essentially, via the Yoneda-embedding, an object of
W. Instead, a shape U will be modelled by an arbitrary endofunctor denoted xyn U :W →W,3

dubbed a multiplier. We write U for a chosen object isomorphic to >n U so that we can always
project π2 : W n U → U .

1We omit models that are not explicitly structured as presheaf models [AHH18, LH11, Nor19].
2For locally fresh names, we only have a heuristic translation.
3In a technical report [Nuy21], we generalize beyond endofunctors.
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Examples of such shapes are: the interval I in affine and cartesian cubical models of HoTT
and/or parametricity, the sort of names in nominal type theory [PMD15], the sort of clocks of a
given finite longevity in guarded type theory [BM20], and the twisted prism functor [PK20] which
we believe is important for directed type theory.

Because arbitrary endofunctors are a bit too general to obtain many useful results, we introduce
some criteria to classify multipliers. The multiplier gives rise to a functor `U :W →W/U : W 7→
(W n U, π2) to the slice category over U . We say that xyn U is

� semicartesian if it is copointed, i.e. there is a first projection π1 : W n U →W ,
� cartesian if it is a cartesian product,
� cancellative if `U is faithful (equivalently if xyn U is),
� affine if `U is full (which rules out being cartesian unless U ∼= >),
� connection-free if `U is essentially surjective on slices (V, ϕ) such that ϕ : V → U is dimen-

sionally split, which in most cases just means split epi,
� quantifiable if `U has a left adjoint ∃U :W/U →W (i.e. if xyn U is a local right adjoint).

For the properties of the example multipliers, we refer to the paper [ND21].

Modes are Shape Contexts. Every MTT judgement p | Γ ` J is stated at some mode p, and
modalities µ : p → q have a domain and a codomain mode. The introduction rule for the modal
type looks like this:

p | Γ,µµ ` a : A µ : p→ q

q | Γ ` modµ a : 〈µ | A〉
Typically (but not necessarily) every mode p will be modelled by a presheaf category JpK and every
modality µ : p→ q will be modelled by a DRA [BCM+20]

q
µµ

y
a JµK : JpK→ JqK.

A complication is that the modalities that we need, bind or depend on a variable, a phenomenon
which is not supported by MTT. We solve this by grouping shape variables such as u : U in a
shape context which is not considered part of the type-theoretic context but instead serves as
the mode of the judgement. Formally, we define a shape context as any presheaf over W, but in
practice shape contexts will be denoted (u1 : U1, . . . , un : Un) and obtained by applying (the left
Kan extensions of) the corresponding multipliers to the terminal presheaf. Judgements in shape
context Ξ are then interpreted in presheaves over the category of elements W/Ξ, i.e. dependent
presheaves over Ξ.

Modalities. As modalities µ : Ξ1 → Ξ2, we take all DRAs from Psh(W/Ξ1) to Psh(W/Ξ2).
Again, a few specific ones are of special interest:

Modalities for substitution. A shape substitution (presheaf morphism) σ : Ξ1 → Ξ2 leads to
a functor Σ/σ : W/Ξ1 → W/Ξ2 which, by left Kan extension, precomposition and right Kan
extension, leads to a triple of adjoint functors Σσ| a Ωσ| a Πσ| : Psh(W/Ξ1) → Psh(W/Ξ2), the
latter two of which can be internalized as modalities Ωσ a Πσ. Of course Ωσ is the substitution
modality. In case σ is really a weakening π : (Ξ, u : U) → Ξ over a semicartesian shape U, then
we write Ωu a Π(u : U) and these stand for weakening and the Π-type.

Modalities for (co)quantification. A quantifiable multiplier gives rise to functors ∃/ΞU a `/ΞU :
W/Ξ → W/(Ξ, u : U), whence by Kan extension and precomposition a quadruple of adjoint

functors ∃Ξ|
U a `Ξ|

U a ∀
Ξ|
U a GΞ|

U : Psh(W/Ξ)→ Psh(W/(Ξ, u : U)), the latter three of which can be
internalized as `u a ∀(u : U) a Gu which stand for fresh weakening, substructural quantification
and transpension.

Theorem. If a multiplier xyn U is:

1. semicartesian, then we get morphisms spoilu : `u⇒ Ωu and (hence) cospoilu : Πu⇒ ∀u,

2. cartesian, then spoilu and (hence) cospoilu are isomorphisms,

3. cancellative and affine, then ∀u ◦ `u ∼= 1 and (hence) ∀u ◦ Gu ∼= 1,

4. cancellative, affine and connection-free, then the transpension type admits a pattern-matching
eliminator not unlike that of the suspension type; equivalently, Φ/extent is then sound.

2
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Last year at Types we presented Clocked Cubical Type Theory (CCTT) [5], a type the-
ory combining multi-clocked guarded recursion with Cubical Type Theory. One use case for
this type theory is for programming and reasoning with coinductive types, encoding these via
guarded recursion. CCTT allows one to do this also for coinductive types defined using higher
inductive types, and one can moreover prove that path type equality for these coincides with
bisimilarity. Another use is as a meta-language for both operational and denotational models
of programming languages. This talk presents a worked example of using both these ideas, and
is based on our newly published paper [9].

Guarded Powerdomains in Clocked Cubical Type Theory

Clocked Cubical Type Theory extends Cubical Type Theory with a pre-type of clocks, and for
each clock κ, a modality .κ and a fixed point combinator fixκ : (.κA → A) → A. One use
of the fixed point combinator is to construct guarded recursive types, such as LκA satisfying
LκA ' A+ .κLκA as fixed points of maps on the universe. Defining a κ-delay algebra to be a
type B with an operations .κB → B, LκA is the free κ-delay algebra on A. Using quantification
over clocks, one can use these to encode coinductive types such as LA

def
= ∀κ.LκA which is the

coinductive solution to LA ' A+ LA. This latter is the coinductive delay monad, which can be
used to model recursion in type theory, however, working with the guarded recursive variant Lκ

gives access to a powerful fixed point operator, and, moreover, guarded recursive types can also
have negative occurrences. This has been used for a form of guarded synthetic domain theory,
producing models of FPC and PCF and proving these adequate in type theory [8, 11].

This work studies the extension of such models with finite non-determinism. We construct
two guarded recursive powerdomains by combining Lκ with the finite powerset functor Pf ,
defined as a HIT [3], generated by singleton, union and axioms making it the free join-semilatice.
The powerdomains are defined as follows

Pκ
3(A) ' Pf(A+ .κPκ

3(A)) Pκ
2(A)

def
= Lκ(Pf(A))

The first of these is a monad defined as a guarded recursive type. An element of this type is a
finite set of values of type A and computations that can be run for at least one more step. The
subscript refers to may-convergence and is intuitively justified by the fact that it reveals return
values for terminated branches even when other branches have not yet terminated. The second
is simply the composition of two monads. Unlike Pκ

3, elements of Pκ
2 do not reveal partial

results, but just returns a set of values once all branches have terminated. Unfortunately, Pκ
2 is

not a monad, since the associativity axiom breaks up to step counting. It is, however, a monad
up to a notion of weak bisimilarity.

mogel, avez@itu.dk
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Semantics for the untyped lambda calculus
Both these constructions carry a semilattice structure. In the case of Pκ

3 the union operation
is defined using the one for Pf . In the case of Pκ

2, the union operations evaluates the two given
computations in parallel and returns the union once they have both terminated. This means
that the delay is the maximum of the delays of the two input computations. Algebraically,
Pκ
3(A) is the free join semilattice and κ-delay algebra on A with no equations between the two

structures. For Pκ
2(A), the delay algebra structure distributes over the semilattice one, but also

satisfies additional non-algebraic interaction equations.
Using the semilattice structures, one can define denotational semantics for the untyped

lambda calculus extended with finite non-determinism in the form of an operation M orN .
In both cases, the domain of the denotational semantics is a solution to a guarded recursive
domain equation defined as

SValκ
def
= .κ(SValκ → T (SValκ)) Dκ def

= T (SValκ)

where T can be instantiated to Pκ
3 and Pκ

2 (or indeed any monad-like construction with a
semilattice structure). This semantics can be proved sound with respect to the standard big-
step may- and must operational semantics which we write as ⇓3 and ⇓2 respectively.

Applicative similarity
As an example application of these powerdomains, we look at how to prove applicative similarity
a congruence for the untyped lambda calculus with finite non-determinism. This is usually
proved using operational reasoning and Howe’s method [7, 6, 4, 2], or in some cases advanced
domain theoretic techniques such as Stone duality [10, 1]. Here we build on a proof by Pitts [12],
which uses a denotational semantics in domain theory and a relation between syntax and
semantics. Our contribution is to extend from the case of pure lambda calculus to finite non-
determinism and adapt to guarded synthetic domain theory.

In a few more details, a relation R is an applicative may-simulation if M RN and M ⇓3
λx.M ′ implies

∃N ′. N ⇓3 λy.N ′ ∧ (∀(V : Val).M ′[V/x]RN ′[V/x])

May-similarity ≤3 is the greatest may-simulation, and this can be defined in Clocked Cubical
Type Theory using a combination of guarded recursion and quantification over clocks, similarly
to the coinductive delay monad L. The aim is to show that this is a congruence. Our proof uses
a relation �κ: Dκ × Λ → Prop between the denotational semantics mentioned in the previous
section, and syntax. The key lemmas state that JMKκ �κ M for all closedM , and thatM ≤3 N
is equivalent to ∀κ.JMKκ �κ N . We prove a similar result for the case of must-similarity.

Implementation
The results mentioned above have been proved on paper, and only few lemmas have been
formally verified in a proof assistant. In the time since this work was completed, Vezzosi has
implemented an experimental extension of Agda1 based on CCTT. Using this it should now
be possible to implement these proofs in Agda without much overhead from the paper versions
developed in this work. One point of the talk is therefore to announce the Agda branch for
CCTT to the Types community.

1https://github.com/agda/guarded/tree/forcing-ticks
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Region type systems are a powerful tool for e.g. pointer analysis and taint analysis [BGH13,
GHL12] for object oriented programs. Extended with effect annotations, they can capture
information about the possible event traces of programs and thus can be used to enforce
programming guidelines [EHZ17, ESX21]. The idea of such a type-based analysis approach is to
infer the type of a program which allows us to verify if the program satisfies certain properties.
The type inference algorithms of [BGH13, GHL12, EHZ17, ESX21] infer a type for a method
from the given types of its arguments. If the method is called with different arguments in
different occasions of a program, then it is analyzed multiple times, one for each invocation.

To avoid analyzing the same piece of code multiple times, we introduce a compositional
inference algorithm. Once a method has been analyzed, the result can be used directly in
the analysis of its caller, assuming that it does not depend on the caller, i.e., it does not
(indirectly) call the caller. The idea is to split the type inference into two steps: (1) Compute
an environment transformation for each method. (2) Derive the type of the targeting method
using its environment transformation. When analyzing a new method, we use the previously
computed environment transformations of the callees rather than fully reanalyzing them as in
previous work [BGH13, GHL12, EHZ17, ESX21]. We explain the idea in more detail.

Types and typing environments For simplicity, we work with a region type system without
effects for Featherweight Java [IPW01] like the one in [BGH13]. A type is a region representing
a property of a value such as its provenance information. For example, we may consider a region
CreatedAt(`) for references to objects that were created in the position with label `. One can
think of the label ` as a line number in the source code. This region allows us to track where in
the program an object originates. Differing from previous work, we do not maintain a global
table of field typing but instead add it into typing environments. For example, the environment

E = (x : CreatedAt(`1), CreatedAt(`1).f : CreatedAt(`2))

means that x points to an object which is created at position `1 and the field f of any object
created at `1 is an object created at `2.

Environment transformations The type system essentially performs flow analysis. The
execution of a program may change the types of its variables and fields. Therefore, we can
assign it an environment transformation that approximates how the types are updated in the
program. For example, we assign the program

y = x.f ;
x = new`3 C();

the transformation
[y 7→ x.f, x 7→ CreatedAt(`3)].

It updates the above environment E to (x : CreatedAt(`3), y : CreatedAt(`2), CreatedAt(`1).f :
CreatedAt(`2)). Note that the substitutions are performed simultaneously.

∗Supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) under research grant 250888164 (GuideForce).
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Field access graphs Directly using field access paths like x.f as above is problematic, because
the lengths of access paths may be unbounded. The computation of environment transformations
involving such access paths may not terminate. For example, consider a class of linked lists with
a field next : Node pointing the next node. The following method returns the last node of a list.

Node last() {
if (next == null) {return this; }
else {return next.last(); }

}

It would have return type this ∨ this.next ∨ this.next.next ∨ this.next.next.next ∨ · · · ,
expressing that the returned value has the same type of the variable this or the field this.next
and so on. To solve this, we work with access graphs which provide a finite representation of
access paths [KSK07]. For example, the Node class has three access graphs to represent all its
access paths. Therefore, the return type of last() is the disjunction of these three graphs rather
than the above infinite disjunction of access paths.

A theory of abstract transformations With the above ingredients, we now define a notion
of abstract transformation. Like the usual ones, an abstract transformation consists of finitely
many assignments κ 7→ u. The value u is a disjunction of some atoms. An atom is a variable, a
type or a field graph following a variable or a type. The key κ is a non-type atom, as we treat
variables and fields similarly in order to involve field typing in environments. To model how types
are updated in a program, we define the following operations on abstract transformations. We
define the composition of abstract transformations to model type updates in a statement followed
by another and the join of abstract transformations to tackle conditional branches. Moreover, we
instantiate an abstract transformation to an endofunction on typing environments. Assignments
are essentially subtyping constraints [PS91] and the instantiation solves the constraints.

Type inference Suppose we have a table T assigning an abstract transformation to each
method of a program. Then we can compute an abstract transformation for any expression
e of the program by induction on e. For example, when e is an invocation of a method, we
lookup the table T . For any well-typed program, we can compute such a table T for it as
follows. We start by initializing T for each method with the “bottom” transformation, that
is, the transformation whose values are the empty disjunction. For each method, we compute
the abstract transformation of its body, and then update the corresponding entry in T . We
repeat this until no more update of T is possible. This procedure always terminates, because
the update of T “weakens” its entries and there are only finitely many abstract transformations.

To infer the type of a method, we find its abstract transformation from T , feed it with a
typing for its arguments, and then get the type of the return variable from the resulting typing
environment. If we add a new method into the program, we can use T to analyze it as long as
the old methods do not depend on it. In this way, we can reuse the existing analysis results to
analyze new code rather than reanalyzing the whole program and library.

We note that our approach to type inference via abstract transformations is independent
from region types. What essential is the finite lattice structure of types. For example, it also
works for class types of the standard Java type system.

Lastly, we have a prototype implementation of the above type inference algorithm for the
type system of [ESX21] based on the Soot framework [SG]. It takes a Java bytecode program
and a programming guideline as inputs, infers the type and effect of the program, and then
verifies if the program adheres to the guideline.
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History and state of the art. The system of simple type theory, as introduced by Church
[2], is elegant and forms the basis of several proof assistants. However, it has some unnatural
limitations: it is not possible in this system to talk about an arbitrary type, or about an
arbitrary structure. It is also not possible to form the collection of e.g. all groups, as needed in
category theory. In order to address these limitations, Martin-Löf [10, 9] introduced a system
with a type V of all types. A function A → V in this system can then be seen as a family of
types over a given type A, and it is natural in such a system to refine the operations of simple
type theory, exponential and cartesian product, to operations of dependent products and sums.
After the discovery of Girard’s paradox in [5], Martin-Löf [11] introduced a distinction between
small and large types, similar to the distinction introduced in category theory between large
and small sets, and the type V became the (large) type of small types. The name “universe”
for such a type was chosen in analogy with the notion of universes introduced by Grothendieck
to represent category theory in set theory.

Later, Martin-Löf [12] introduced a countable tower of universes U0 : U1 : U2 : · · · . We refer
to the indices 0, 1, 2, . . . as universe levels.

Before the advent of univalent foundations, most type theorists expected only the first few
universe levels to be relevant in practical formalisations. This included the expectation that
it might be feasible for a user of type theory to explicitly assign universe levels to their types,
simply adding updated versions of earlier definitions when they were needed at different levels.
However, the number of copies of definitions does not only grow with the level, but also with
the number of type arguments in the definition of a type former. (The latter growth can be
exponential!)

To deal with this problem Huet [8] and Harper and Pollack [6] and, in Coq, Sozeau and
Tabareau [14] introduced universe polymorphism. Their ”implicit” approach to universe poly-
morphisms is, however, problematic w.r.t. modularity, as pointed out in [3, 13]: one can prove
A → B in one file, and B → C in one other file, while A → C is not valid. In order to cope
with this issue, J. Courant [3] suggested to have explicit level universes, with a sup operation
(see also [7]). This approach is now followed in Agda and in Voevodsky’s proposal [16].

With the advent of Voevodsky’s univalent foundations, the need for universe polymorphism
has only increased, see for example [16]. The univalence axiom states that for any two types
X,Y the canonical map

idtoeqX,Y : (X = Y )→ (X ' Y )

is an equivalence. Formally, the univalence axiom is an axiom scheme which is added to Martin-
Löf type theory. If we work in Martin-Löf type theory with a countable tower of universes, each
type is a member of some universe Un. Such a universe Un is univalent provided for all X,Y : Un
the canonical map idtoeqX,Y is an equivalence. Let UAn be the type expressing the univalence
of Un, and let uan : UAn for n = 0, 1, . . . be a sequence of constants postulating the respective
instances of the univalence axiom. We note that X = Y : Un+1 and X ' Y : Un and hence
UAn is in Un+1. If we have a type of levels, as in Agda [15] or Lean [4], we can express universe
polymorphism as quantification over universe levels.



We remark that universes are more important in a predicative framework than in an im-
predicative one. Consider for example the formalisation of real numbers as Dedekind cuts,
or domain elements as filters of formal neighbourhoods, which belong to U1 since they are
properties of elements in U0. However, even in a system using an impredicative universe of
propositions, such as the ones in [8, 4], there is a need for the use of definitions parametric in
universe levels.

Our contribution. The goal of this work is to complement the proposals by Courant [3] and
Voevodsky [16] by handling constraints on universe levels and having instantiation operations.
We start by giving the rules for a basic version of dependent type theory with Π,Σ,N, and an
identity type former Id. We then explain how to add an externally indexed countable sequence
of universes Un,Tn à la Tarski with or without cumulativity rules.

We introduce then an internal notion of universe level and add two new judgment forms:
l Level meaning that l is a universe level, and l = m meaning that l and m are equal universe
levels. Here level expressions are built up from level variables α using a successor operation
l+ and a join (supremum, maximum) operation l ∨m. We let judgments depend not only on
a context of ordinary variables, but also on a list of level variables α1, . . . , αk, giving rise to a
theory with level polymorphism. Certain typing rules are conditional on judgments of the form
l = m. This is a kind of ML-polymorphism since we only quantify over global level variables.

We then extend the above type theory with formation rules for level-indexed product types
[α]A meaning “A is a type for all universe levels α”. Furthermore, introduction and elimination
rules for such types are given, as well as some new computational rules. An example that uses
level-indexed products is the following type which expresses the theorem that univalence for
universes of arbitrary level implies function extensionality for functions between universes of
arbitrary levels.

([α]IsUnivalent Uα)→ [β][γ]FunExtUβ Uγ

We also present (a variation of) Voevodsky’s proposal [16] with level constraints, comple-
menting his proposal with a way to instantiate universe polymorphic constants introduced with
level variables and constraints. We shortly discuss the decision problems for sup-semilattices
with successor that come with this approach. These problems can be solved in polynomial time,
as shown in [1].

As an example, we can define in our system a constant

c :≡ 〈α β〉λY :Uβ
Id Uβ Y (ΣX:Uα

X → Y ) : [α β][α < β]Uβ → Uβ+ ,

since ΣX:UαX → Y has type Uβ in the context

α : Level, β : Level, α < β, Y : Uβ .

We can instantiate this constant c with two levels l and m, and this will be of type

[l < m]Um → Um+ ,

which only can be used if l < m holds in the current context.

In the current system of Agda [15], the constraint α < β is represented indirectly by writing
β in the form γ ∨ α+ and c is defined as

c :≡ 〈α γ〉λY :Uα+∨γ
Id Uα+∨γ Y (ΣX:Uα

X → Y ) : [α γ]Uα+∨γ → Uα++∨γ+ ,

which arguably is less readable. Moreover, not all constraints that occur in practice can be
expressed in this way.
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Introduction We report work in progress on TypOS, a domain-specific language for experi-
menting with typecheckers and elaborators. Our remit is similar to those of other domain-specific
languages such as Andromeda [1], PLT Redex [3], or Turnstyle+ [2]. However, we try to minimise
demands on the order in which subproblems are encountered and constraints are solved: when
programs contain holes, and constraints are complex, it helps to be flexible about where to
make progress. TypOS tackles typing tasks by spawning a network of concurrent actors [4],
each responsible for one node of the syntax tree, communicating with its parent and child
nodes via channels. Constraints demanded by one actor may generate enough information (by
solving metavariables) for other actors to unblock. Metavariables thus provide a secondary and
asynchronous means of communication, creating subtle difficulties modelling actor resumptions
as host-language functions, because metavariables unsolved at the time of a resumption’s creation
may be solved by the time it is invoked. Thus forced into a more syntactic representation of
suspended processes, we decided to explore what opportunities a new language could bring.

Term syntax and judgement forms TypOS supports a generic LISP-style syntax for
terms, including atoms (’a), cons lists ([a b c]), and an α-invariant notion of term variables (x)
and binding (\x.t). Users can restrict the shape of such terms using context-free grammars,
for example defining the syntactic categories of simple types (’Type), synthesisable (’Synth),
and checkable terms (’Check). The notion of judgement form is recast as channel interaction
protocol [5], specifying what to communicate, and in which direction. We declare an actor by
giving its name and protocol. For example, we may declare type checking and synthesis actors:

check : ?’Type. ?’Check. -- receives a type, then a checkable term

synth : ?’Synth. !’Type. -- receives a synthesisable term, sends a type back

Information about free variables is kept in contexts, which must also be declared, for example:

ctxt |- ’Synth -> ’Type -- declare ctxt to map ’Synth variables to types

Typing rules For each judgement form, we define an actor as the server for all the rules
whose conclusion takes that form. Where rules have premises, a typing actor spawns children,
each with its own channel. Actors may fork parallel subactors, generate fresh metavariables,
declare constraints, bind local variables, match on terms using a scope-aware pattern language,
and extend and query contexts. For example, here are actors for bidirectional type checking and
type synthesis of the simply typed lambda calculus, following the interaction protocol above:

check@p = p?ty. p?tm. case tm -- receive type and term via p, match on tm

{ [’Lam \x. body] -> -- lambda case:

’Type?S. ’Type?T. -- make fresh type metavars S and T

( ty ~ [’Arr S T] -- in parallel: constrain ty as arrow type
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| \x. -- and bring fresh x into scope

ctxt { x -> S }. -- then extend ctxt to map x to S

check@q. q!T. q!body.) -- then spawn child on channel q to check body

; [’Emb e] -> -- embedded synthesisable term e:

synth@q. q!e. q?S. -- spawn child to synthesise type S for e

S ~ ty } -- constrain S as ty

synth@p = p?tm. if tm in ctxt -- receive term tm via p, query ctxt for tm

{ S -> p!S. } -- if tm is a variable in ctxt, send its type

else case tm -- otherwise match on tm

{ [’Ann t T] -> -- type annotated term case: in parallel

( type@q. q!T. -- spawn child to validate type T

| check@r. r!T. r!t. -- spawn child to check t has type T

| p!T. ) -- send type T

; [’App f s] -> -- application case:

’Type?S. ’Type?T. -- make fresh type metavars S and T

( synth@q. q!f. q?F. -- spawn child to synthesise a type F for f

F ~ [’Arr S T] -- constrain F as arrow type

| check@r. r!S. r!s. -- spawn child to check argument

| p!T. ) } -- send the target type back

Schematic variables and scope management The notion of schematic variable in a typing
rule is recast as the ordinary notion of program variable (e.g. ty, tm, S, T above) within an
actor. We are careful to distinguish these ‘actor variables’ from both ‘term variables’ of the
syntax being manipulated (e.g. x), and ‘channel variables’ (e.g. p, q, r). Schematic variables in
typing rules are usually thought of as implicitly universally quantified: by contrast, each of our
actor variables has one explicit binding site in an actor process, either at an input action, or in
a pattern-match. As in Delphin [8], the term variables in scope at each point in an actor are
determined by explicit binding constructs. The scope for the signals on a channel is bounded by
the scope at its creation, ensuring that parents never encounter variables bound locally by their
children. Internally, we use a precisely scoped co-deBruijn representation of terms [7].

Metavariables and constraints The actor model principle of sharing by message not memory
lets us guarantee that each actor has direct knowledge of only those term variables it has bound
itself. Actors cannot learn the names of any term variables free when they were spawned, and
are thus less likely to violate stability under substitution. Nonetheless, we do support the one
form of memory that distributed concurrent processes may safely share [6]: the metavariables
actors create and share mutate monotonically only by becoming more defined. Actors cannot
detect that a metavariable is unsolved, but block when matching strictly on one. Decisions
already taken on the basis of less information need never be retracted when more arrives.

Executing actors In the future, we will implement a concurrent runtime, but for the moment,
we use a stack-based virtual machine. Each actor runs until it blocks, then the machine
refocuses on the next place progress can be made, until execution stabilises. The derivation thus
constructed can readily be extracted from the final configuration of the stack.

Try it yourself TypOS is available at https://github.com/msp-strath/TypOS, together
with more examples of actors.
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We introduce cubical multimodal type theory (MTT□), a dependent type theory that com-
bines multimodal type theory (MTT) [GKNB20] with cubical type theory (CTT) [CCHM18].
The result not only retains the desirable qualities of both theories but also validates an ex-
tensionality principle for modal types that is not present in MTT. For semantics, we provide
an axiomatic approach to constructing models, including presheaf models. As an example, we
model guarded recursion by replaying the arguments from [GKNB20] now in MTT□. Using
presheaf models, we prove that Löb induction is consistent with the theory, and we prove using
modal extensionality that Löb induction gives a propositionally unique fix-point which in MTT
requires additional axioms [GKNB21].

Cubical type theory. CTT [CCHM18] was introduced to achieve two things: a computa-
tionally effective interpretation of the univalence axiom and a more well-behaved identity type
satisfying e.g. function extensionality. It extends MLTT with an interval object I—an abstrac-
tion of the interval [0, 1]—and path types PathA(a0, a1), essentially the type of functions from
the interval that agree on endpoints. A path corresponds to a term that depends on a single
interval variable but dependence on multiple variables yields squares, cubes, or n-cubes. The
intent is for path types to replace identity types, but they are not yet transitive. To fix this,
CTT includes Kan operations which state that if a path is defined on only a part of an n-cube
and one endpoint can be extended to the whole cube then the other endpoint may be extended
as well. With this, one can prove that paths can be composed, resulting in transitivity and
support for path induction (though with computation only up to a path). In order for the Kan
operations to compute, they must have computation rules for every type, e.g. there is a rule
specifying how the Kan operation in A×B can be reduced to operations in A and B.

Multimodal type theory. Separately, it is common to increase the expressivity of MLTT
by adding modalities [BMSS12], but proving that these extensions satisfy desirable qualities
like normalisation is laborious. MTT [GKNB20] alleviates this problem by providing a single
type theory that is parametrised by a mode theory—a 2-category that specifies the modal
situation—yet satisfies canonicity [GKNB20] and normalisation [Gra22]. By instantiating MTT
with an appropriate mode theory, we can model specific modal type theories, e.g. guarded
recursion [GKNB20]. Each object of a mode theory (m,n, . . .), called a mode, is a copy of
MLTT, whilst each 1-cell (µ, ν, . . .), called a modality, allows movement between modes. Thus,
for any modality µ : n m, we have amongst others the rules:1

Γ cx@m

Γ, {µ} cx@n

Γ, {µ} ⊢ A@n

Γ ⊢ ⟨µ | A⟩@m

Γ, {µ} ⊢ a : A@n

Γ ⊢ modµ(a) : ⟨µ | A⟩@m

1The left-most rule is referred to as locking a context.
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Cubical multimodal type theory. Cubical multimodal type theory (MTT□) is a combi-
nation of MTT and CTT. Like MTT it is parametrised by a mode theory, but whereas MTT
contains a copy of MLTT at each mode, MTT□ contains a copy of CTT. Each instance of MTT□

thus consists of a number of copies of CTT connected by weak dependent right adjoints.
The challenge in this combination is that in order for terms to compute, computation rules

for interactions between modal and cubical aspects must be added; in particular, a computation
rule for Kan operations in modal types. However, this rule will not be well-typed before adding
exchange principles, governing interactions between the cubical and modal aspects of the theory.
The exact makeup of these principles is a subtle part of the design of this theory, and care has
to be taken to encapsulate the desired examples.

We adopt a principle of orthogonality, i.e. that modal and cubical aspects should inter-
fere minimally with each other. Concretely, we have rules stating that a dimension term
Γ ⊢ r : Im @m may be moved to a locked context Γ, {µ} ⊢ rµ : In @n and the same for
faces. This induces substitutions Γ, i : Im, {µ} ⊢ σµ : Γ, {µ}, i : In @n and Γ, ϕ, {µ} ⊢ τµ :
Γ, {µ}, ϕµ @n, where −, ϕ is restriction of a context to the face ϕ, which we demand are isomor-
phisms. A similar approach to combining CTT with a modal type theory is taken in [KMV21],
whilst [Cav21] and [MV18] use equalities instead of isomorphisms.

Using these operations, we establish a computation rule for Kan operations in ⟨µ | A⟩ in
terms of A, which we prove to be well-typed; concretely:

compi⟨µ|A⟩ [ϕ 7→ modµ(u)]modµ(u0) = modµ(compiA [ϕµ 7→ u[σµ ◦ τµ]]u0)

Just as CTT validates many extensionality principles, with these exchange principles, we
get for MTT□ modal extensionality:

Theorem 1. Given a modality µ : n m and terms A : U@n and a, b : El(A)@n, there is a
path equivalence ⟨µ | PathEl(A)(a, b)⟩ ≃ Path⟨µ|El(A)⟩(modµ(a),modµ(b))@m.

MTT□ is formally defined as a generalised algebraic theory, and it, therefore, induces a
category of models, including an initial model. Due to the complexity of the type theory,
constructing such a model is a laborious task, and we, therefore, introduce cubical MTT cosmoi
as an axiomatic approach to producing models. These assign a topos satisfying axioms from
[OP18] and [LOPS18] to each mode while each modality is assigned to an adjunction which
induces a dependent right adjoint whose left adjoint preserves the cubical structure coherently.
These axioms ensure that each mode models CTT while the entire structure models MTT.
Finally, by requiring that the cubical structure is appropriately preserved these models validate
the aforementioned exchange principles.

Theorem 2. Any cubical MTT cosmos induces a model of MTT□.

Theorem 3. Let f : M Cat be a strict 2-functor, and write F ∗(µ), F!(µ), and F∗(µ) for the
precomposition, left Kan extension, and right Kan extension respectively of f(µ)× id□. Then:

� the network of morphisms of LOPS topoi given by the adjunctions F ∗(µ) ⊣ F∗(µ) induces
a model of MTT□ over M; and

� the network of morphisms of LOPS topoi given by the adjunctions F!(µ) ⊣ F ∗(µ) induces
a model of MTT□ over M.

Acknowledgements. This work was supported in part by a Villum Investigator grant (no.
25804), Center for Basic Research in Program Verification (CPV), from the VILLUM Founda-
tion.
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Validating OCaml soundness by translation into Coq

Jacques Garrigue and Takafumi Saikawa
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The programming language OCaml is known for the expressiveness of its type system.
Starting with an ML core consisting of algebraic datatypes, mutable references, and exceptions,
it extends it with polymorphic variants and objects, extensible datatypes, GADTs, a module
system, and even first class modules. Further extensions are planned.

Proving the correctness of both theory and implementation for such a complex system is
a daunting task. Formalization of the theory of ML languages started in the 1990’s, both in
HOL [13], and Coq [1], and culminated with the formalization of full SML in Twelf [7]. However,
this is only with Cake ML that the proof included the actual implementation [6, 12], albeit for a
much smaller language. Concerning OCaml, most parts of the type system were proved correct
on paper, but only independently of each other. Some parts were further formalized in Coq
[4, 8], but independently of the actual implementation, which often differs in subtle ways. A
formal semantics for the core of the language has also been given, but again independently of
the implementation [9].

An alternative to actually proving things is to check them a posteriori. That is, rather than
proving the OCaml typechecker correct, verify that its output is correct. That is the approach
taken by Couderc [3], by writing a type checker to be applied to the so called typed tree, which
is the result of type inference. While redundancy provides some extra guarantees against simple
implementation bugs, this approach may still leave some bugs, and does not ensure that the
type system itself is sound.

We propose here a new approach, based on the translation of OCaml programs to Gallina.
By implementing it as an extra backend to the OCaml compiler, taking the typed tree as input,
we can use Coq’s type checker to ensure the type soundness of source programs, as long as we
can assume that the semantics is unchanged. The type soundness is a consequence of Coq’s
subject reduction property, following the principle shown in the following figure.

P

x

OCaml Coq

[[x]]

[[P ]]

P (x) [[P ]]([[x]])

Input

Program

Output

Namely, if for all P : τ → τ ′ and x : τ we have:

1. P translates to [[P ]], and ` [[P ]] : [[τ → τ ′]]

2. x translates to [[x]], and ` [[x]] : [[τ ]]

3. [[P ]] applied to [[x]] evaluates to [[P (x)]]

4. [[·]] is injective on types

then the soundness of Coq’s type system implies the
soundness of OCaml’s evaluation (i.e., evaluation of
well-typed programs cannot go wrong).

This approach has a relatively large trusted base: we assume that the translator does not
change the semantics of the input program, when using Coq normalization, and that Coq indeed
enjoys type soundness [10].

The goal of relying on Coq for the soundness has led us to a number of design choices.
Since we want to be able to evaluate programs inside Coq, we realize side effects through a
concrete monadic implementation, and avoid using axioms that would block evaluation. We
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also avoid unsound extensions of Coq as much as possible. Finally, as references (and polymor-
phic comparison) require some form of dynamic type information, we provide an intensional
representation of types.

Extraction from Coq to other languages has been an active research area since its beginning,
but the opposite direction is much more recent. Currently, two other translators are available:
coq-of-ocaml [2] and hs-to-coq [11], for OCaml and Haskell respectively. However, their goal
is different from ours, as they intend to prove properties on the translated programs, and as
a result are happy to restrict themselves to a subset of the language in order to get simpler
translated code. In particular they do not introduce an intensional representation of types.

The current version of the translator [5] only supports the core part of the language: Hindley-
Milner polymorphism, algebraic datatypes, polymorphic comparison, references and exceptions.
However, we already have extensions in mind, and in particular the choice of having an inten-
sional representation of types should also be an advantage when translating GADTs, as they
rely on the ability to compare types, which in Coq is only possible if they have a matchable
representation. Due to our need to aggregate all defined types, the translator is restricted to
single-file programs, but this restriction should also be eventually lifted, by adding a linking
phase.

Since we intend to translate faithfully arbitrary OCaml programs to Coq, we need to re-
create the OCaml world inside Coq. The two essential parts of it are:

• defining a monad M T = Env → Env × (T +Exn) for state (references), exceptions, and
non-termination (seen as a non-catchable exception),

• defining a translation from the intensional representation of types to their Coq semantics.

Here we will just show the essential part of the functor REFmonad that creates such a monad
from the intensional representation of types ml_type and its translation coq_type.

Module Type MLTY.
Parameter ml_type : Set.
Parameter ml_exn : ml_type.
Parameter coq_type : forall M : Type -> Type, ml_type -> Type.

End MLTY.
Module REFmonad(MLtypes : MLTY).
Record key := mkkey {key_id : int; key_type : ml_type}.
Record binding (M : Type -> Type) := mkbind
{ bind_key : key; bind_val : coq_type M (key_type bind_key) }.

Definition M0 Env Exn T := Env -> Env * (T + Exn).
#[bypass_check(positivity)] (* non-positive definition *)
Inductive Env := mkEnv : int -> seq (binding (M0 Env Exn)) -> Env.

with Exn := Catchable of coq_type (M0 Env Exn) ml_exn
| GasExhausted | RefLookup | BoundedNat.

Definition M T := Env -> Env * (T + Exn). (* = M0 Env Exn T *)
... (* Monadic operations for references and exceptions *)

End REFmonad.

You can see that coq_type itself depends on the monad, as it is needed when translating function
types. As a result, the mutually recursive definition of Env and Exn clearly violates the positivity
condition enforced by Coq. This comes as no surprise, since it is well known that references
can be used in ML to define non-terminating functions, in the absence of recursion. However,
we conjecture that disabling the positivity check for this definition alone does not endanger
Coq soundness, as non-termination is restricted to computations happening inside the monad;
namely, we can indeed create values of type M False, but we cannot extract False from the
resulting sum type.

2
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Abstract

We have shown in [1] how some of the standard Bitcoin scripts can be veri�ed using
Hoare Logic in the interactive theorem prover Agda. Our framework was developed for
standard instructions and in addition the multisig and the time delay instructions. We
developed two ways of establishing human-readable weakest preconditions: (1) A step-by-
step approach of working backwards in the program and (2) symbolic execution of the
program and determining the accepting paths.

In this presentation, we investigate how these two approaches can be extended to Bit-
coin scripts that use non-local instructions such as OP_IF, OP_ELSE, and OP_ENDIF. Our
approach is based on a basic operational semantics [12], which added an additional stack
called IfStack to the standard stack.

One of the most notable trustless and decentralised architectures is given by blockchain tech-
nology. It runs in a trustless environment using immutable peer-to-peer technology combined
with a consensus protocol. Cryptocurrencies, which may be combined with smart contracts, are
based on blockchain technology. Blockchain technology enables data to be shared universally
in a secure, trusted, and synchronised way [15].

Satoshi Nakamoto [11] launched Bitcoin in 2008 as the �rst cryptocurrency. Bitcoin enables
private, anonymous payments over a peer-to-peer network [9]. Since then, several cryptocur-
rencies have been introduced such as Ethereum [6]. This resulted in a new and emerging era
of decentralised and digital monetary systems in which there is no need for any central entity
such as central banks to manage and control users' transactions.

Smart contracts are another intriguing topic that has emerged as a result of the new era
of blockchain [13, 10]. Smart contracts are de�ned as programs that are performed automati-
cally when speci�c circumstances are met. Because smart contracts are capable of locking high
monetary values, they are business-critical systems, hence techniques for evaluating their secu-
rity and validity are required [10, 14]. In Bitcoin, smart contracts are written in the language
Script. [5]. Other cryptocurrencies have their own languages [2]. One should note that the
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), into which smart contracts of Ethereum's smart contract
languages are compiled, is as Bitcoin Script based on a stack machine1, so we expect that
techniques used for verifying Bitcoin scripts carry over when verifying smart contracts of the
EVM.2

1[3, Ch 13]: �The EVM has a stack-based architecture, storing all in-memory values on a stack.�
2There are as well many di�erences: The EVM is Turing complete and has jumps, has access to the state, and

can make calls to other contracts. See the following blogposts/forum discussions comparing the two machines:
[8, 7]

https://www.beckmann.pro/
http://www.cs.swan.ac.uk/~csetzer/
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Hoare triples have been used to validate the correctness and capability of smart contract
programs. In our approach we will verify these Hoare triples using Agda as our proof assistant
for two reasons: (1) Agda is both a programming language and a theorem prover, which means
we can both execute and verify smart contracts in Agda. (2) Proofs in Agda can be checked by
hand. Smart contracts must be carefully veri�ed because of high monetary values associated
with them. It might not be su�cient to provide trust in the correctness of a smart contract
to have a proof in a theorem prover, having to rely on its correct implementation � attackers
might use an error in the theorem prover in order to create a false proof of the correctness of a
compromised smart contract. If the amount of money being protected by a Bitcoin script is high,
in addition to machine checking manual checking of correctness proofs might be appropriate.

In our previous article [1] we de�ned and formalised an operational semantics of a fragment
of Bitcoin Script using instructions having only local behaviour. This included basic instructions
and some more complex ones: the multi-signature instruction and an instruction enforcing a
time delay. Then we veri�ed those scripts using weakest preconditions for Hoare triples. The
operational semantics was based on a state StackState :“ Time ˆ Msg ˆ Stack (more precisely
in Agda an explicit record type was used) formed from the normal stack Stack, a message Msg

representing the message of the transaction to be signed, and the current time Time in Agda.
In this talk we will investigate the addition of conditional instructions to our fragment of

Bitcoin Script, which have a non-local behaviour, and will discuss how to verify scripts written
in this extended language. As discussed in [12], the use of control follow statements can be
dealt with in the operational semantics by using a second stack IfStack, which keeps track of
the nesting of conditionals. The new state is Time ˆ Msg ˆ Stack ˆ IfStack de�ned as a record
type State in Agda. Our approach is di�erent from the usual approach of converting programs
in Forth involving conditionals into programs with jumps. Instead, we work directly with the
unstructured machine programs, and we adopted the usual techniques in Hoare logic for dealing
with conditionals to such unparsed programs.

Conditionals can result in an exponential increase of the number of paths in a program. This
is a well-known problem in Bitcoin: For instance, Antonopoulos [4, Ch. 7] writes: �Bitcoin Script
�ow control can be used to construct very complex scripts with hundreds or even thousands of
possible execution paths. There is no limit to nesting, but consensus rules impose a limit on
the maximum size, in bytes, of a script�.

In [1] we argued that the correctness of Bitcoin scripts can be considered as veri�cation of the
security of access control systems. Access control is used to restrict access to a resource which
in our case is access to the cryptocurrency in question, i.e. bitcoins. Hoare logic, which is based
on preconditions and postconditions, is particularly well suited for safety-critical systems with
a controllable set of inputs. Additionally, it enables interaction between multiple procedures
within a program. When dealing with access control, weakest preconditions are more suitable:
The precondition must not only be su�cient but as well necessary to ensure that the post-
condition (which expresses access to the resource) is ful�lled after execution of the program.

As in [1] we use two methods for obtaining a human-readable weakest precondition that can
be used to assist developers of smart contracts in Bitcoin. The �rst method is a step-by-step
approach that works backwards through the program instruction by instruction. The second
method is symbolic execution of the code and conversion to a nested case distinction, which
enables reading o� the weakest preconditions as the disjunction of the accepting paths. These
methods have been formalised in Agda and as an example we apply them to the veri�cation
of P2PKH and P2MS, and combinations of them with conditionals. Since we obtain human
readable weakest preconditions, these methods allow to reduce the validation gap between user
requirements and formal speci�cations.
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